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CONFIDENTIAL
INTRODUCTION

This reference aid summarizes the political activities, positions, and alliances of individual Iranian clerics in the anti-Shah movement before the Islamic revolution and under the Khomeini regime.

Clerical Titles: The lowest title applied to Iranian Shia clerics is that of "hojjat ol-Eslam" (proof of Islam). That term and the more prestigious "ayatollah" (vestige of God) have traditionally been applied as tokens of respect by a cleric's followers and with the consensus of more senior clerics. The Khomeini regime also uses an intermediate title, "hojjat ol-Eslam val Moslemin" (proof of Islam, light of Muslims) for several favored lower level clerics such as Consultative Assembly Speaker Rafsanjani and President Khamenei. "Segat ol-Eslam" refers to a specialist in the lore of the Prophet Muhammad. "Ayatollah al-Ozma" (grand Ayatollah) is applied only to a handful of the most important Shia religious leaders.

Technical Details: The spelling of geographical and personal names may not always follow US Government usage. Often only one element of a compound personal name is in common use. More rarely used elements appear in parentheses, as in (Husavi-)Khomeini.

When known, dates are given for the period during which an individual has held a particular position. In many cases, however, only a single date, incomplete dates, or no date can be given. The following symbols and terms are used in individual listings:

- @ indicates a member of the Consultative Assembly (Majles). The 1st Majles served from mid-1980 to mid-1984, when the 2nd Majles took office. Often members were elected in interim elections and did not serve during the entire term of the 1st or 2nd Majles, but the specific dates of such partial terms are not noted. The initials IRP in this context indicate that the Majles member was a candidate supported by the Islamic Republic Party.
o The 1st Assembly of Experts, consisting of 70 clerical and lay members, revised the draft Islamic constitution in 1979. The 2nd Assembly of Experts, elected in late 1982, was formed to select a successor to Ayatollah Khomeini. The Assembly named Ayatollah al-Usma Hosein Montazeri as the successor in late 1985, but it remains in session.

o F indicates an Imam Jomeh (Friday prayer leader). His location is included in parentheses. More than one Imam Jomeh may be known in large towns with several major mosques. In addition, two or more clerics—some of whom may be designated as "acting" prayer leaders—may use the same pulpit. To expand and solidify its control, the clerical regime has designated the Friday prayer leader as the central figure in towns and villages. Local political and security force leaders are expected to meet with the Friday prayer leader regularly to coordinate activities and to defer to his wishes. The regime exploits the weekly prayer service—which all citizens are expected to attend—to reinforce a popular sense of community under clerical leadership. Weekly sermons give a political and religious context in which official interpretations of current events, ideology, and policies are provided.

o KhR stands for Khomeini's personal representatives to specific locations, organizations, and institutions. They have a mandate to keep him informed and ensure that his directives are implemented.

o MoR stands for Montazeri's representatives, who serve a function similar to Khomeini's.
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Abadi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) M.

F(Zabol), 7-83...same as below?

Abadi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam val Moslemin) Mehdi

F(Zahedan), 8-81 to present...KhK (Zahedan), ? to present...signed denunciation of moderate Ayatollah al-Omza Shariat-Madari, 4-82...same as above?

Abadi: see Hoki-Abadi.

Abadi-: (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Abas

Charge d'Affaires (Argentina), 7-81 to present...KhK(South America).

Abai-Khorasani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Acting F(Mashhad), 11-85...same as below?

Abai-Khorasani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad

Officer (Supreme Islamic Propaganda Organization), headed by Janati, 12-81 to present, KhK, 5-85 to present...saw Khomeini in that capacity, 5-85 and 9-84...member (Central Council of Friday prayer leaders), 7 to 9-84...saw Khomeini in that capacity with Kashmiri and Qazi-Asgar, all of whom wanted to resign over problems in the council, possibly including problems with Abtahi...supervisor (Qom seminary Propaganda Office), 3-82 to at least 4-84...took over Qom seminary of the late moderate Ayatollah al-Omza Shariat-Madari after he was "deported" by the regime, 4-82...a classmate of President Khamenei...said only clerics who are "suitable" should be sent to the war front, 5-86...same as above?

Abasi, (?) FNU

Commercial attache (Embassy, Syria)?, 2-86...same as below?

Abasi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Abas

Led "third anniversary of the Revolution" delegation to Pakistan, 2-82...same as above?

Abasi-Yard, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Reza

@Khorramabad 2nd Majles...@Kuhdasht 1st Majles...reporter (2nd Majles housing and urban development/roads and transport committee)...spokesman (1st Majles Councils committee)...
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Abas-Pur, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ebrahim

@(Asaybar) 2nd Majles...supported radical public prosecutor Khoinina, 1986.

Abd-e-Khodai, (Hojjat ol-Eslam, Dr.) Mohammad Nadi

@((Hashshad) 1st and 2nd Majles...chairman (2nd Majles education and higher education committee)...member (2nd Majles 13-man executive board of Iranian interparliamentary Union members)...alternate member (2nd Majles investigation committee)...to IPU conference (Helsinki), 4-83...chairman (1st Majles Islamic Guidance committee)...a moderate who leads one of three Fedayan-e Islam factions in the Majles and rivals the Fedayan faction of Givi-Khalkhali...an ally of President Khamenei...imprisoned in the 1990s for involvement in the attempted assassination of an Iranian foreign minister.

Abdol Aziz: see Mullanzadeh.

Abdol Namid, (Mulavi) FNU

Sunni F(Zahedan), 9-83, 4-86.

Abdol Qafar, (mulavi) FNU

Sunni cleric (Zahedan)...spoke at "Islamic unity poetry night," 5-83.

Abdollahi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

leader (revolutionary court, Kashan), 2-82.

Abdollahi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

member, joint F seminary delegation to Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Indonesia, 7-82.

Abdollahi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Abdul Khaleq

Acting F(Imamshahr, formerly Kermanshah), 3-81.

Abdollah-Pur, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ali

@((Hashshad) 2nd Majles...not an Islamic Republic Party candidate? ...supported radical public prosecutor Khoinina, 1986.

Abdus/Abust, (?) FNU

F seminary representative on Latin American tour, 3-82...same as Abdust?

Abdus, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Secretary (Islamic Republic Party, Semnan)...to Libya, 6-82...same as Abdust?
Abdust, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

†(Sabsevar), 7-83 to present...exiles say he was sent to Sabsevar to calm the situation after a local cleric opposed to radicals was exiled to Qom, 10-83...spoke at Tehran University against moderates, 3-81...same as Abdus/Abust?

Abtahi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Member (Central Council of Friday prayer leaders) with Abai, Kasuli, Janati-Sanei, Qazi-Asqar, Tavasoli, and Kashmari, 9-84...saw Khomeini in that capacity, 7-84, after council members Abai, Kashmari, and Qazi-Asqar saw Khomeini...same as any Abtahi below?

Abtahi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Member (Qom seminary lecturers' association)...saw Khomeini with moderates Azari-Qomi and Makarem-Shirazi, 9-84...same as another Abtahi?

Abtahi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Supervisor (Voice and Vision of Iran)...moderate, probazuur...Islamic Republic Party member...same as Abtahi-Kashani or above?

Abtahi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Hasan

Associated with Muslim Peoples' Party linked to the late moderate Ayatollah al-Uzma Shariat-Madari, 5-79...same as any of above?

Abtahi-Kashani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad

Member (Khomeini's select committee on prisons and pardons) named by Montazeri with Mohammadi-Gilani, Karimi-Mazandarani, and Qazi-Tabatabai, 11-84...member (Qom seminary lecturers' association), 4-84...same as any of above?

Abu-Torabi-Yard, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Abas

@(Qazvin) ist Majles...associated with Qom seminary...son, also a cleric, killed at war front, 12-80.

Abust: see Abdus/Abust.

Adab, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ali Akbar

Named by Prime Minister Musavi to be liaison between his office and clerics, 2-85...Deputy Welfare Minister for liaison with the Majles and provinces, 12-84...same as Adib?

Adabi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) H.

†(Dengolan, Sanandaj), 12-85.

Adelian, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU
F(Sarvestan), 6-84.

Adib, (Ayatollah) Ali

Head (political-ideological office, Air Force at Mehrabad Airport, Tehran), 3-85...same as Adab?

Afshari, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Head (political-ideological office, Tabriz garrison) and representative there of Ayatollah Malakuti, F (Tabriz), 10-83.

Afrazadeh/Afrazii, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Farajollah

@ (Nowshahr) 2nd Majles...not an Islamic Republic Party candidate...former head (political-ideological office, Nowshahr Military Academy).

Afrazii: see Afrazadeh/Afrazii.

Afshari, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Acting F(Susangerd), 9 and 10-83.

Afzali, (?) Mehdi

Candidate (Esfahan Province) 2nd Assembly of Experts, 12-82.

Ahari, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Judge (revolutionary court, Mianeh?)...close to the late moderate Ayatollah al-Ozma Shariat-Madari?...15 Majles deputies asked for his removal, 11-81...same as above?

Ahari, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Director (financial affairs, office of Ayatollah al-Ozma Marashi-Najafi), 5-86...same as above?

Ahmadi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

MoR(Tehran Polytechnic University), 5-84.

Ahmadi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Head (Trade Guilds Court, Tehran).

Ahmadi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Head (political-ideological office, Army logistic command)...born about 1956.

Ahmadi, (Mulavi) FNU

F Sunni?(Bakhez in Mashhad), 2-82.
Ahmadi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam Dr.) Ahmad

Member (Cultural kevolution Headquarters), 2-82; spokesman, 11-83 to at least 6-84...a moderate.

Ahmadi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Hosein

F(Gonbad-e Qabus) and secretary (Islamic Republic Party office, Gonbad-e Qabus), 2-82 to at least 11-83, 4-86.

Ahmadi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam val Moslemin) Mohammad

F(Khomein Snahr, near Isfahan), 5-83 to 11-83, 3-86.

Ahmadi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Morad Ali

@ (Songor-e Kolyai) 1st and 2nd Majles...not an Islamic Republic Party candidate?...supported radical public prosecutor Khoiniha, 1986.

Ahmadi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam Dr.) Morteza

A surgeon treating the wounded at the front from the start of the war to at least 2-84...born about 1918.

Ahmadi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Zekri

Judge (revolutionary court, Hamadan).

Ahmadi-Danesh-Ashtiani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Hosein

@(Tafresh and Ashtian) 1st Majles...member (1st Majles internal affairs committee)...former head (special appeals court)...former teacher...born 1925 in Ashtian to a clerical family...same as above?...related to Danesh-Ashtiani?

Ahmadi-Ferushani, (?) Mohammad

@ (?) 1st Majles...same as above?

Ahmadi-Mianji, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mehdi

Member (Revolutionary Guard command council), 9-82...Guard press liaison officer.

Ahmadi-Pur-Pakhloj, (?) Ali

Candidate (Azarbayjan-e Bakhtari Province) 2nd Assembly of Experts, 12-82.

Ahmadi-Yazdi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F and Khk(bandar Abbas), 8-81 to present...MoK on delegation abroad, 8-82 ...called on Iranians to send their children to the warfront, 2-86...same as below?
Ahmadi-Yazdi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

KhK(Hormozeghan), 7-82...led delegation to Kenya, 7-82...same as above?

Ahmadi-Yazdi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam val Moslemin) Ali

F(Borujerd), 2-82, acting 9-83...briefed Khomeini, 4-81...same as above?

Ahmad-Vand, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Saleh

@ (Manayeh/Malayer) 2nd Majles...reporter (2nd Majles institutions affiliated with the Prime Minister's office, religious endowments, and aid committee)...member (2nd Majles foreign affairs committee)...to Vienna with Foreign Minister Velayati, 6-86.

Ajam, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ali

@ ( Mashhad) 1st Majles...member (1st Majles administration and employment committee)...associated with the Revolutionary Guard...born 1949.

Akhavan, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

head (Revolutionary Guard offenses office, Tehran prosecutor's office), 4-86...former prosecutor (Mashid/Rasht?).

Akhlaqi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

@ (Arak) 1st Majles...F(Arak)...head (revolutionary committee, Sabsevar), 8-81...wounded in assassination attempt, 8-81.

Akhlaqinia, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad

@ (Sirjan) 1st Majles...ex-F(?)...associated with Reconstruction Crusade...born 1952.

Akhtari, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Abas Ali

@ KP (Mashhad) 1st Majles...member, 1st Majles labor and social affairs committee...praised the Islamic Republic Party, 2-82...former head (komitehs, Shirvan and Jahrom)...F(Semnan), 8-81 to at least 11-83...taught at Mashhad and Qom seminaries...born 1939 in Khorasan Province to a clerical family.

Akhtari, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Hasan

Ambassador (Syria), replacing Mohtashemi-Pur, 4-86 to present...@ (Semnan) 1st Majles...ran unsuccessfully for the 2nd Majles...F(Semnan), 1984 to 4-86...F(Sorkheh), 8-81 to 1984...former member (Prime Minister's Office's audit unit)...former head (Arabic broadcasting on the Voice and Vision of Iran) which was critical of the Syrian regime...radical who has become estranged from other radicals but remains close to Prime Minister Musavi...ties to Montazeri and President Khamenei...close to Muslim Brotherhood, which opposes the Syrian regime...born about 1932.
Akhundi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Abas Ahmad

Nominated by Foreign Minister Velayati to be Charge (Paris), 1-86...Deputy Interior Minister for Political and Social Affairs, 7 to 8-6...responsible for security problems caused by Iraqi and Afghan refugees as head, National Security Committee...associated with leadership of the Mujahedin of the Islamic Revolution, pro-Khomeini paramilitary group...brother-in-law of former Interior Minister Nateq-Nuri.

Akrami, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Reza

@ (Semnan) 2nd Majles...not an Islamic Republic Party candidate...reporter, 2nd Majles Defense committee...spoke in favor of accepting three ministers named in 8-84...called for increasing the government's unaccountable emergency funds from $50 million to $90 million during 2-85 debate on 1985/86 budget.

Alahi-Fani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F (Firuzabad), 9-83...same as or related to Alameh-Fani?...same as below?

Alahi-Nejad, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Acting F (Firuzabad), 9-83...same as above?

Alameh-Fani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ali

Wants an Islamic government, but opposes the Khomeini regime's repression...respected by Khomeini who sent his son, Ahmad, to call on Alameh-Fani when he was ill in early 1985...a good scholar and organizer with about 500 students...not wealthy...born in Esfahan 1915 to 1920...same as or related to Alahi-Fani?

Alami, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Abol Hasan

Head (revolutionary courts, Hamadan), 5-82...judge (revolutionary court), 8-81...Mujahedin claimed he was opposed to the regime, but the Iranian press quoted him in 8-81 speaking strongly against the Islamic-Marxist Mujahedin and other dissidents, as well as bazaaris and clerics who support them.

Alamol-Hoda, (Hojjat ol-Eslam), Baha-ed-Din

@ (Ardabil) 1st Majles.

Alamol-Hoda, (Ayatollah) Mehdi

Influential in Mashhad...criticized the Khomeini regime, 4-85.

Alari/Alavi-Hoseini, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Hasan

@ (Gorgan) 2nd Majles.

Alavi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU
Acting F(Kabat Karim), 7–83, 6–85.

Alavi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Sabsevar), 10–83...Iranian exiles claim he was exiled to Qom by radicals because of his sympathy for ultraconservative Hojatieh faction, 10–83.

Alavi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Commander (Revolutionary Guard, Khorasan Province)...named by Guard Commander Rezai, 1–82.

Alavi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mahmud

@(Larestan) 1st and 2nd Majles...member (2nd Majles foreign affairs committee)...member (1st Majles internal affairs committee)...KhR(Lamard)... supported the President's right to nominate a prime minister of his choice and criticized the government for failing to solve Iran's problems, 9–85...labeled disagreements within the Cabinet as the government's greatest weakness, followed by the inadequacy in government funding for urban and rural areas, 9–83...called on the government to institute effective programs to revitalize rural areas, increase production, and achieve self-sufficiency...good speaker...appears devout, but may be an opportunist...close to Kafsanjani and to President Khamenei...born about 1954 to a clerical family in Fars Province.

Alavi-Hoseini: see Alali/Alavi-Hoseini.

Alavi-Shirazi, (Ayatollah) FNU

Gave holiday sermon at a Tehran mosque in 10–84 after which pleasant music was played, drawing later criticism from President Khamenei of 'mistaken use of music in mourning ceremonies.'

Alavi-Tabatabai-Borujerdi, (Ayatollah) FNU

Led demonstration of mourners outside Tehran hospital where moderate Ayatollah al-Ozma Shariat-Madari died, 4–86...later arrested in Qom by the Revolutionary Guard...son-in-law of last Shia cleric unanimously accepted as preeminent, Borujerdi.

Alemi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Shabestar) 8–81, 12–85.

Ale-Mohammad, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Sadeq

F(Ahar), 2–82.

Al-e Qafur, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Shushtar).

Alheb-Dashti, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Abol Hasan
@ (Nowshahr) 1st Majles...member (1st Majles administration and employment committee)...deputy operations chief (Revolutionary Guard) for education and Islamic guidance...secretary (land reform committee)...judge (guild and revolutionary courts)...born 1951.

Ali, (?) Javad Hasan

Sunni? f(Yazd), 1-85.

Alikhani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Director (central komiteh, Qazvin), 2-82.

Ali-Pur, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Hamid Hosein

f(Miandow Ab), 8-81.

Ali-Samadi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Head (education department, Azarbayjan-e Bakhtiari Province).

Aliyari, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Member (Combatant Clerics' Association, Tehran), 2-85.

Alizadeh, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

f(Ferdows), 8-81 to at least 11-83, 3-86.

Alizadeh-Musavi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohsen

Member (political-ideological office, Army)...to China, 5-84.

Amadi: see Mir Amadi and Ahmadi.

Amid-Zanjani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Abas Ali aka Abas Ali Amid

Director (4th Komiteh, Tehran), 6-86...Iranian representative (UNESCO), 6-86...favored creation of economic cooperative organizations in Iran, 4-85...led Islamic Guidance Ministry delegation to Africa, 3-85...wrote official textbook on the Koranic basis of the Iranian Constitution, 1984...says the Constitution cannot be changed because it was written by clerical jurisprudents...says the Majles can only legislate on matters not covered by Shia jurisprudence and only under the guidance of the Council of Guardians--on other issues the Majles can only lay out programs for implementing Shia law...member (delegation to Haj pilgrimage conference, Australia), 7-84...member (joint Ministries of Education and Foreign Affairs delegation to education and culture conference of nonaligned states), 8-83...associated with Tehran University, 8-83...delegate to Islamic Unity conference (Sri Lanka), 12-82...signed denunciation of the late moderate Ayatollah al-Ozma Shariat-Madari, 4-82...visited Australia as KhK, 1981...son-in-law of Marashi-Najafi.

Amin: see Ruhal-Amin.
Amini, (Ayatollah) FNU

Trustee (Sadeq University), 1-83...same as Ebrahim Amini?

Amini, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Supervisor (Tabriz prison).

Amini, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Visited Kordestan Province and reported to Montazeri, 12-84...teacher at Qom seminary...same as below or Amini-Najafabadi?

Amini, (Ayatollah) Ebrahim

May be chosen to head an Iranian seminary, 6-86...wrote multipart newspaper series on Islamic ethics in Etelaat, 4-85...member (Qom Seminary Lecturers' Association)...saw Khomeini in that capacity, 8-84...led delegation to Third World, 1-83...Moj and head of delegation to Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, and Indonesia, 7-82...associate of the late Ayatollah Taleqani?...same as Ayatollah FNU Amini or Amini-Najafabadi?

Aminian, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Astaneh Ashrafieh), 2-86.

Aminian, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ali

F(Malekan in Azarbayjan-e Khavari Province), 8-81 to at least 10-83.

Aminian, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Hasan/Ali

Ambassador (South Yemen), 5-82 to present.

Aminian, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Ali

Moj(Gilan Province universities), 11-83.

Amini-Najafabadi, (Ayatollah) FNU

2nd deputy chairman (2nd Assembly of Experts), elected 7-85...spoke at dinner honoring members of the 2nd Az, 7-85.

Amlashi: see Kabani-Amlashi.

Amoli, (Ayatollah) Hashem

Teacher at Qom seminary...saw Khomeini, 9-83.

Amoli: see Javadi-Amoli-Larijani.

Amouzian: see Kar-Amouzian.

Amrollahi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU
Attended Iranian dinner honoring an Iranian Health Ministry delegation in Dublin, Ireland, 7–84.

Andabili, (Ayatollah) Mohammad Ali

Considered too lenient (toward those associated with the Shah's regime?) by the people of Shiraz, 1980.

Andalibi, (Mujat ol-Eslam) FNU

An elderly, respected cleric in Darab...saw Khomeini, 11-84...visited London, 10-83.

Angaji, (Ayatollah) FNU

Well-known anti-Khomeini cleric in Tabriz who supported the late moderate Ayatollah al-Ouzma Shariat-Madari...same as M. M. or M. A. Angaji?

Angaji, (Mujat ol-Eslam) Ali

Member (headquarters for implementing Khomeini's liberalization decree, Hormuzgan Province), 1-83...related to below?

Angaji, (?) Mirza Mohammad

Candidate (Azarbajani-e Khavari Province) the 2nd Assembly of Experts, 12-82...same as below?

Angaji, (Ayatollah) Mohammad Ali

Died, 6-83...Azbayjani...wrote an open letter to Khomeini endorsing his delegation to the Majles of the power to implement some laws without the consent of the Council of Guardians in 10-81...same as above?...related to A. Angaji?

Ansari, (Mujat ol-Eslam) FNU

Acting F(Boruzgan), 7-83.

Ansari, (Mujat ol-Eslam) Hosein

@Neyshabur 1st Majles.

Ansari, (Mujat ol-Eslam) Majid

Radical cleric who handled public relations and general affairs in Khomeini's office...Khomeini's secretariat staff reports to him...@Zarand 1st Majles...may have links to the Tudeh (Communist) Party...born between 1946 and 1956...same as Majid Ansari-Kermani?

Ansari, (Mujat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Javad

F(Nur), 5-83 to at least 11-83, 6-85.
Ansari: see Baqr-Ansari.

Ansari-Kermani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Majid

Head (Prisons' Supervisory Council), replacing Elahi, 12-85...@ (Kerman) 1st Majles...representative of the Supreme Judicial Council (Prosecutors' Offices, Courts, and Prisons' Supervisory Council), 6-84 to present...saw Khomeini in that capacity, 9-84...close to Montazeri, who is a strong advocate of prison reform...same as Majid Ansari?

Ansari-Kermani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Ali

Supported Khomeini's delegation of authority to regime officials "to ensure they learn of problems and solve them," 2-85.

Ansari-Shirazi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Yahya

May become head of an Iranian seminary, 6-86.

Anvari, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F (Bijar), 7-83, 2-86.

Anvari, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad

Member (Noymzangan) 1st Assembly of Experts, 1979...same as below?

Anvari-Hamadani, (Ayatollah/Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Baqr/Taqi Muhi ed-Din Zeyn ol-Abedin

(2) (Tehran) 2nd Majles...@ (Ramazan/Kazan, Hamedan) 1st Majles...Islamic Republic Party member...head (Combatant Clerics' Association), 1980 to mid-1981...member (CCA Central Council)...chairman (2nd Majles Branch 13)...member (1st Majles committee reviewing qualifications of candidates for prime minister), 9-80...member (1st Majles Internal Affairs Committee)...member (Hamedan) 1st and 2nd Assembly of Experts...F (Narmak mosque, Tehran), 1980 to at least 2-82...pro-Bani-Sadr...a moderate who threatened to resign from the Majles in 1980 because of intimidation

...labeled radical by some...close to the late Beheshti in the anti-Shah movement, active with armed proclerical groups and imprisoned for 15 years...member of Fedayen-e Islam paramilitary group...KhK (Haj pilgrimage), 1979...KhK (1st Majles Guild Affairs Committee)...KhK (gendarmery), mid-1981 to at least 12-84...saw Khomeini in that capacity, 9,10, and 11-81...born 1926 in Qom/1928 in Hamadan to a clerical family...same as above?

Anzabi: see Chehregani-Anzabi and Vaez-Musavi-Anzabi.

Aqa, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ahmad

Prime ministerial candidate, 7-80...went to Kermanshah (now Imamshahr) with President Bani-Sadr, 8-80.

Aqaei, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU
Deputy prosecutor (Teheran), 1-85.

Aqa-Hoseini-Tabatabai, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Hassan

@ (Zabol) 1st and 2nd Majles...member (1st Majles agricultural and rural development committee)...associated with local komitehs...born 1934 in Baluchestan va Sistan Province.

Aqazadeh: see Najaf-Aqazadeh.

Aqili-Hamidi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Hashem

@ (Hamadan) 1st and 2nd Majles...chairman (2nd Majles budget and accounts committee).

Arab, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Prosecutor (southern Kerman Province), 12-85.

Aradi, (Ayatollah/Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

One of Khomeini's three sons-in-law...see Esraki and Tabatabai-Borujerdi.

Arati/Kraji, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Maybad/Misbad), 11-83 to at least 6-84.

Araki, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Judge (revolutionary court, Khuzestan Province).

Araki, (Ayatollah al-Ozma) Mohammad Ali

Khomeini's first theological mentor...apparently still alive in 2-82.

Araki: see Mohammadi-Araki.

Arbani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mostaquin

F(Kuchestahan, Kasht)...called on the government to give land to peasants to prevent their migration to cities.

Ardabili: see Musavi-Ardabili.

Ardashiri: see Bahari-Ardashiri.

Ardekani: see Khatemi-Ardekani and Razavi-Ardekani.

Ardestani: see Sadeqi-Ardestani.

Arjomandi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F (Maku), 2-86.
Arsanjani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Fasa), 8-81.

Aruji, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Hamatollah

Judge (criminal court 2, branch 61).

Asadi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Bashraviyeh), 6-85...same as Q.K. Asadi?

Asadi, (?) Omar

Pro-Khomeini Sunni cleric in Urumiyeh, 2-82.

Asadi, (Hojjat/Seqat ol-Eslam val Moslemin) Qolam Reza

F(Moshtoriyeh), 3-81...same as FNU Asadi?

Asadi-Khansari, (?) Kasem

President of Majles seminary on delegation to USSR, 2-82.

Asgari, (?) Hasan

F(Kuchesfahan, Rasht)...killed, 8-81.

Ashari, (Ayatollah/Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Hosein

Khk and Mok (health and medical issues), 12-85...Khk (Qom health department), 1-84.

Ashkeri, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Acting F(Qazvin), 5-83.

Ashrafi-Esfahani, (Ayatollah) Ataollah

Killed, 10-82...F(Imamshahr), 12-80 to 10-82....strongly criticized moderate Ayatollah al-Osma Shariat-Madari, 4-82...escaped assassination attempt, 7-81...met with Majles Speaker Kafsanjani to review the problems of his province, 2-81...antileftist...born about 1900...father of below.

Ashrafi-Esfahani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Hosein

Son of above.

Ashrafi-Esfahani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad

@ (Bakhtaran) 2nd Majles...supported radical public prosecutor Khoiniha, 1986...son of Ayatollah Ashrafi-Esfahani.
Ashtiani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ali Akbar

KPK and director (political-ideological office, gendarmerie), 8-84 to the present...saw Montazeri in that capacity, 8-84.

Ashtiani, (Ayatollah) Mirza Mohammad Baqr

Died, 9-84...met with Khomeini, 11-80...issued open letter of support for the regime, 12-80.


Ashuri/Ashvari, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Normaz), 9-83 to at least 12-85...praised selection of Montazeri as Khomeini's heir, 12-85.

Ashuri, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Habibollah

Executed as Mujahedin sympathizer in Tehran, 9-81...denied the charge.

Ashvari: see Ashuri/Ashvari.

Askari/Asqari, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Gilan-e Carb), 8-83 to at least 4-86.

Asqar-Rabani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Director (Welfare organization, Borujan), 7-83.

Asqar: see Qazi-Asqar.

Asqari, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Kuhbanan), 4-86.

Asqari: see Askari/Asqari.

Ayatollahi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Acting F(Najafabad), 5-83.

Ayatollahi, (Ayatollah) Abdul Ali

F(Lar), 2-82 to at least 6-84.

Ayatollahi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Hosein

F(Jahrom), 8-81 to at least 6-84, 12-85.

Ayatollahi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Reza
Legal and parliamentary adviser to Education Minister, 6-84.

Ayatollahi-Tabatabai, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Morteza

F(Tehran mosque), ? to 9-81...assassinated, 9-81.

Azadi: see Kzadi.

Azar: see Mohammadi-Azar.

Azari-Qomi, (Ayatollah) Ahmad Bigdeli

@Qom) 2nd Majles...defeated an Islamic Republic Party candidate...director and spokesman (Qom seminary lecturers' association), 3-82...saw Khomeini, 9-84 with moderate lecturers' association members Makarem-Shirazi and Abtahi...acting F(Qom), 7-82 to 7-83...member (?) 1st Assembly of Experts...KhK (Qom revolutionary court)...KhK (Masumeh Shrine, Qom)...hoped to replace Kafsanjani as speaker of the 2nd Majles but could not unite opponents of Kafsanjani...founder of Kesalaat newspaper with Shari, Khazali, and Kasti-Khashi, 9-85...head (Prophet's Foundation--Bonyad Kesalaat)...centrist on economic issues, but a hardliner on the application of the Islamic penal code...associated with the bazaar and possibly sympathetic to the ultra-conservative Hojjatieh faction...probably opposed announcement that the 2nd Assembly of Experts had chosen Montazeri as Khomeini's heir...ally of President Khamenei...close to military intelligence chief Katibeh...linked to Khomeini's older brother, Pasandideh, who opposes the regime...said during 8-84 confidence debate that Khomeini's statement that the Prime Minister and Cabinet should be affirmed was only an opinion and need not be obeyed...also charged that nationalized industries had lost $2 billion in 1979 alone and was told by the Prime Minister that many of their original managers had been executed on Bigdeli's orders...has publicly ridiculed Kafsanjani and questioned his views...bitter rival of radical Qom representative, Givi-Khalilkhani, whom he has publicly called a "thief, killer, and leftist"...Majles credentials questioned by radicals who said he opposes leadership by a clerical jurisprudent, civil taxes, and government by councils composed of all interested persons...ex-revolutionary prosecutor-general who was dismissed under charges of financial mismanagement and of aiding former SAVAK members...citizens of Dezful protested his verdicts on "capitalists" there in a telegram to Montazeri, 7-80...active in the anti-Shah movement...born about 1923...son of below.

Azari-Qomi, (Ayatollah) Mirza Hasan

A leader (Combatant Clerics' Association, Qom)...father of above.

Azimi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) F.M.

F(Azarshahr), 5-85.

Azimi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) M.

F(Sar Dasht), 1-86.

Azizi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) A.
Acting Ṣ(Sanandaj), 2-86.

Azizian, (Ḥojjat ol-Eslam) Mahmud

Judge (guild affairs court), 1-83 to at least 1-85...attacked moderate former Commerce Minister Asgār-Oladī and other Ministry officials, some of whom were eventually convicted of corruption, 1-83.

Babai, (Ḥojjat ol-Eslam) Ali Baba

@A(Safarī) 1st and 2nd Majles...not an Islamic Republic Party candidate?...member (1st Majles housing and urban development and roads and transport committees)...supported radical public prosecutor Khoiniha, 1986...former head (local komiteh)...expert in propaganda...born about 1944.

Badri, (Ḥojjat ol-Eslam) A.

Acting Ṣ(Abdān), 11-85.

Bahaouni, (Ayatollah) Reza

Saw Khomeini, 9-84.

Baharī-Ardashiri, (Ḥojjat ol-Eslam) Abas Ali

@S(Sari) 1st and 2nd Majles...ran as an independent...member (2nd Majles delegation, Libya), 2-86...member (1st Majles employment committee)...involved with propaganda within the Revolutionary Guard...BA degree in Arabic language and literature from Tehran University...former teacher...born in 1944 or 1953 to a rural family in Mazandaran Province.

Bahrami, (Ḥojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Acting Ṣ(Masjed-e Soleiman), 5-83.

Bahonar, (Ḥojjat ol-Eslam Dr.) Mohammad Javad

@R(Tehran) 1st Majles...assassinated, 8-81...Prime Minister, 7 to 8-81...led delegation to Western Europe to explain Iranian views, 2-81...Education Minister, 8-80 to 7-81...spokesman (Majles committee 5 - education?)...member (Cultural Revolution Leadership Council)...member (1st Majles cultural revolution committee)...member (Revolutionary Council) 1979-80...one of the first clerics to enter the government—as Deputy Education Minister in mid-1979...member (Kerman) 1st Assembly of Experts, 1979...founding member and deputy head of the Islamic Republic Party...student of Khomeini and also studied at University of Tehran...worked closely with Ayatollah Beheshti in the anti-Shah movement and after the revolution.

Bakhamri, (Ḥojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Assigned to Air Force Headquarters, Tehran, by Khomeini's office, 9-83.

Bakavoli, (Ḥojjat ol-Eslam) FNU
Revolutionary court prosecutor (Neyshabur).

Bakhsh-Navab, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Hosein

@ (Kamhormuz) 1st Majles...member (1st Majles constituents' complaints committee) specializing in the Voice and Vision of Iran and the Islamic Guidance Ministry...born 1948.

Bakui, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F (Fereidunkenar), 4-86.

Banab: see Jabari-Banab.

Banabi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F (Banan), 5-83...same as Baqeri-Banabi?

Banabi: see Baqeri-Banabi.

Banai, (?) Abdol Hamid

Named by Interior Minister to Azarbajyan-e Khavari Province revolutionary organizations, 11-82.

Bani-Asadi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Head (political-ideological office, Zahedan gendarmerie).

Bani-Fazl-Tabrizi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Morteza

KhR (Azarbajyan area)...member (Azarbajyan-e Bakhtari Province) 2nd Assembly of Experts, 8-82 to present...praised selection of Montazeri as Khomeini's heir, 12-85...associated with Qom seminary...born about 1933.

Bani-Hashemi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Acting F (Estahbanat), 7-83.

Bani-Jamali, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Nasr

Judge (revolutionary court)...assassinated, 9-81.

Banki: see Mohaqeq-Banki.

Baqani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Head (Islamic Republic Party clerical unit), 7-84...same as below?

Baqani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ali Asgar

@ IRP (Sabsevar) 1st Majles...wounded in 6-81 bombing of Islamic Republic Party headquarters...advocated trial of the US hostages if the Shah were not returned to Iran, 6-80...same as above?
Baqani-Esmail, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

@ (Torbat-e Heydarieh) 1st Majles...would not express a view of the hostage issue, 6-80.

Baqani/Baqeri-Kani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Baqr

Head (komitehs, Tehran)...deputy head (komitehs)...same as Mahdavi-Kani?

Baqer: see Baqeri.

Baqeri, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

In Tehran...associated with a foundation that aids people affected by the war with Iraq.

Baqeri: see Baqani/Baqeri-Kani, Conabadi-Baqeri, and Mir-Baqeri.

Baqerian, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F (Semiran), 8-81.

Baqeri-Banabi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F (Banab), 7-83...same as Banabi?

Baqeri-Banabi, (Ayatollah) Abdul Majid

Azarbayjani...wrote an open letter to Khomeini endorsing his delegation to the Majles of the power to implement some laws without the consent of the Council of Guardians, 10-81.

Baqi-Mejad, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Abdul

Judge (criminal court 1, branch 3).

Baqr, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Member (Supreme Islamic Propaganda Organization), 12-81.

Baqr-Ansari, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad

Spoke at 2nd Islamic thought conference, Tehran, 2-84.

Barahani: see Hoseini-Barahani/Baramai/Bormai.

Baramai: see Hoseini-Barahani/Baramai/Bormai.

Barikbin, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

KhH and F (Qazvin), 6-79 to present...member (1st Majles supervisory committee), 4-82...member (?) 2nd Assembly of Experts who announced that Montazeri had been chosen as Khomeini's heir, 11-85...escaped assassination attempt, 6-79.
Barjasteh, (Ayatollah) FNU

A supporter of the ultraconservative Hojatieh Society who is politically inactive.

Barzanji, (?) Mohammad

F(?)...spoke at Friday prayer leaders' congress, Tehran, 5-84...from Kordestan province.

Bashtiani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Associated with border patrols.

Basiri, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Ayatollah Khalkhali's representative and member (revolutionary court, Sar-e Pol-e Zahab).

Batai, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Teyvanekei), 2-84.

Bayan, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ruhollah

F(Naqadeh)...same as Ruhollah Bayani/Biyani?

Bayani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ali Aqcar

@Sabsevar) 1st Majles.

Bayani/Bayzani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Zabol), 3-83 to at least 10-83, 6-85.

Bayani/Biyani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Zahedan), 3-83 to at least 10-83.

Bayani/Biyani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam), Ruhollah

F(Neka), 8-81 to 10-83...same as Ruhollah Bayan?

Bayat, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Yasuj), 2-82.

Bayat, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Judge (revolutionary court, Shiraz, Abhar, and Gonbad), 7-80.

Bayat, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU
Head (political and ideological office, officers' college).

Bayat, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Qolam Reza

@ (Mahneshan) 2nd Majles...Islamic Republic Party member...ally of Kartsanjan...related to Hashemi-Bayat?

Bayzani: see Bayani/Bayzani.

Bazqandi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Hosein

@ (Azna and Dorud) 1st Majles...member (1st Majles posts-telephonetelegraph committee)...former F(Azna).

Behbehani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) M.

F(Dorud), 7-83.

Beheshti, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Head (komiteh, Bakhtaran), 1985.

Beheshti: see (Hoseini-)Beheshti.

Beheshti-Nejad, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Hasan

IFP 1st majles candidate (Esfahan) assassinated, 7-81...probably nephew of Beheshti...related to below?

Beheshti-Nejad, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Hosein

@ (Esfahan) 1st Majles...head (Revolutionary Guard training, district 2, Esfahan) 1983...related to above?

Behjati, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) M.S.

KhR and F(Ardakan), 9-83 to at least 6-84.

Behjati-Khorasani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Azna), 8-81.

Behshiri, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ebrahim

Member (Uamavand election board for Majles and 2nd Assembly of Experts), 1984.

Bekradian, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Abdol Karim

Head (Martyrs' Foundation, Behbehian)...killed, 8-81.

Berenjabad: see Musavi-Berenjabad.

Beshrati: see Taqi-Beshrati.
Bigdeli, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ali Akbar

Killed at the warfront, 1983...taught at Qom seminary...related to Azari-Qomi?

Bigdeli: see Azari-Qomi.

Biyani: see Bayani/Biyani.

Bizhani: see Karimi-Nejad/Bizhani.

Bojnundi: see Musavi-Bojnundi.

Boqi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Acting F(Kangavar), 8-81.

Bor, (?) Feiz Mohammad Hosein

Prominent pro-Khomeini Sunni cleric in Baluchestan...killed by dissidents, 5-81.

Borhani, (Ayatollah) FNU

Professor, 9-82...former head (Tehran komiteh 3).

Borhani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Khm(Hamsen Sayed ol-Shohada military headquarters), 7-84.

Borhani, (?) Shafiq

Member of delegation to Sri Lanka, 2-82.

Bormai: see Hoseini-Baramani/Baramai/Bormai.

Borqai, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Meza Esmail Hamid aka Esmail Mir-Damad

Khm(Persian Gulf), 4-82 to present...may be involved in terrorist activities...has poor relationship with Iranian diplomats in the Persian Gulf states...active in the anti-Shah movement...with Khomeini in exile in Iraq and close to his two sons...took name of his wife's well-known clerical family...born about 1945.

Borujerdi: see Alavi-Tabatabai-Borujerdi, Madani-Borujerdi, and (Tabatabai-) Borujerdi.

Chaveshi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad

Member (political-ideological office, Navy)...killed in Tehran, 3-82.

Chebabeyani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Abdol Hamid
Acted as Kmt (Tabriz) and was active in komiteh work, 1979.

Chehabeyani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ali Asqar

Member (central council of the Reconstruction Crusade’s warfront relief effort).

Chehregani-Anzabi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Hosein

@ (Tabriz) lst Majles and 2nd Majles...member (Islamic Republic Party and Combatant Clerics' Association)...chairman (2nd Majles Islamic Guidance committee)...lst vice chairman (lst Majles services committee)...ally of Kaifianjani...met with Khomeini, 1-81...brother of member of Council of Guardians...possible sympathizer with ultraconservative Hojatieh faction...opposes land reform and favors Islamic capitalism...strongly anti-Soviet...former supporter of late moderate Ayatollah al-Ozma Shariat-Madari...born about 1919 in Tabriz.

Chitsaz-Mohammad/Mohsesin-Shahruedi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Hosein

@ (Shahrud) 2nd Majles...not an Islamic Republic Party candidate?...member (?) 2nd Assembly of Experts...supported radical public prosecutor Khoiniha, 1986.

Dailami: see Mir Dailami.

Dam: see Borqai aka Mir Damad and Mohaqeq-Damad.

Damad, (Mullah) Hamid

@ (Khash) lst and 2nd Majles...not an Islamic Republic Party candidate?...2nd secretary (2nd Majles posts-telegram-telephone and energy committee)...member (lst Majles energy-water-electricity committee)...Sunni cleric...born 1945 in Baluchestan to a clerical family...worked at a power facility before the revolution...elementary school education.

Damadi: see Mir Damadi.

Damgani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Acting F (Gachsaran), 1-86.

Damgani: see Musavi-Damgani and Vahedi-Damgani.

Danesh: see Ahmadi-Danesh-Ashtiani.

Danesh-Ashtiani, (Ayatollah) FNU

F (Ashtian), 8-83 to present...related to Ahmadi-Danesh-Ashtiani?

Darai, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Member (political-ideological office, Army at Imamshahr, formerly Kermanshah), 8-81...same as either below?
Darai, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Head (komiteh, Bakhtaran), 7-83...same as above or below?

Darai, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Qolam Meza

Director (Health centers, Tehran), 1984...same as either above?

Darezian, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F( Behnir/Bahmnr, Babolsar), 5-83 to at least 8-83.

Darvazaei, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Member (committee to implement Khomeini's 12-82 liberalization decree, Tabriz), 1-83.

Darvishi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Member (Supreme Islamic Propaganda Organization office, Abadan), 8-82.

Dashti, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Head (Central Council of Friday Prayer Leaders), 3-84 to at least 7-84...arranged Friday prayer leaders' conference, 4-84.

Dashti, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ebrahim

@(? ) 2nd Majles...member (2nd Majles foreign affairs committee)...to Syria in delegation led by Nasanjani, 6-85...F(bushahr), 12-80...chairman of a seminar during Shia clerics' conference (Tehran), 5-84...same as E. J. Yusefi-Dashti?

Dashti: see Alheb-Dashti and Yusefi-Dashti.

Dastqaiq, (Ayatollah) Abdol Hosein

F(Shiraz)...killed, 12-81...invited by Libyan diplomats to make an official visit to Libya, 2-81...head of a seminar of local Friday prayer leaders to discuss the problems of Fars Province and the Bushehr and Kohiluyeh va Boir Ahmad areas, 2-81...met with Khomeini and condemned opposition among clerics in Qom, Tehran, Mashhad, and Esfahan, 12-82...reported to Khomeini on Fars region issues and needs, 8-80...angered by Persian Gulf states' failure to back Iran against Iraq...said US hostages were spies trying to resurrect US influence, 4-80...born about 1912...father of above.

Dastqaiq, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ali Asqar

Son of above.

Dastqaiq, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ali Mohammad
Moh (Shiraz University) with Emadi, 6-83...saw Montazeri, 6-83...brother of the above...same as either below?

Dastqaib, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Hashem

(‘Fars Province) 2nd Majles...Kh (Shiraz), 2-85...member (?) 2nd Assembly of Experts...visited United Arab Emirates, 2-85...met Khomeini, 1-85 and 3-81...son of Ayatollah Dastqaib...saw Montazeri, 11-82...same as Ali Mohammad or Mohammad Mebdi Dastqaib?

Dastqaib, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Mebdi

Supervisor (Amamdi and Mohammadi shrines, Shiraz), 7-84...same as either above?

Dastqaib: see Taqi-Dastqaib.

Lavani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam)? Ali

Pro-Khomeini cleric who may be chosen to head an Iranian seminary, 6-86.

Lavati, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

WCN (Iranian Embassy, Nairobi), 7-84.

Lavudi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

@('Ahwaz?) 1st Majles...editor of Rasat newspaper...same as Doai?

Lavasari: see Mohammadi-Gilani.

Ledinshidi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Kazem

KHK (Ahvazan), 2-79 to 8-80...active in Ahvaz forces, 1979...see Jami.

Dedeqah, (Mujavi) Nazr Mohammad

(@‘iranshahr) 1st Majles...Sami Saluq who supports the Islamic Unity Party led by Valianzadeh...good orator...active in the anti-Shah movement.

Dehqani/Dehqani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mahboud

Unsuccessful Islamic Republic Party candidate (Jirti) for 2nd Majles.

Dehqani: see Shariati-Dehqani.

Dehqani: see Dehqani.

Deldar, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Acting F (Bandar Abas), 4-86.

Deyanat, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU
Deylami, (Hojatt ol-Eslam) Mohammad

Head (revolutionary court, Central Province), 4-81.

Dezfuli: see Qazi-Tabatabai-Dezfuli.

Dibacni, (Hojatt ol-Eslam) FNU

mok (armed forces' Qods Headquarters), 9-83.

Dibayi, (Hojatt ol-Eslam) FNU

Member (Ayatollah Montazeri's office)...mok (Qom seminary managing council established in 1-84).

Din Farvar, (Hojatt ol-Eslam) Jalal ed-Din

Member (Combatant Clerics Association, Tehran, Central Council), 7-84...member (Revolutionary Guard command council) in charge of ideological training, 7-84 to at least 2-84.

Dinvar, (Ayatollah) Kazem

Well-known anti-Khomeini supporter of the late moderate Ayatollah al-Omza Shariat-Madari in Tabriz.

Daghu, (Hojatt ol-Eslam) FNU

F(kudbar, Qazerun, Lavasanat), 5-83 to at least 11-83.

Daghu, (Hojatt ol-Eslam) FNU

Involved with the education of Revolutionary Guards, 8-83...same as below?

Daghu-Fayzabadi, (Hojatt ol-Eslam) Mohsen

Executive branch representative (Voice and Vision of Iran Supervisory Council), 11-83 to at least 3-84...member (Islamic Republic Party central council), 5-83...same as above?

Daghi/Dali, (Hojatt ol-Eslam) Mahmud

Idp (Tehran) lst and 2nd Majles...lst vice chairman (lst and 2nd Majles foreign affairs committee)...director of new intelligence ministry before the appointment of Mohamad-Kayshahi as minister, 1984...member (Combatant Clerics' Association central committee)...to Pakistan and Africa; and Algeria, Libya, and Syria with President Khamenei, 1-86 and 9-84...Majles representative to International Parliamentary Union conference (Rome), 1984 and (Havana), 9-81...signed a denunciation of moderate Ayatollah al-Omza Shariat-Madari, 4-82...named Khk (Khalat newspaper), 9-80...only ambassador to Iraq under the Khomeini regime, 2-79 to early 1980; while there advocated
pragmatic approach to Ba'athist regime...Khomeini's liaison with the Iraqi Government while Khomeini was in exile in Najaf, 1964-78...ran Baghdad Radio's Farsi programming, 1968-74...radical...supported radical public prosecutor Khominia, 1980...endorsed the Majles candidacy of radical, including two hostage-takers from the US Embassy, 1984...active in anti-Shah movement; managed Qom activists' secret publications, 1965-67...KhK(Europe and Arab states), 1960s and 1970s...FU training, 1960s...associated with Qom seminary...born about 1940...same as Davudi?

Dohari, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad

Active among Salias in the Bekaa Valley, Lebanon.

Dorcbeh: see Musavi-Dorcbeh.

Dori-Majafabadi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Qorban Ali

@ (lehran) 2nd Majles...candidate for Intelligence Ministry portfolio 1984...@ (Ardal, Midehal, and Tiyar) 1st Majles...chairman (1st and 2nd Majles budget committee)...member (2nd Majles investigation committee and committee reviewing the Algiers accords with the United States)...chairman (1st Majles labor and social affairs committee)...to Interparliamentary Union Conference (Geneva), 8-84...member (1st Majles delegation, India), 8-83...member (Islamic Republic Party central council) responsible for supervising ERP provincial units, 5-83...HOK (universities)...helped implement Khomeini's 12-82 decree relaxing revolutionary conditions for employment...read message from Montazeri on opening of universities, 12-82...HOK (Labor Ministry), 8-82...radical who moved toward the center with his mentor Montazeri...critical of government's failure to sell projected amounts of oil in 1982/83 and 1983/84 fiscal years...defended Seyed Keynani, whose Majles credentials were challenged by Luzduzani...born in 1945 to 1949 in Najatabad...may be related to Montazeri.

Luzduzani, (?) FNU

Associated with the Qom seminary...represented it in a delegation to Turkey and Syria, 7-82.

Luzduzani: see Qaravi-Majafi.

Abadi: see Abadi.

Abn ol-Keza, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Head, (seminary, Khansar) and K (Andimeshk), 2-83?

Abrahami, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Supervisor (Komiteh's public relations otifice), 5-84.

Abrahami, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Head (political-ideological office, Defense Ministry), 8-82.

Abrahami aka Emami, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Hasan
Ebrahim, (Mojtaj ol-Eslam) Hosein

(Varamin) 2nd Majles...2nd Vice Chairman, 2nd Majles defense committee.

Aftakhi, (Mojtaj ol-Eslam) PNU

Commander (Revolutionary Guard, Piruzabad).

Aftaknari, (Mojtaj ol-Eslam) PNU

F(olpayegan), 1-86.

Aftakhi, (Mojtaj ol-Eslam) PNU

Member (political-ideological department, 28th Army Division).

Aftakharzadeh-Sabzvari, (Mojtaj ol-Eslam?) PNU

A supporter of the ultraconservative Hojatian Society.

Khqaqi, (Mojtaj ol-Eslam) Mirza Kasul

Leader of Sheikhi Shias in Tabriz, dethroned by the regime, 1982... refused Khomeini's offer to be reinstated, 1983.

Khsanbaksh, (Mojtaj ol-Eslam) Sadeq

F(Kashan), mid-1981 to present...KhK(Azarbayjan-e Khavari Province), ? to present...KhK(Gilan Province), 8-61 to 6-83?...survived assassination attempts, mid-1981, 4-82...in heart hospital, Tehran?, mid-1985.

Khei: see Kzehi/Kzehei.

Klahi, (Mojtaj ol-Eslam) PNU

Head, (Teheran Province komitehs), 1984.

Klani, (Ayatollah/Mojtaj ol-Eslam) PNU

Head (political-ideological office, Navy), 2-82.

Klahi/Klsahi, (Mojtaj ol-Eslam) Javad
head (prisoners' supervisory council), 10-84 to 12-85, when he was replaced by Ansari...director (central office for propagating virtue and inhibiting vice), 6-84.

Kimi, (hojjat ol-e-khlas) FNU

f(Borujan), 2-82.

Kimi, (hojjat ol-e-khlas) Hosein

f(Sirjan), 4-85.

Ksahi: see tlahe/ksahi.

Kmadi: see Hri Amadi and Ahmadi.

Kmami, (hojjat ol-e-khlas) Asadollah

KhK and f(Qazzerun), 8-81 to at least 8-84, 4-86...member (Shiraz) 2nd Assembly of experts...Mok(Shiraz University) with Bastqabi, 6-83...saw Montazeri, 6-83...made a speech against counterrevolutionary plotters, but not specifically an attack on the late moderate ayatollah al-Uzma Shariat-Hadari, who was implicated in coup plot, 4-82...same as Yemani/Kmami?

Kmami, (Ayatollah Dr.) Fakr ed-Din

In estahan...moderate and a rival of Ayatollah Taheri-Esfahani.

Kmami: see Saqani-Kmami, Ebrahim, Jalal-Kmami, and Taheri-Esfahani-Kmami.

Kmami-Jamarani, (hojjat ol-e-khlas val Moslemin) Mahmud/Heedi Hasan

Supervisor (Haj, endowments, and charity organizations of Islamic Guidance Ministry and of Velayat-e Faqih affairs), 1-85 to present...KhK (religious endowment organization central council), 8-80 to present...member, Islamic Guidance Ministry delegation to Syria, 12-85...supervisor (Haj), 1982...saw Khomeini, 7 and 8-85...accompanied Ahmad Khomeini to the US embassy to visit the militants and hostages, 2-80.

Kmami-Kashani, (hojjat ol-e-khlas) Hasan

Pro-Khomeini cleric who may be chosen to head an Iranian seminary, 6-86...related to below?

Kmami-Kashani, (Ayatollah/Hojjat ol-e-khlas) Mohammad

Member (Council of Guardians), 7-62 to at least 8-85; spokesman, 9-84 to 8-85...spokesman (Constitution Protection Council—same as Council of Guardians?), 12-85...head (Supreme Islamic Propaganda Organization) with Janati, 8-84; member, 12-61 to present...resigned as head (Administrative Court for government employees), 7-83 because of membership in Council of Guardians; replaced by Fuyz-Allami who, unlike Kmami-Kashani, rubberstamps radical efforts to oust career personnel...trustee (Sadeq University), 1-83
member (headquarters set up to implement Khomeini's liberalization decree), 12-82...@Kashan) lst Majles, resigned to head administrative court, 6-82... frequently Acting F (Tehran), after 6-81...Ahk(national police), 6-80 to 6-81... representative (lst Majles to Interparliamentary Union conference, Havana), 9-81... head (lst Majles Islamic Guidance committee...supervisor (lst Majles publications bureau)...member (lst Majles foreign affairs committee)...led delegation to India, Pakistan, Malaysia, Indonesia, Bangladesh, and the UAE to explain Iranian views, 11 and 12-80...member (lst Majles committee reviewing qualifications of prime ministerial candidates), 8-80... in charge of Khomeini's Qom office...resigned leadership jobs in Haj and endowment foundation affairs as too busy, 7-80

...opposed former President Bani-Sadr...close to Montazeri...advises Katsanjan...born 1931 in Kashan...related to above?

Kamani—Maibudi, (?), Asadollah

Kadical cleric in Yazd, 1986.

Kamani, (Ayatollah) FNU

Judge (revolutionary court on labor issues), 3-83.

Kamani, (hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Pol-e Dokhtar), 0-83, 2-86.

Kamani, (hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Head (revolutionary court, Urmiaeh), 3-82.

Kamani, (hojjat ol-Eslam) Mehdi

Khr(western Europe and United States), 9-82...visited United States, 9-82.

Kamani: see Ahmadi, Kamani, Mir Amadi, and Yemani/Kamani.

Kandelaybadeh, (hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Acting F(Ramadan), 2-86.

Kashi, (hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Shahr Kord), 6-83.

Kraji: see Arati.

Krai, (hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Commander (Revolutionary Guard, Qom), 1982.

Krai, (hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU
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Acting f(Damaqan), 9-83.

Irani: see Fayz-Irani.

Iraqi, (nojat ol-kalam) Baha ed-Din

Acting f(Imamshahr, formerly Kermanshah mosque), 7 to 8-81...1st Majles candidate (Imamshahr)...killed, 3-81.

Ervani, (nojat ol-kalam) Abdol Majid

Signed a denunciation of moderate Ayatollah al-Uzza Shariat-Madari, who was implicated in a coup plot, 4-82...KhK (haj), 1981...same as below or Ervani?

Erayani, (nojat ol-kalam) FNU

Member (bureau for exporting the revolution during the Haj pilgrimage), 6-83...same as above or Ervani?

Eriani, (nojat ol-kalam) Yunis

@Hashi Par-Tavalesh, in Gilan Province) 1st Majles...member (Combatant Clerics' Association, Tehran)...head (Tehran Komiten 8)...killed in auto accident, 7-82...born about 1937.

Ervani-Far(d?), (nojat ol-kalam) FNU

Head (Imam's Mission, Syria and Lebanon branch), 1-86.

Ervani, (Ayatollah/nojat ol-kalam) FNU

Deputy head (Combatant Clerics' Association, Tehran, Executive Board), 7-84...saw Montazeri in that capacity, 7-84...with Golpayegani, represented Khomeini at funerals of martyrs in Bakhtaran, 3-84...leader, (CCA, West Tehran), 5-82...same as Ervani or Erayani?

Ervani, (nojat ol-kalam) FNU


Eshraqui, (nojat ol-kalam) Abas Ali

r(meshtkin Shanar), 8-81 to at least 7-83, 7-85.

Eshraqui, (Ayatollah) Shahab ed-Din

Died of stroke, 9-81...one of Khomeini's three sons-in-law...representative of President Marni-Sadr on committee ordered by Khomeini to moderate the power struggle, 4-81...KhK to sensitive areas, such as the oil
industry, Kurdisch-populated areas, and Tabriz, 9-81...escaped assassination attempt, 7-80...visited USSR with clerical delegation, 6-80...was Khomeini's legal representative in Iran during his exile in Iraq, 1964-78...acted as Khomeini's private secretary in France and after his return to Iran...wrote several books of Koran commentary...born about 1926.

Eshrebi: see Yasebi/Eshrebi

Eskuri: see Lahuti(-Eshkuri).

Eslami-Khorami, (Mojjat ol-Eslam) Ebrahim

@ (Eqlid) 2nd Majles...supported radical public prosecutor Khomeis, 1986.

Eslami, (Mojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad

Senior official (Combatant Clerics' Association, Qom)...former KHK (Revolutionary Guard, southern Iran).

E斯塔q-Saraie, (Mojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Head (general criminal court, Azarbajjen-e Khavari branch 2), 11-82.

Etemadi-Tabrizi, (Mojjat ol-Eslam) Mostafa

Teaching privileges at Qom seminary revoked and held under arrest for a day after holding a private memorial service for the late moderate Ayatollah al-Uzma Shariat-Tabari, 4-86...well-known scholar.

Ezadi, (Ayatollah) FNU

F (Najafabad), 9-83 to at least 3-84...same as Abas Ezadi or Yazdi?

Ezadi, (Mojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Staf member who deals with technical religious questions sent to Montazeri...may be married to a sister of Montazeri

Ezadi, (?) Abas

Candidate for 2nd Assembly of Experts (Esfahan Province), 12-82...same as Ayatollah FNU Ezadi?

Ezehi/Ezehel/Ekei, (Mojjat ol-Eslam Dr.) Javad

Minister of Welfare, 7-83...Minister of State for Welfare, 11-82 to 7-83...member (Islamic Republic Party central council), 5-83...managing director (Foreign Ministry Training and Evaluation Department), 4-82...director (Foreign Ministry planning office)...brother of IRIF chairman in Esfahan...BA in psychology from Esfahan University...PhD in Psychology from Vienna University...Two years army service under the Shah...worked in the Education Ministry under the Shah...speaks German...son-in-law of the Late Ayatollah Nemeriti...born 1948 in Esfahan.
Fahim-Kermani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Morteza

Chairman (2nd Majles branch 9) ...and 2nd Majles ...not an Islamic Republic Party candidate? ...chairman (2nd Majles branch 9) ...chairman (2nd Majles constituents' complaints committee)...member (2nd Majles investigations committee)...2nd vice chairman (1st Majles housing and town planning committee)...moderate spokesman and possible sympathizer with conservative Hojjatieh faction... sharply critical of government agreements with Japanese firms building the petrochemical complex at Bandar-e Khomeini... critical of judiciary for supporting radical domestic policies... called on Khomeini after first round of 1984 Majles elections to retract women's suffrage, noting that Khomeini had opposed the concept in 1963... ex-revolutionary court judge and F(Kerman)... member (?) 2nd Assembly of Experts... a founder (Supreme Islamic Propaganda Organization)... named by Khomeini in 1981 to monitor conditions at Evin Prison in Tehran... advises Kafsanjani... active in the anti-Shah movement... born about 1934.

Fahri, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ahmad

NKH (Syria and Lebanon), 3-85 to at least 2-86... same as Fakhrai-Kuhani?

Fahtahi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Javad

Member (Kurdistan Province) 1st Assembly of Experts, 1979... a Shia elected in a largely Sunni area by a very small number of voters.

Fakhlooi: see Ahmadi-Pur-Fakhlooi.

Fakhrai-Kuhani (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Musa

NKH (Syria), 5-84 to present... same as Fahri?

Fakhr, (?) A.

Sunni? F(Javaran), 2-86.

Fakr-Khorasani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Reza

Member (Supreme Islamic Propaganda Organization)... acting KHK (revolutionary guard) while Taheri-Khorramabadi was away, 8-82 to 7-83... member (Revolutionary Guard command council), 9-82... led delegation to Senegal, Mali, and Guinea, 3-82.

Falah: see Hoseinzadeh-Falah.

Falahatir, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Blushner), 9-85.

Falahi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Abas Ali

Director (lower education affairs, Tonkabon), 10-82.
Falahian (-Khuzestani), (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ali

labeled a leftist by some... head (komitesh), 1983... deputy head (komitesh), 1984... visiting Saravan with gendarmerie head, 12-83... claimed that Kaisarjani and his brother, who heads the Iranian broadcast media, prevent fair coverage of the komitesh, 1984... same as Ali Falahian?

Falazadeh/Fazeli, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Abarqu), 1-82 to at least 9-83, 3-86.

Falasian, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ali

Judge (revolutionary court, Imamshahr, formerly Kermanshah)... same as Ali Falahian?

Falasiri, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Faqir ed-Din

F(Estaban and Neyruz) 2nd Majles.

Falavarjani: see Shariat-Falavarjani.

Falsafi: see Taqi-Falsafi.

Falsafi-Tonakaboni, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ali

Member (Khorasan Province) 1st Assembly of Experts, 1979.

Fani: see Alameh-Fani.

Faqehi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Member (enforcement committee for Khomeini's 12-82 liberalization decree, Khorasan Province), 1-83.

Faqehi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Dareh Shahr), 3-83.

Faqeni, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ahmad/Mohammad

F(Neyruz), 7 to 8-81... judge (revolutionary court, Neyruz, Estahbanat, and Barab)... killed, 8-81... related to Faqih?

Faqehi/Faqir, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Birjand), 7-83 to at least 11-83.

Faqih, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Neyruz), 4-86.
Faqihi: see (Musavi-)Golpayegani aka Faqhi-Musavi.

Faqr: see Faqehi/Faqr.

Fard: see Abasi-Fard, Abu-Torabi-Fard, Karmani-Far(d), and Shariati-Fard.

Farei: see Naqi-Farei.

Fareq, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mostafa

♂(Dezful) 2nd Majles...not IRP candidate?

Farokhial, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Director KhR's office (Revolutionary Guard, Bushehr), 1-83.

Farokhi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

♂(Qom), 8-81.

Fatahi, (Mullah) Hameed

Sunni ♂(Kavansar), 8-82.

Fatemian: see Fazlian.

Fathi-Kad, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) R.

Sunni ♂(Piran Shahr), 5-83, 3-86.

Fathi-Kad, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Kazul

♂(Urmia), 7-83.

Fayzabadi: see Doagu-Fayzabadi.

Fayz-krani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam?) Mohammad Ali

♂(Az-Zahra University), 5-83.

Fayz-Gilani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Replaced Emami-Kashani as head (administrative court for government employees), mid-1983...rubberstamps radical efforts to oust career personnel.

Fayzollah: see Neshkini.

Fazl, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad

♂(Babol) 1st Majles...same as below?

Fazl, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad

Named by Khomeini to founding board for women's seminary in Qom, 8-84...
same as above?

**Fazl, (Hojjat ol-Keslam) Qolam Reza**

Head (public relations and propaganda office of main fisheries department, Mazandaran Province), 7-82.

**Fazl-Hamedani, (Hojjat ol-Keslam) Ali Mosbat**

@(Baheer and Khabutari Ahang) 2nd Majles...supported radical public prosecutor Khoinina, 1966.

**Fazl-Harandi, (Hojjat ol-Keslam) Muhi ed-Din**

@(&Alihan) 2nd Majles...@(&Eqid and Kavvashat/Baboi) 1st Majles...member (Islamic Republic Party central council), 5-83 to present, but not backed in 2nd Majles race by the IIP until the second round...chairman (1st Majles agricultural committee)...member (?) 2nd Assembly of Experts...led delegation to several Third World countries, 1-83...given authority by Montazeri, delegated by Khomeini, to name clerics to supervise land distribution organizations, 8-82...named by Montazeri to monitor contacts with Islamic students' societies in Europe...escaped assassination attempt, 7-81...secretary of land allocation headquarters...former revolutionary court judge...favored formation of economic cooperatives, 4-85...radical who favors reduction of the private sector of the economy, more government economic controls, land reform, and a more moderate attitude toward leftist opponents of the regime...supported radical public prosecutor Khoinina, 1966...Supported Mofsanjanjini against charges of incompetence by Azari-Qomi...supporter of Montazeri...associated with Qom seminary...born about 1934.

Fazli: see Kalahzadeh/Fazeli.

**Fazlian, (Hojjat ol-Keslam) FNU**

F(Namadah), 8-81.

**Fazlian/Fatemian, (Hojjat ol-Keslam) FNU**

F(Najayer), 1-82 to at least 10-83, 4-86.

**Feqhi, (Hojjat ol-Keslam) FNU**

F(Shush).

**Ferdowsi, (Hojjat ol-Keslam) Fazl**

F(Nowshahr), 2-82 to present.

**Ferdowsi-Far, (Hojjat ol-Keslam) Esmail**

1952(Farshud) 2nd Majles...@(Saband, Ferdows, and Tabas) lst Majles...member (2nd Majles investigations committee)...first vice chairman (lst Majles Islamic Guidance committee)...secretary (1st Majles committee I)...alternate member (Islamic Republic Party central council), 1983 to present...rejected by
2nd Majles as Minister of Intelligence, 2-84, despite close association with Khomeini...also to several cultural organizations and head (Islamic Cultural Committee), 8-83...member 2nd Assembly of Experts...named by Montazeri as Mohk and cultural adviser to Tehran Teachers' Training College, 7-83 to at least 12-83...member (Combatant Clerics' Association)...atk ( Ferdows)...judge (revolutionary court judge, Khurasan Province)...worked in Khomeini's personal office after the revolution...radical?...wounded in bombing of IJK headquarters, 6-81...active in anti-Shah movement; traveled to Syria, Kuwait, Lebanon, and Iraq, with Khomeini in France...received paramilitary training in Iran and Lebanon before the revolution...born in 1939.

Firuzabad, (Mullah) Mehdi

In Tehran...moderate arrested for "misusing President Bani-Sadr's office and accepting bribes," 6-81.

Forqani, (?) Abol Hamid

Acting F(Saqqez), 3 to 9-84...killed, 9-84.

Forqani, (hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad

F(Tiruzabad), 11-80 to at least 5-83, 4-86.

Forouqi, (hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad

@Masjed-e Soleman) 1st Majles...associated with revolutionary organizations (Khorasan Province)...member (Reconstruction Crusade), 1983...born in 1932 to a clerical family.

Fumani: see Mouri-Fumani.

Fuzi, (hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad

Member (Azarbayan-e Bakhtari Province) 1st Assembly of Experts, 1979...member (revolutionary committee, Urumieh).

Gaharasi, (hojjat ol-Eslam) KNU

Deputy head (political-ideological office, Air Force).

Gilani: see Fayzi-Gilani, Jafari-Gilani, Manfuzi-Gilani, and Mohammadi-Gilani.

Givi-Khalkali, (Ayatollah/Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Sadeq

@Qom) 1st and 2nd Majles who is one of the most frequent speakers, making remarks few others would dare to utter...defeated 2nd Majles candidates backed by Montazeri...member (2nd Majles foreign affairs committee)...leader (2nd Majles delegation, Libya), 2-86...member (1st Majles plan and budget committee)...member (Tehran) 1st and 2nd Assembly of Experts...may have been backed by Khomeini for Majles and Assembly...head (antinarcotics campaign), 5-80 to 12-80...supported radical public prosecutor Khoinia, 1986...favored confidence vote for the Cabinet, but was critical of three ministerial nominees named soon afterward, 8-84...a strong critic of foreign minister...
Velayati...critical of courts for not adequately punishing those who became wealthy under the Shah and of merchants for raising prices...endorsed radical candidates for the 2nd Majles, including former US embassy hostage-takers...2nd Majles credentials unsuccessfully challenged by rival radical representative...attacked France for arms sales to Iraq, 10-83...favored trials for US embassy hostages, but berated radicals for holding up their release by refusing to attend Majles sessions, 10-80...believes that Iran should have broken relations with the United States gradually rather than through confrontation...escaped an assassination attempt, 9-80...ties to Libya...said that Libya had no responsibility for the disappearance of Lebanese Shia cleric Musa Sadr in a mid-1978 visit, 3-80...may have been a member of the Revolutionary Council for a short time in 1979...self-proclaimed revolutionary court judge who traveled across Iran quickly trying and executing or firing former officials and alleged counterrevolutionaries...radical leader of a faction of pro-Khomeini Islamic Fedayeen paramilitary group...also supports another radical group, the Mujahedin of the Islamic Revolution...maintains a private army of 400 to 500 men...may have ties to the Tudeh (Communist) Party...opposed by Hashemi...bitter opponent of fellow Qom representative Azari-Qomi, whom he has publicly called a "feudalist and worse than a Jew"...said to be protected by Khomeini because of his friendship with Khomeini's deceased elder son...accompanied Khomeini in exile to Turkey, Iraq, and France...an outspoken critic of some members of the Khomeini regime, including Khomeini and Khamenei, and their policies as well as a critic of anti-Khomeini groups...ambitious and self-important...likes power...excellent sense of humor...married to sister of Kasuli, a senior cleric on Khomeini's staff...son on staff of Iranian Embassy in Moscow. Very poor before the revolution...born between 1934 and 1940 to a Turkic-speaking family in Qazvin...speaks Farsi poorly.

Gol-Hasan, (Mulavi) Mohammad

Sunni F(Zabol), 12-82...with Mullahazadeh called for Baluch to support the 2nd Assembly of Experts election, 12-82.

Gol-Mohammadi, (Mulavi) FNU

Sunni F(Eslamabad, formerly Shahabad-e Garb), 8-81...saw Khomeini, 8-81.

Golpayegani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

With Karvani represented Khomeini at funerals for martyrs in Babakhtaran, 3-84...same as below, Hashemi-Golpayegani, or (Musavi-)Golpayegani?

Golpayegani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Member (enforcement committee for Khomeini's 12-82 liberalization decree, Tehran Province), 1-83...same as above or below, Hashemi-Golpayegani, or (Musavi-)Golpayegani?

Golpayegani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad

@Golpayegani) 1st Majles...to Pakistan, 12-82...same as above, Hashemi-Golpayegani, or (Musavi-)Golpayegani?
Colpayegani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) S.
           (Bandar Imam Khomeini), 2-56.

Colpayegani: see Hashemi-Colpayegani, (Musavi-)Colpayegani, and Safi-Colpayegani.

Golsorki, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

   Involved with attracting popular assistance for the war, 8-85...same as below?

Golsorki-Kashani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Qolam Reza

   Visited India as MoK, 3-82...cultural attaché India, 6-82...same as above?

Golzadeh-Qutari, (Hojjat ol-Eslam Dr.) Ali
           @Tehran) lst Hajjes...moderate, expelled in 1-81 for repeated absences
            ...member (Central Province) lst Assembly of Experts, 1979--endorsed by the
            Islamic Marxist Mujahedin opposition group...member, lst Assembly of Experts
            coordination committee, 1979...active in the anti-Shah movement...two sons,
            married to daughters of Kafsaqani, executed in 9 and 10-81 as Mujahedin...
            visited the United States in 1978...studied in Western Europe while working
            for doctorate at Tehran University...wrote "Understanding Islam" with Beheshti
            and Bahonar...said to be a man of few words...born about 1926.

Gonabadi: see Madani-Gonabadi.

Gonabadi-Baqeri, (?) Yusif

           Candidate (Azarbeyjan-e Khavari Province) 2nd Assembly of Experts, 12-82.

Gudarzi, (?) Mohammad Hasan

           Staff member (Iranian Embassy, Kuwait).

Habibian, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

           F(Kashmar), 2-82.

Hadi: see Pur-nadi.

Haeri-Yumani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Hosein

           Attaché (Embassy Damascus)?...son of anti-Shah cleric who died in
           1969...oldest brother of below.

Haeri-Yumani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mostafa

           Ambassador (UAL), 2-85 to present...a director (maj pilgrimage), 1984...(Yumani, Ilam Province) lst Hajjes...
           close to radical Khomiha...youngest son of anti-Shah cleric who died in 1969
...born about 1950...brother of above.

Haeri-Sanatqar, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Visited London, 6-84.

Haeri-Tabasi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Hosein Ali

Judge (Kvin Prison), 6-84.

Haeri-Tabasi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Ali

F(Tabas), 1-83 to at least 10-83.

Haeri-Tehrani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

In Tehran...saw Montazeri, 4-84.

Haeri-Yazdi, (Ayatollah) Morteza

Died of natural causes, 3-86; his grandson, Hosein Khomeini, led a funeral parade in Qom that Ahmad Khomeini had tried to prevent...member, 1st Assembly of Experts (Central Province), 1979...opposed Khomeini's combination of religion and politics, but not openly...son of the founder of the Qom seminary...respected for his piety and modesty...supported an orphanage...daughter was married to Khomeini's deceased elder son, Hostaira...had heart disease...born about 1900.

Haeri-Yazdi/Shirazi?, (Ayatollah) Mohammad Sadeq/Mhi ed-Din

@Shiraz 1st Majles...F(Shiraz), 12-81 to 3-82, 5-83 to at least 9-83, 2-86...member, 1st Assembly of Experts (Fars Province)?...saw Khomeini, 12-85...religious court judge (various cities)...former engineering student at Tehran University expelled by SAVAK...born 1936 in Shiraz...two individuals?

Haiz, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Inspected air and ground units in Fars Province, 4-82.

Hajeb, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad

F(Tsam), 3-84...assassinated, 3-84?

Haji: see Mahimi-Haji-Abadi.

Hakim-Mejad, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Abdol Karim

Islamic Republic Party head in Mashhad...killed, 9-81.

Halabi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mahamud

Leader of militant Shia group--Anti-Bahai Society or Society for the Propagation of Islam, known as "Hojatollah"--formed in the 1950s...current "hojatieneh," who may have no connection to the original group, advocate a more moderate form of government than the radical line of the Imam Iaction...soon
after the revolution, the society was linked to the regime through Ayatollah Khuzali, who is on the Council of Guardians, and to the Islamic Republic Party...born about 1910.

Hamadi/Hamadani, (Nojdat ol-Eslam) Abol Qasem

Acting F(Qazerun), 9-83...Director (Qazerun seminary), 12-82.

Hamadani, (Nojdat ol-Eslam) FNU

Member (enforcement committee for Khomeini's 12-82 liberalization decree, East Aryan Province), 1-83.

Hamadani: see Anvari-Hamadani, Hasani-Saberi-Hamadani, Hashemi/Hamadi-Hamadani, Musavi-Hamadani, Nowruz-Hamadani, and Nuri-Hamadani.

Hamidi: see Hashemi/Hamadi-Hamadani.

Hamidzadeh, (Nojdat ol-Eslam) FNU

Political-ideological officer (gendarmerie)...killed in Rasht, 9-81.

Hamidzadeh-Givi, (Nojdat ol-Eslam) Ali Akbar

@(Sohnen Zandu) 1st and 2nd Majles...Islamic Republic Party member, but not an IRI candidate in Majles election, 1984...member (Islamic advisory council), 1980...member, 2nd Majles delegation to Libya led by Givi-Khalkhal, 2-86...head (Revolutionary Prosecutor General's public relations office), 8-82...member (Combatant Clerics' Association, Tehran)...former head (political-ideological office, Gendarmerie)...supported radical public prosecutor Khomeini, 1986...praised Prime minister Musavi's government and called for his retention as prime minister, 9-83...endorsed radical candidates in 1984 Majles election, including hostage-takers at the US Embassy.

Haqani, (Nojdat ol-Eslam) Hosein

Head (Haqani school), one of nine comprising the Qom seminary.

Haqani, (Nojdat ol-Eslam) Qolam Hosein

IRI@bandar-e Abbas) 1st Majles...killed in bombing of Islamic Republic Party headquarters, 6-81...headed a delegation to the Yemens and Saudi Arabia in 2-81 to explain Iranian views on the war with Iraq...member of 1st Majles committee reviewing credentials of newly elected deputies, 6-80...secretary (Supreme Islamic Propaganda Organization)...approved of purges of the military.

Haqi, (Nojdat ol-Eslam) FNU

Prosecutor (revolutionary court), 1-85...same as below?

Haqi, (Nojdat ol-Eslam) Mohammad
Member (Supreme Judicial Council), 1985...helped rewrite the legal code in accordance with Islamic precepts after the revolution...same as above?

Harandi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Mok (Muslim students in Europe), 7-82.

Harandi: see Fazl-Harandi.

Haravi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Acting F(Ahmideshk), 9-82 to at least 11-83.

Harisi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Member (Islamic propaganda organization, Azarbajjan-e Khavari Province), 8-82...same as below?

Harisi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Mandow Ab), 9-85...same as above or below?

Harisi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Acting F(Urmiaeh), 9-83...same as above?

Hasan: see Gol-Hasan.

Hasani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Acting F(Kerman), 3-86.

Hasani, (?) Ahmad

In Qom...father of an Iranian terrorist arrested in Spain in 1984...harshly criticized Spanish action and called on Tehran to "change its policies" toward Spain.

Hasani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Amin

@ (Sanandaj) lst Majles...member (lst Majles Islamic Guidance committee)...F(Sanandaj), 8-81...born 1925...related to any of below?

Hasani/Hossi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Salem

Member (Reconstruction Crusade) killed in Tehran, 3-82 by assassins in Iranian uniforms.

Hasani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Qolam Reza/Hosein

F(Urmiaeh), 1979 to present...@ (Urmiaeh) lst Majles...resigned Majles seat in 8-82 to stay in Urmiaeh to combat counterrevolutionaries...maintains a private army of several hundred Kurds...survived assassination attempts, 8-81 and 8-82...Khk(Urmiaeh)...member (revolutionary committee, Urmiaeh)...turned
in his son as a dissident, mid-1981...head (provincial revolutionary council, Azarbayjan-e Bakhtari Province), 1979...wanted trials of US hostages...an Azarbayjani who hates Kurds...described as a ruthless egoist.

Hasani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam?) Saleh ed-Din

Acting Sunni? F(Sanandaj), 11-82 to at least 2-84...member (conference committee, 2nd Islamic thought conference, Tehran), 2-84.

Hasani-Saberi-Hamadani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ahmad

Islamic Guidance Ministry representative to Australia, /-82.

Hasanzadeh, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Kashan/Kashmar) 1st Majles...Revolutionary Guard commander and komiteh head (Kashmar)...born 1947.

Hasemi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ali

Member (Supreme Judicial Council), 1985.

Hasemi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Baqir

F(Falavarjan) 1st Majles...member (1st Majles internal affairs committee) ...associated with komiteh (Lenjan) and Revolutionary Guard (Lenjan and Nobarekeh)...former F(Nobarekeh)...born 1933 to rural family.

Hasemi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Hosein

Member (Fars Province) 1st Assembly of Experts, 1979.

Hasemi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad

Requested by Ayatollah Montazeri to work with Industry Ministry to devise an ideological training program, 11-82...same as below?

Hashemi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad

Judicial branch representative (Voice and Vision of Iran Supervisory Council), 12-85...same as above or below?

Hashemi/Hasheini, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad

Head (Tehran office for export of the revolution to Afghanistan), 5-83...same as above?

Hashemi, (SEQAT OL-ESLAM) Mohammad Ali

F(Khoras), 8-81.

Hashemi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Monir ed-Din

Acting F(Siraz), 7-83.
Hashemi: see Kani-Hashemi, Hoseini-Hashemi.

Hashemian, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Hosein

Kafsanji 1st and 2nd Majles...member (2nd Majles investigations and industry and trade committee)...1st vice chairman (1st Majles finance and economic affairs committee)...supported radical public prosecutor Khoi, 1980...endorsed radical candidates in 1984 Majles election, including hostage-takers at the US Embassy...related to Majles speaker Kafsanji?

Hashemian/Hashemi-Kafsanji, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad

Judge and (Kafsanji), 8-81 to 2-82, 8-83, 7-85...acting, 10-83, 2-84, and 3-86...member (?) 2nd Assembly of Experts...board chairman of Kafsanji pistachio cooperative...nephew/cousin of Majles Speaker Kafsanji, who often seeks Hashemian's advice...moderate, but not popular...born about 1935.

Hashemi-Barawani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mahmud Hakim

Charge, (Damascus) after Ambassador Mohtashemi-Pur became Interior Minister, 1985 and when Mohtashemi-Pur was injured in 1984...head Foreign Ministry Political Department 8 since at least 5-81...practical and moderate...older brother of Hashemi-Kafsanji...born about 1930.

Hashemi-Sayat, (Ayatollah/Hojjat ol-Eslam) Asadollah

P(Kahneshan, Zanjan) 1st Majles...one of three 1st Majles secretaries...to Syria in delegation led by Kafsanji, b-85...P(Maheh), 2-82...proposed expelling 1st Majles members who were often absent (moderates) and those who have been questioned by a prosecutor, b-81...advocated export of the revolution and sending Khomeini loyalists as diplomats and purging Iranian embassy staffs, 1981...said Islam requires that all spies be tried, those that are innocent free, and the others punished, b-80...supporter of Kafsanji?

Hashemi-Esfahani, (Ayatollah) FNU

Went to Kermanshah (now Imamshahr) to study problems, 8-80.

Hashemi-Golpayegani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ali

Secretary (Supreme Council of Cultural Revolution), 4-85...KhR(Haj), 1981...met Khomeini in that capacity, 10-81...in Tehran, pro-Khomeini.

Hashemi-Hamadi-Hamadani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Acting P(Hamadan), 7-83 to at least 11-83, 3-86.

Hashemi-Najafabadi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mehdi

Member (Revolutionary Guard Command Council), 9-82...head (Revolutionary Guard Liberation Movements Office—probably now based in the Foreign Ministry), 5 to present...arrested for treason after indictment by the Intelligence Ministry, 10-86...strong supporter of export of the
revolution...brother manages Montazeri's office and is married to one of Montazeri's three daughters.

Hashemi-Najatabadi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Reza

Wrote apolitical article on Islamic philosophy in Ketleaat newspaper, 1985.

Hashemi-Nejad, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Abdul Karim

F(a mashhad mosque), 8-81...assassinated, 9-81...member of commission licensing publications, 4-81...member of delegation to Bangladesh, Indonesia, and Japan to explain Iranian views, 2-81.

Hashemi-Katsanjani aka Hashemi-Baramani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam val Moslemin) Ali Akbar

Ikh(Rajhan), Speaker 1st and 2nd Majles...Acting F(Tehran) frequently after 6-81...Khr(Supreme Defense Council), 9-81 to present...head (2nd Majles "war committee") that assumed a major policymaking role in early 1986...1st deputy chairman 2nd Assembly of Experts...named with Meshkini, Momen-Qomi, and Taheri-Ngoramabadi (all As officers) to oversee the eventual implementation of Khomeini's will...member (Revolutionary Guard Command Council), 1979 to present...founding member, deputy head of Ikh, member (ikh Central Council and Arbitration Council) that examines members' offenses...member (Cultural Revolution Headquarters), 12-84 to present, deputy head since 4-85...led delegation to Libya, Syria, Japan, and China, late 1985, India, 8-82...supervisor (Voice and Vision of Iran) with President Khamenei and Judiciary head Musavi-Ardabili, 5-82...member (Revolutionary Council), 1979-80...one of first clerics to enter the government, as Deputy Interior Minister, 1979...Interior ministry supervisor, 11-79...wounded in assassination attempt, 5-79...opposes Khamenei's efforts to create more equality in influence between the regular forces and the Revolutionary Guard...bitter opponent of late moderate ayatollah al-Uzma Shariat-Madari...considered by traditional clerics not fully qualified to be a hojjat ol-Eslam...opposed by Meshkini...close to Army commander Seyed-Shirazi...active in anti-Shah movement around Khomeini...intelligent...magnetic speaker, logical and sincere...friendly to those who accept the revolution, implacable toward enemies...wants good relations with Arab states...wary of the United States, not so wary of the USSR...an opportunist with vague social democratic ideas...has no firm power base...seeks consensus among factions and with public opinion...emotional...addresses issues on a day-to-day basis with few aides and many contrettemps...works long hours...enjoys travel...two daughters married to sons of moderate Golzadeh-Qafuri who were executed as mujahedin in 1981...born in Katsanjani about 1933...younger brother of Hashemi-Baramani.

Hashemi-Katsanjani: see Hashemian and Hashemi-Baramani.

Hashemi-Seraj, (Hojjat ol-Eslam, Dr.) Ali Akbar

Attached to intelligence unit in the Prime Minister's office that wasmelded into the new Intelligence Ministry, 2-85...former member (political-ideological office, Navy)...former head (Tehran Komiteh 8)...close to late Islamic Republic Party head Mheshti...PhD in philosophy...born about 1948 in rashid, raised in Tehran...pharmacist before the revolution.
Hatef, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mehdi

KHK (Kordestan), ? to 1-83...killed, 1-83.

Hatefi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Nasratollah

@ (Qoraveh) lst Majles...member (lst Majles Islamic Guidance committee)...associated with local komiteh...former teacher...born in 1952 to a clerical family.

Hayati, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

KHK (5th District, Revolutionary Guard), 10-83.

Haydari, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Led Friday prayers at Al Faw, Iraq, 6-86.

Haydari, (Ayatollah) Abdol Rahman

Member (Iram Province) lst Assembly of Experts, 1979.

Haydarzadeh, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

KHK (Reconstruction Crusade, Hormuzgan Province), 4-82...attacked the late moderate Ayatollah al-Ozma Shariat-Hadari, 4-82...F (Bandar Abbas), 8-81.

Mazaven, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohsen

Member (Combatant Clerics' Association, Tehran, Executive Board), 7-84 to at least 6-86.

Hejaji, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Sajad

@ (Mianeh) lst Majles...F (Mianeh), 8-81 to present.

Hejavi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Abdol Reza

Implicated in Qotbzadeh coup plot with moderate Ayatollah al-Ozma Shariat-Hadari, 4-82.

Hejazi: see Mir Hejazi.

Hejazi-Kard, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Hashem

@ (Khoi) 2nd Majles...@ (Maku) lst Majles...lst secretary (2nd Majles budget and accounts committee)...member (lst Majles constituents' complaints committee)...ex-head (komiteh and city council, Khoi)...member, local housing and oppressed people's foundations...associated with literacy crusade...born in 1942 in West Azarbayjan to a laborer's family.

Hejazi-Garmsari/Komsari, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Abu Taleb
Hekmat, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Gonabad, 3-86.

Hemati, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

MOK (Martyr Chamran University, Ahvaz), 4-85.

Hemati, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ahmad

IRPb (Meshkin Shahr) 1st and 2nd Majles..1st vice chairman (1st Majles agricultural and rural development committee)...strong critic of Oil Minister, 4-84, calling him incompetent for allowing a dangerous shortage of heating oil during the past winter...criticized President Bani-Sadr.

Hemati-Khorasani, (Hojjat/Seqat ol-Eslam) Hasan

Aga Jari, 2-81.

Mesami, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Samandaj, 2-86.

Mesari, (?) FNU

G (Kangavar and Sahneh) 2nd Majles.

Heyati, Heydari, or Heydarizadeh: see Hayati, Haydari, or Haydarzadeh.

Hojjat, (Ayatollah) FNU

Held memorial service for late moderate Ayatollah al-Ouzwa Shariat-Fadari attended by Grand Ayatollahs Golpayegani and Marashi-Najafi, 4-82.

Hojati, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Administrator (seminary for foreign students in Qom) with Ebrahimi, Hoseini, Tayebi, and Samandari, 8-83.

Hojati, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Acting F (Kasht) appointed by Hojjat ol-Eslam Ehsanbakhsh, F (kasht), who was wounded in an assassination attempt in mid-1981.

Hojati, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Member (Enforcement Committee for Khomeini's 12-82 liberalization decree, Kerman Province), 1-83....same as Hojati-Hoseini-Kermani?

Hojati, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Aziz

Naku) 2nd Majles...spoke in favor of a confidence vote for the Cabinet, 8-84.

CONFIDENTIAL
Hojati, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mostafa

Member (Combatant Clerics' Association, Tehran)...deputy head (southwest Tehran komiteh)...killed, 2-82.

Hojati-Moseini-Kermani, (Ayatollah/Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Javad

Cultural adviser to President Khamenei, 1986...@ (Kerman) 1st Majles...head special civil courts (Tehran), 2-82... K (Kerman), 2-82... KhK (Khorasan and Kermanshah), now Bakhtaran Province, 7-79... member (Kerman) 1st Assembly of Experts, 1979... said the Iranian press does not give adequate coverage to the President in early 1986... attacked President Bani-Sadr, 4-81... moderate who was active in anti-Shah movement and may have contacts with dissident Baluch... associated with an Islamic paramilitary group... "husbands should divorce wives who do not wear the chador"... born 1932.

Hojati-Kasfifi/Khshadi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Jafar

@ (Isfahan, and Neyruz) 1st Majles... secretary (1st Majles committee 5)... refused to state a view on the hostage issue, 6-80... moderate... deputy head (Martyrs' Foundation cultural organization) that handles the education of martyrs' children and determines their families' need for assistance, 3-85.

Hokm-Abadi, (Ayatollah) Mirza Yusef

Arrested in Qom for leading a demonstration against the regime's handling of the death of moderate Ayatollah al-Uzma Shariat-Paramani, 4-86... same as or related to below?

Hokm-Abadi, (Ayatollah) Said?

An opponent of the regime in Tabriz... same as or related to above?

Hokmai, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Judge (criminal court 2, branch 71).

Hokumat, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

K (Qom, and Qahab), 5-83.

Horasi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Khak (5th Revolutionary Guard district), 2-84.

Hoseinabadi: see Taheri-Hoseinabadi.

Hoseini, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

K (Abadan), 9-83.

Hoseini, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU
Hoseini, revolutionary court (Meshkin Shahr).

Hoseini, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Acting F(Ardakan), 5-83.

Hoseini, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Eskhan, Lar Province), 9-84.

Hoseini, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Bandar Gonaveh near Bushehr), 11-83.

Hoseini, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Boin Zahra), 9-83 to at least 11-83.

Hoseini, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Administrator (foreign students' seminary in Qom) with Ebrahim, Hojati, Tayebi, and Samaandri, 8-85.

Hoseini, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Acting F(Evanqar), 8-83.

Hoseini, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Shirvan), 7-83 to at least 9-83, 4-86.

Hoseini, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Ferdun Shahr), 5-83.

Hoseini, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Firuzkuh), 1-86.

Hoseini, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Abol Fazl

Member (Varavin Province election board for majles and 2nd Assembly of Experts), 1984.

Hoseini, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Abol Hasan

@minudasht Miandasht) 2nd Majles...2nd vice chairman (1st Majles services committee)...member (1st Majles revolutionary institutions committee).

Hoseini, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ali

F(Nadeqgan).
Hoseini, (Hojjat ol-Eslam/Hollah?) Ali/Amin

E(Sanandaj and Kamyaran) 1st and 2nd majles...member (1st Majles revolutionary institutions committee)...former Sunni? F(?)...born 1919.

Hoseini, (Sheikh) Hz ed-Din

Sunni F(habahad), 1960 to 8-79...spiritual leader of dissident Kurds, but most closely associated with leftist Kurds...declared an outlaw by Khomeini, 8-79...became a major influence in 1960 when he first went to Habahad, the traditional Kurdish capital...began to advocate a revival of Kurdish culture in 1942...well-read and ascetic...favors a federal government for Iran...born about 1920.

Hoseini, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) H.

F(Mahmudabad, Ano), 7-83 to at least 9-83, 4-86.

Hoseini, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Hosein

E(Quenat) 2nd majles.

Hoseini, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Hosein

Aide to Ayatollah Vaez-Tabasi in Mashhad...a supporter of the ultra-conservative Hojatieh Society.

Hoseini, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) J.

F(Kamyaran), 9-85.

Hoseini, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Javid

Acting F(kudbar), 8-81.

Hoseini, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Kazem

F(Sarab), 2-82.

Hoseini, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mahmud

F(Shahanshahr), 10-81...met with Khomeini, 10-81, along with Kaysenas and Azizi.

Hoseini, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad

F(Qaderabad), 3-82 to at least 3-83, 1-86...head (court for "struggle against forbidden activities"), 3-82...same as Morteza Hoseini?

Hoseini, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Baqr

F(Abaden), 2-82 to at least 5-83.

Hoseini, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Monir ed-Din/Moez ed-Din
head (Qom education office), resigned, 8-84...to steel industry conference in Caracas, 9-82...associated with Qom seminary.

Hoseini, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Morteza

head (court for "struggle against forbidden activities"), 12-81...same as command Mortezi?


Hoseini-Ashtiani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Anthar), 3-83 to at least 11-83.

Hoseini-Baramani/Baramani/Bornai, (Hojjat ol-Eslam?) Fazlollah

Q(Warren Gaz) lst and 2nd Majles...2nd vice chairman (2nd Majles constituents' complaints and investigations committees)...member 2nd Majles 15-man executive board of Iranian interparliamentary Union members...one of six lst Majles secretaries...secretary (1st Majles constituents' complaints committee)...judge (revolutionary court, Quchan and Varreh Gaz)...moderate who may be a future candidate for prime minister...AA in Islamic philosophy...worked for the education ministry before the revolution and taught at the Qom seminary...born 1947 in Khorasan Province to a clerical family.

(Hoseini-)Beheshti, (Hojjat ol-Eslam Dr.) Ahmad

Q(Fasa), lst and 2nd Majles...initial election to 2nd Majles invalidated after a rival charged that Beheshti had been credited with 8,000 votes in a village populated by 37...reelected in 9-84 byelection...chairman (lst Majles education committee)...related to the late Islamic Republic Party head, Beheshti.

(Hoseini-)Beheshti, (Ayatollah Dr.) Mohammad

assassinated, 6-81...founding member and head of Islamic Republic Party, 1979-81...head (Supreme Judicial Council), 1980-81...member (Revolutionary Council), 1979-80...deputy head, 1st Assembly of Experts, 1979...active in anti-Shah movement...was Kiki(Iran) while Khomeini was in France, but also developed ties to moderate, secular opponents of the Shah...supervisor of Shia mosques in West Germany mid-to-late 1970s; based in Hamburg, but often traveled to East Germany...doctorate in theology from Tehran University, but also a student of Khomeini...author of several texts widely used in Iranian religious schools...intelligent, widely read, and politically sophisticated...impressive, self-confident speaker in Farsi, Arabic, English, and German...born about 1928.

Hoseini-e Mohri, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Boruzgan), 12-85...praised selection of Montazeri as Khomeini's heir, 12-85.

Hoseini-Hashemi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Malek
Acting F(Shiraz), 7-83...member (Shiraz seminary board)...an articulate opponent of the Khomeini regime.

Moseini-Khahsi aka Kashani, (? ) Mohammad

Candidate (Estahan Province) 2nd Assembly of Experts, 12-82...same as below?

Moseini-Khahsi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Mok (Kashan College), 5-84...same as above?

(Moseini-)Khamenei, (Hojjat ol-Eslam val Moslemi Dr.) Ali

President and head (Supreme Defense Council), 11-81 to present...founding member Islamic Republic Party...member (IRP Central Council and Arbitration Council that examines members' offenses), head IRP, 9-81 to present...strong advocate of Irvine activity...advocates more equality in influence between the regular forces and the Revolutionary Guard...member, 2nd Assembly of Experts 1984 to present...member (prayer leaders' central council) with Khatami, Rajakuti, Meskinki, and Taheri-Estahani, 1-83 to present...f(Tehran), 2-80 to present...head (Central Headquarters for Cultural Revolution), 12-84...wounded in assassination attempt that paralyzed his right arm and damaged his throat, 6-81...f(Tehran) 1st Majles...supervisor (Voice and Vision of Iran) with Afsharjan and Masavi-Ardabili, 5-82...led delegation to Pakistan and several African states, early 1986; Syria and Libya, 1985; India, 2-81...trustee (Sadeg University), 1-83...visited the warfront often, 1980-81...KhK(Supreme Defense Council), 11-80 to 9-81...member of Majles committee considering terms for the release of the US hostages, 10-80...KQ commander, 11-79 to 2-80...Revolutionary Council member, 1979-80...one of the first clerics to enter the government, as deputy defense minister, mid-1979...doctorate in theology from Tehran University and student of Khomeini who was active in the anti-Shah movement...aid, reasonable, and scholarly, but insists on implementation of strict Islamic customs when traveling...brother of two men below...sister, the wife of Tehran, tied to join her husband in Iraq, 1985...born about 1938...brother of below.

Moseini-Khamenei, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Hadi

(U Farahman near mashhad) 1st and 2nd Majles...chairman (2nd Majles economic affairs and finance committee)...member (2nd Majles 15-man executive board of Iranian Interparliamentary Union members)...alternate member (2nd Majles investigation committee)...member (1st Majles economic affairs and finance and investigations committee)...supervisor (academic and ideological activities of University Jinnah Central Council), 2-84 to at least 10-85 and supervisor (high school Islamic societies), 3-84...Mok (Islamic teachers' union)...Majles delegate to IPU conferences (Togo), 3-85 and (Geneva), 3-84...convener of world prayer leaders' conference in Tehran, 12-82 and 1-83...member (1st Majles economic and financial affairs committee)...former head (Kowitich and Army matam as well as local Islamic Republic Party chief, Ahvaz)...associated with Mashhad Komitehs, IKP, and security forces...supported radical public prosecutor Kowintha, 1986...called for increasing regime revenue through taxes during 2-85 debate on 1985-86 budget...radical who endorsed radical candidates in 1984 Majles elections, including hostage-
Lakers at the US embassy...three years of college...born in 1947 in Mashhad to a clerical family...brother of above and below.

Hoseini-Khamenei, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad

IRP (Mashhad) 1st and 2nd majles...deputy speaker, late 1982 to 7-83...2nd vice chairman (2nd Majles judicial affairs committee)...chairman (2nd majles branch 2)...member (2nd Majles 15-man executive board of Iranian Interparliamentary Union members)...chairman (2nd Majles committee reviewing the Algiers accord with the United States)...chairman (1st Majles judicial affairs committee)...member (1st Majles revolutionary court judge committee)...member (1st Majles commission licensing publications), 4-81...member (1st Majles committee considering terms for the release of the US hostages), 10-80...member (Khorasan Province) 1st Assembly of Experts, 1979...led delegation to China, 2-81...considered founding a new, moderate political party, 9-84...former revolutionary prosecutor...law degree from an Iranian university...wounded in assassination attempt, 1-82...active in the anti-Shah movement...born in 1935 in Mashhad to a clerical family...elder brother of two men above.

Hoseini-Khorasani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

† (Chalus), 4-86.

(Hoseini-)Lavasani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Sadeq/Baqr

IRP (Tehran) killed in bombing of IRP headquarters, 6-81.

Hoseini-Marandi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Keza

Member (Supreme Judicial Council), 1985...same as Mohammadi-Marandi?

(Hoseini-)Marashi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Baqr

Son of Ayatollah al-Ozma (Hoseini-)Marashi-Najafi...considered rather foolish by his family...born about 1959.

(Hoseini-)Marashi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mahmad

Eldest son of Ayatollah al-Ozma (Hoseini-)Marashi-Najafi...manager (Shahabieh school, Qom seminary) headed by his father...reported to Khomeini in 9-82 on visit to several countries to collect or film religious books and documents...born about 1938...notorious womanizer.

(Hoseini-)Marashi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Javad

Son of Ayatollah al-Ozma (Hoseini-)Marashi-Najafi...frequently says public prayers in place of his father since 1983...born about 1940/43.

(Hoseini-)Marashi-Najafi, (Ayatollah al-Ozma) Shahab ed-Din

† (Qom), 3-81...head (Shahabieh and Momenieh schools), two of nine comprising the Qom seminary...did not reply to cable from former prime minister Bazargan protesting the regime's handling of the death of moderate Ayatollah al-Ozma Shariat-Madari, 4-86...sent statement to Khomeini saying

CONFIDENTIAL
that Iran is not pleased by massive war casualties, the Iranian people do not want to continue to war, and clerics should not be involved with secular government. 10-83...endorsed the retribution bill--the revision of the penal code to reflect Islamic law, 9-81...sent open letter to Khomeini expressing anxiety over the situation--an implicit criticism of the regime--and asking him to act on splits in the government leadership, 9-80...complains that government officials misrepresent his comments to Khomeini and tries not to comment on political issues...close to Ayatollah Al-Ozma Golpayegani...sponsor of Sadeq Hoseini-Kuhani...known as a very generous man...enjoys teasing his students...in good health as of 6-85 and still teaches in Qom...has a wide reputation for his writings on genealogy and biographies...has a large library, many volumes of which are rare books...poor eyesight, but does not wear glasses...born about 1899.

Hoseini-Mehr, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

†(Qorazjan), 7-86.

Hoseini-Mianjdi/Mianehchi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Kazem

†(Khorraramabad), 5-83 to at least 9-83, 12-85.

Hoseini-Nadi-Najafabadi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Qolam Hosein

@(Najafabad) 1st and 2nd Majles...1st vice chairman (2nd Majles plan and budget committee)...member (1st Majles plan and budget and social affairs committees)...former head (Najafabad komiteh)...former head (Esfahan court) and still influential among Revolutionary Guards in Esfahan...very critical of 1982/83 and 1983/84 budget proposals and the government's lack of expertise, 3-84, but willing to support confidence vote for Prime Minister and Cabinet including housing minister, who was attacked by radicals...critical of several ministers...favored vote of confidence for three ministers nominated in 8-84...sala Iranian education is in sad shape, mid-1984...has been a leading spokesman of a radical Majles faction of about 21 members that supports Montazeri and has become more moderate along with him...also a strong advocate for reducing government interference in the economy and strengthening the private sector, especially in housing...born 1949 in Najafabad.

Hoseini-Naseri, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

†(Zanjan), 8-81; acting, 7-83...head (revolutionary court, Zanjan), 8-81.

Hoseini-Nejad, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad

@ (Ardakan) 2nd Majles...2nd secretary (2nd Majles budget and accounts committee).

(Hoseini-)Kuhani, (Ayatollah) Mehdi Hosein

Issued anti-Khomeini statements in France, 1979 to present... appointed during the Shah's era as spiritual guide of the Shias in Western Europe... anti-Communist...brother of below.

(Hoseini-)Kuhani, (Ayatollah al-Ozma?) Mohammad Sadeq
In Qom, but rarely heard from...under house arrest in late 1985 after criticizing announcement that the 2nd Assembly of Experts had chosen Montazeri as Khomeini's heir...says the Khomeini regime has deviated from the ideals of the revolution and that Khomeini and Montazeri are politically incompetent, but good men...supports export of the revolution to Bahrain and has links to a dissident group that advocates Iranian annexation of Bahrain...had ties to SAVAK that were exposed by Kuhani-Ziaari...has written extensively on Islamic theology...close to Grand Ayatollah Musavi-Golpayegani and Marashi-Najafi...son-in-law of moderate Ayatollah al-Uzma Shariat-Madari?...a daughter formerly married to Khomeini...a son is married to a granddaughter of Khomeini...brother of above...born in Qom about 1930/35.

Hoseini-Shahrudi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Aliabad Khatul), 4-86.

Hoseini-Sharvadi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Aliabad, Gorgan), 11-83.

Hoseini-Shirazi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Allameh Akhtar

Student at Kashan seminary...Khr(Pakistan) during celebration of the fifth anniversary of Iranian revolution, 2-84.

Hoseini-Shirazi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Ali

Associated with the Qom seminary...close to Khomeini...condemned trial of Bahraini subversives backed by Iran, 8-82...sister's son, Hojjat ol-Eslam Mohammad Taqi-Madaresi, is a leader of an Iranian-backed Iraqi opposition group...several adherents were arrested in the aftermath of the crackdown on the Tudeh (Communist) Party, 1983...under house arrest in Qom...same as Mohammad Shirazi?

Hoseini-Yashi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Acting, F(Saharan), 9-83, 12-85.

Hoseini-Tehrani, (Ayatollah) Mohammad Hosein

Wrote on the differences between Imams (the Shi'as' 12 charismatic leaders), the Prophet Muhammad, and messengers of God in Kayhan, 11-82--discussion of such issues is often a commentary in favor of or opposed to Khomeini's role as "guardian cleric" in Iran.

Hosein-Nia-Kojidi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad

S(aoudar) 1st Majles...member (1st Majles constituents' complaints committee)...head (cultural affairs for Martyrs' Foundation), 1983...head (Imam's Emergency committee), 1983.

Hoseinzadeh, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Amol), 3-81.
Hoseinzaden-Falah, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Qolam Hosein

Prosecutor (Kerman) ... head (judicial -- qazi -- police, Kerman), 8-85.

Imani: see Emami and Ermani-Par(d).
Irani: see Fayz-Krani.
Iraqi: see Araki and Kraqi.
Iravani: see Khavani.
Irayani: see Hrayani.
Irvani: see Ervani.
Islami: see Kslami.

Jabari, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Sabr

F(Benishahr), 8-81 to at least 10-83, 11-85.

Jabari-Banab, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Yusef

C(Banab) 1st majles...clerical representative (Reconstruction Crusade) ... associated with Revolutionary Guard, military, police propaganda, 1983... born in 1946.

Jafari, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Kudbar), 2-82 to at least 9-83.

Jafari, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Estarayen), 4-86.

Jafari, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) hosein

Judge (criminal court 2, branch 12).

Jafari, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Javad/Yahya

F and KHV(Kerman), 12-86 to 11-82, 9-83 to present... said the public should be mobilized to fight drug addiction and trafficking, which is as "noble as a struggle" as the war with Iraq, 9-86.

Jafari: see Mir Jafari and Pur-Mir-Jafari/Qafari.

Jafari-Olani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Officer (Supreme Islamic Propaganda Organization)... saw Khomeni in that capacity, 3-85... same as below.
Jafari-Panjani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad

@Tangerud) 1st Majles...member (1st Majles Islamic Guidance committee)
...a leader (Qom seminary Islamic Propaganda Organization), 1983...born 1939
...same as above?

Jahantab, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Associated with the seven-man land reform committees throughout
Iran...spoke at a seminar for the land reform committees, 4-82.

Jalali-Khamami, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Son-in-law of the late moderate Ayatollah al-Uzma Shariat-Madari.

Jalali, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Khk (1st military training center for civilians, Tehran), 6-86...same as
any below?

Jalali, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Abol Qasem

Member (Tehran election board for Majles and 2nd Assembly of Experts),
1984.

Jalali, (?) Khoda Karam

@Ziruzabad) 2nd Majles.

Jalali-Khomeini, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F (Khomein), 3-33 to present...sent by Khomeini to reduce disputes in his
hometown...distributed land Khomeini inherited from his father to house the
poor, 4-85...same as below?

Jalali-Khomeini, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Heydar Ali

Member (executive board, Tehran Combatant Clerics' association), 7-84...
saw Montazeri in that capacity, 7-84...signed a denunciation of moderate
Ayatollah al-Uzma Shariat-Madari who was implicated in a coup plot, 4-82...
Khk(Haj pilgrimage), 1981...met with Khomeini in that capacity, 10-81...head
of one of Tehran's 14 komiteen, 1979...same as above?

Jalili: see Mir Jalili.

Jamali, (?) Mohammad

Sunni F(Kangan), 2-84.

Jamarani: see Kamami-Jamarani.

Jamei: see Masjed-Jamei.

Jami, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Qolam Hosein
F and KhK (Abadan), 1-80 to at least 11-83...saw Khomeini, 7-85...member (?) 1st and 2nd Assembly of Experts...asked armies of Islamic countries to revolt and world Muslims to support the Islamic revolution, 2-81...advocated purges, 7-80...active in anti-Shah movement...born in 1921 in Bushehr to a clerical family.

Janati, (Ayatollah/Hojjat ol-Eslam val Moslemin) Ahmad

Head (Supreme Islamic Propaganda Organization) with Emami-Kashani, 12-81 to present...head (provincial Friday prayer leaders' committee), 4-86...named by Khomeini to founding board for women's seminary in Qom, 8-84...to Haj pilgrimage conference (Lebanon), 7-82 and (Hamburg), 7-84...member, 2nd Assembly of Experts (Khuzestan Province), 1982 to present...head (conference committee for 2nd Islamic thought conference), 2-84...acting F (Qom), 12-83 while Moshkini was absent...F (Ahvaz), ? to 9-81, 11-81, and 2-86...close to Ayatollahs Montazeri and Mahdavi-Kani...KhK (Khuzestan Province), 2-80 to present?...member (Council of Guardians), 2-80 to present...warned that the revolution would be damaged if hezbollahis were removed from official positions, 1-82...said the war is Iran's first priority and a setback in it would hurt Islam, 9-84...led demonstration of students at the US Embassy, Tehran, 9-83 that burned US, Soviet, and Israeli flags...called for better schools to free Iran from foreign technicians, 9-83...led a delegation to Sri Lanka, 2-84...led a delegation to Pakistan to explain Iranian views, 2-81...revolutionary court judge (Tehran, Esfahan, and Ahvaz)...led a fact-finding mission to Kurdish-populated areas, 7-79...strongly attacked the ultra-conservative "Hojjatieh" faction, 11-82...religious court judge (Tehran, Esfahan, Ahvaz), 1979...worked closely with the late KhK head Beheshti on education...imprisoned for activities in the anti-Shah movement...member of Qom seminary...wild and soft-spoken, imaginative, but methodical...born in 1926 near Esfahan to a clerical family...same as Janati-Fazl?

Janati, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ali

Resigned as Supreme Judicial Council representative to Voice and Vision of Iran, 7-83.

Janati-Fazl, (Ayatollah) FNU

At the Qom seminary, 8-82...same as Ahmad Janati?

(Janati-)Sanei, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Hasan

Director (15 Khordad Foundation that aids the handicapped), 7-83 to present...named by Khomeini to founding board for women's seminary in Qom, 8-84...KhK (Central Council of Friday Prayer Leaders) named after problems within the secretariat, 7-84...related to the below?...same as Hosein Sanei?

(Janati-)Sanei, (Ayatollah) Yusef

Head (Shahidin schools), two of nine that comprise the Qom seminary, 1980...Prosecutor General and Supreme Judicial Council member, 1-83 to 7-83...KhK (intelligence unit in the Prime Minister's office), 1983...KhK (Supreme Council for War Zone Reconstruction), 7-82 to at least 9-83...
member (Council of Guardians), 11-80 to 1-83...occasionally acting F(Qom), 1983, 1986...praised the selection of Montazeri as Khomeini's heir, 12-85...clashed both with Musavi-Ardabili and with radicals in the Justice Ministry while Prosecutor General...said revolutionary courts should be absorbed into the Justice Ministry—a move that would strengthen the Prosecutor General...may be an ally of Katsavjanji...ambitious...son, Reza, is on Khomeini's staff...active in anti-Shah movement...respected lecturer at the Qom seminary...son-in-law of Ayatollah al-Oṣma (Musavi-) Golpayegani...born in Tahirash in about 1930/40.

Janedi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Rud Sar), 5-83 to at least 10-83.

Javadi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Head (ceremonies department, Islamic Propagation Council).

Javadi-Amoli-Larijani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Javad

Supervisor (revolutionary courts' ideological issues), 11-81...member (Supreme Judicial Council), 7-80 to present...may have opposed announcement that Montazeri had been chosen as Khomeini's heir, 11-85...spoke against Saudi King Fahd's Middle East peace plan, 11-81...son, Mohammad Javad Ardeshir Larijani, is an increasingly influential Foreign Ministry officer.

Javadi-Shoquni/Shoquni, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Jafar

G(Karaj) 1st Majles...spokesman (1st Majles committee 8)...critical of abuses by revolutionary courts...said Khomeini's December 1982 eight-point liberalization decree was hardly being implemented, 3-83...member, delegation to U.A.R. and Qatar, 6-82...said land should be distributed to people "who know how to use a shovel," 2-81...opposed Bani-Sadr and the Islamic-Marxist Mujahedin...wanted "liberals"—former Prime Minister Bazargan and his allies—expelled from the Majles...member, Fedayen-e Islam paramilitary group...active in the anti-Shah movement...born in 1930 to a clerical family.

Javaheri, (Hojjat ol-Eslam), FNU

Head (revolutionary court, Kordestan Province)...same as below?

Javaheri, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Head of delegation sent secretly by Montazeri to try to unify Afghan rebels, 2-86...same as above?

Javidan, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Kudan), 11-83 to 1-86.

Jazayeri: see Musavi-Jazayeri.
Johani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU
KMK (Kuhestan Province), 11-82.

Jomei, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ali Asgar
Prosecutor (revolutionary court, Sari and Amol).

Kafami-Khorasani, (Ayatollah/Hojjat ol-Eslam Val Moslemin) FNU
F (Zanedan), 7-83...died, 7-83.

Kafi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Hasan
Wounded in assassination attempt in Tehran, 5-82.

Kahrubi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU
@ (Dorud and Ezna) lst Majles.

Kahrubi: see Mahdavi-Kahrubi.

Kalaehe, (Hojjat ol-Eslam?) Qolam Reza
Special prosecutor (trade union affairs, Tehran), 1-85.

Kamelian, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Reza
Head (political-ideological office, ground forces), 2-82.

Kamini: see Salimi-Kamini.

Kamyab, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Reza
IRP (Qasrabad) lst Majles...assassinated, 9-81.

Kani: see Baqani-Kani, Mahdavi-Kani, Mohammadi-Kani.

Karami, (Ayatollah) Mohammad
Member (Kuhestan Province) lst Assembly of Experts, 1979.

Kar-Amouzian, (?) Mohammad
F Sunni (Kerman), 1-85.

Karbischi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Qolam Hosein
Governor-General (Estahan), 2-83 to at least 5-84.

Karim, (Mullah) O.
Sunni F (Marivan/Marivan), 9-83.
Karimi, (Ayatollah) FNU

KhK(Supreme Economic Council), 8-83.

Karimi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F( Beheshti Snahr near Varamin), 5-83, 4-86.

Karimi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Hosein

Judge (criminal court 1, branch 7).

Karimi-Dirkalai, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Jafar

Candidate (Mazandaran Province) for Ist Assembly of Experts...same as below?

Karimi-Jahromi, (Ayatollah/Hojjat ol-Eslam) Jafar Hosein

Associated with the Qom seamiary...same as above or below?

Karimi-Mazandarani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Jafar

Candidate for Supreme Judicial Council, 1-85...head (Judicial disciplinary court that tries judges and prosecutors) under Khomeini's 12-82 liberalization decree, 1-83 to at least 1-85...member (Khomeini's select committee on prisons and pardons) named by Montazeri with Mohammadi-Gilani, Abtani-Kashani, and Qazi-Khorramabadi, 1984...same as above?

Karimi-Nejad/Bizhani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Kmaid ed-Din

IRP(Newshahr) lst majles...killed in bombing of IRP headquarters, 6-81.

nashani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam?), Mohammad

Head (political-ideological office, Army), 8-85...said the Army has been fully purged and is more loyal than the Revolutionary Guard, 8-85.


Kashfi: see Hojjeti-Kashfi/Khashdi.

Kasimir, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Javad

Officer (Supreme Islamic Propaganda Organization)...member, (Central Council of Friday prayer leaders), 9-84...saw Khomeini in 7-84 with council members Aba'i and Qazi-Asgar, all of whom tried to resign over problems in the council--possibly opposition from Abtahi, 7-84 and 5-85.

Katibeh, (?) FNU
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CONFIDENTIAL
Associated with the Qom seminary...father of military intelligence head...moderate.

Kazemian, (?) Mohammad Salim

F(Sanandaj), 7 to 9-83...Sunni?...killed, 9-83.

Kazemi-M橙andi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ali

E(Selseleh and Delfan) lst Majles...head (komiteh, Selseleh and Delfan), 1983...associated with the Basij mobilization, 1983...born 1946.

Kermani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Ali Ansar

Attacked former Prime Minister Bazargan's Freedom Movement as counter-revolutionary, 7-83.

Kermani: see Ansari-Kermani, Hojati-Moseini-Kermani, Mahdavi-Kermani, and Movahedi-Kermani.

Khadaei, (Mullah) A. K.

Sunni F(Daneh), 7-83.

Khademi: see Majlesi-Khademi.

Khademi-Esfahani, (Ayatollah) Mosein

F(Iran,shahr formerly Kermaashahr), 10-82 to present...related to below?...same as Majlesi-Khademi?

Khademi-Esfahani, (Ayatollah) Shams ed-Din

Died, 3-85...head (Esfahan seminary) and rival of Ayatollah Taberi-Esfahani for control in esfahan...said revolutionary anarchy was persisting, 12-80...opposed land reform as contrary to Islamic provisions for private property, 12-80...wanted an Islamic university in Esfahan...member (Esfahan) lst Assembly of Experts, 19/9...active in the anti-Shah movement around Khomeini...links to Tabatabai-Qomi...son, Dr. FNU Khademi, Ambassador to East Germany, 10-82...related to above?...born about 1900.

Khajani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ahmad

Nomination as auditor-general considered in the Majles, 10-85.

Khaleghi, (Sheikh) Mohammad Ali

Sunni leader in northern Iran.

Khalitehzadeh, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Bukan), 2-86.

Khalili: see Khamani-Khalili/Khalkhali.
Khalilzadeh aka Moravej, (?) Boyuk

Candidate (Azerbaijan-e Khavari Province) 2nd Assembly of Experts, 12-82...same as Moravej-Moravej?

Khaliq, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Coordinator (clerics sent to the warfront, Bakhtaran formerly Kermanshahan Province)...same as below?

Khaliq, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Esmail

Hok (Beirut), 2-84 to present...same as above?

Khalkhal: see Givi-Khalkhal and Rahmani-Khalili/Khalkhal.

Khamenei: see (Hoseini-)Khamenei and Hoseini-Khamenei.

Khani, (?) Ahmad Mohammad

F(Javaurud), 3-81.

Khaqani, (Ayatollah) Isa Shobeir

Anti-Khomeini cleric who fled to Iraq, then to Western Europe, and settled in Egypt, 1979...associated with anti-Khomeini group focused on Ayatollah al-Usma Musavi-Khoi...brother of below.

Khaqani, (Ayatollah) Mohammad Tahir Shobeir

Religious leader of estimated 3 million Arab Shias in Iran's oil-rich Khuzestan Province...taken to Qom and put under house arrest to end Arab dissidence he supported, 7-79...close to moderate Ayatollah Kuhani...brother of above...born about 1907.

Kharki, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Daoud

...visited Pakistan, 8-83. 25X1

Khashdi: see Hojati-Kashfi/Khashdi.

Khatemi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Khk(Tabriz University), 4-83.

Khatemi, (ayatollah) Ruhollah

K and Khk(Yazd), 7-82 to present...a moderate who uses police and gendarmerie to maintain order, has banned revolutionary group patrols, and has limited the activities of the komitehs...may have been one of those who urged Khomeini to promulgate his 12-82 liberalization decree.

Khatemi-Ardekanl, (Hojjat ol-Eslam Dr.) Ali Mohammad
Islamic Guidance Minister, 11-82 to present (during confirmation debate in lst Majles was alleged to have had ties to Bani-Sadr)...led delegation to Syria, 12-85...to nonaligned Information Ministers' Conference (Ujarkata), 1-84...member (central council of Friday prayer leaders) with Khomeini, malakuti, Meshkini, and Taheri-Esfahani, 1-82 to present...critical of regular forces officers for disrespect to clerics attached to their units...called for a "tasteful" foreign policy, 11-82...@Ardakan) lst Majles...member (Supreme Islamic Propaganda Organization), 8-82 to present...head (lst Majles foreign affairs committee), 7-82...member 1st Majles delegations to Interparliamentary Union (Havana), 9-81 and (Manila), 4-81...visited France, East and West Germany, United Kingdom, Yugoslavia, and Italy to explain Iranian views, 11-80...KHA/acting director (Kayhan publications), 11-80 to 11-82...said the Kayhan newspaper "must be impartial and publish material in the interests of Islam and the nation," 12-80...head (Islamic Center, Hamburg), 1978...had ties to late Islamic Republic Party head Helehshti...studied philosophy at Tehran University in the 1960s...doctorate in philosophy from West German university?...active in the anti-Shah movement, where he was close to the now deceased elder son of Montazeri...pleasant to deal with...born in 1943 in Ardakan to a clerical family.

Khazai-Herai-Torshizi, (Najat ol-Eslam) Mohammad

@Kasht) lst and 2nd Majles...spokesman (lst and 2nd Majles economic affairs and finance committees)...supported radical public prosecutor Khoinia, 1986...criticized draft 1985/86 budget for relying on "unrealistically" high tax revenue, 2-85...supported a vote of confidence for the Prime Minister, 8-84.

Khazali/Khozali, (Ayatollah) Abol Qasem

Member (Council of Guardians) replacing Mahdavi-Kani, 2-81 to present, spokesman, 1983...founder of Kasaalat newspaper with Azari-Qomi, Kasti-Qomi, and Shari, 9-85...member (conference committee for 2nd Islamic thought conference, Tehran), 2-84...harshly criticized former Prime Minister Bazargan, 8-85...led delegation to Japan, Bangladesh, and Indonesia, 2-81...traveled throughout Iran attacking the Islamic Marxist mujahedin, 1980...linked to Qom seminary...linked to ultraconservative mojatieh faction.

Khazari, (?) Mohammad

Sunni F(oshnovien), 11-82 to at least 9-83, 4-86.

Kheyri, (Najat ol-Eslam) FNU

Deputy head (Cultural Revolution Headquarters' central bureau), 9-84...in charge of organizing university courses...same as Khezri?

Kheyrkhal-Gilleh, (Najat ol-Eslam) Kamel

@Lahejan) 2nd Majles.

Khezri, (?) Mohammad

Candidate (Azarbayjan-e Bakhtari Province) 2nd Assembly of Experts, 12-82
...same as Kheyri?

Khodabakhshi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Azadshahr), 12-85.

Khodadi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Morteza

KhK(Bandar-e Anzali), ? to 9-81...assassinated, 9-81.

Khoi: see (Musavi-)Khoi.

Khoineh: see Musavi-Khoineh/Khoineh.

Khoinina: see Musavi-Khoineh/Khoineh.

Khomeini: see Jalali-Khomeini and (Musavi-)Khomeini.

Khonsari, (Ayatollah) FNU

F(Anadan), 1-35.

Khonsari, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Led a prayer service for a crowd outside the Majles protesting former Prime Minister Bazargan's condemnation of official repression of the opposition, 10-81.

Khonsari, (?) Abol Fatr

Said to be a son-in-law of Khomeini.

Khonsari, (Ayatollah) Abol Fazl

F(Arak), 8-81, 10-83 to at least 7-84, 12-85...KhK(Arad?), 11-79...said anyone who listens to exile opposition radios should be treated as an infidel...publicly approved of the seizure of the US Embassy, 11-79.

Khonsari, (Ayatollah al-Ozma) Ahmad

Died in Tehran, 1-85...called for a boycott of the 1980 presidential election in contradiction to Khomeini's position...born about 1884.

Khonsari, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Baqr

Met with Khomeini, 6-82.

Khonsari, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Kazem

Member of Ayatollah al-Ozma Golpayegani's staff in charge of correspondence...born about 1931.

Khonsari, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Kazem
Khorami: see Eslami-Khorami.

Khorasani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Head (todd committee, Urmieh)...escaped assassination attempt, 1-81.

Khorasani, (?) Asadollah

Candidate (Isphahan Province) 2nd Assembly of Experts, 12-82.


Khorashi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam?) Mohammad Keza Hakim

Strongly anti-US.

Khorramabadi: see Yazi-Khorramabadi and Taheri-Khorramabadi.

Khorram-Tai, (Mollah) Ali

@ (Saqqez and Banah) 2nd Majies...Sunni cleric.

Khoskhahlam, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Clerical adviser (gendarmerie), 8-84...removed as clerical adviser (gendarmerie airwing) by new gendarmerie commander, 10-85.

Khosravi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Ali

@ (Miaudowab) 1st Majies...member (1st Majies administration and employment committee)...former F, revolutionary court judge, komiteh head (?)...born 1955.

Khosravi, (?) Saleh

F (Sanandaj), ? to 8-81...assassinated, 8-81.

Khosro-Shahi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Head (Housing Foundation), 1979...spokesman for Muslim People's Party associated with Moderate Ayatollah al-Ozma Shariat-Madari, but shifted his allegiance back to the Khomeini forces, 6-79...member (Combatant Clerics' Association, Tehran)?...born about 1914.

Khosro-Shahi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ebrahim

Member (enforcement committee for Khomeini's 12-82 liberalization decree, Gilan Province), 1-83.

Khosro-Shahi, (Ayatollah) Hadi
Adviser (Islamic Guidance Minister), 1986...ambassador (Vatican), 6-81 to 1986, opposed by Mahdavi-Karubi, who worked for his recall...claims recall was due to ex-father-in-law's criticism of selection of Montazeri as Khomeini's heir...met Montazeri, 2-86...KhrK (Ministry of National--now Islamic--Guidance), 7-b1...represented Qom seminary at Islamic conferences in Europe, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, and in Algeria, 9-80...chairman (Liberation Movements' Conference, Tehran), 1-80...incited crowds outside the US Embassy, 12-79...escaped assassination attempt, 8-79...member (Combatant Clerics' Association, Tehran)?...opportunist fundamentalist rather than a radical...in late 1970s edited publications of Hoseinieh Ershad, a lecture society in Tehran associated with clerics and laymen who tried to accommodate Shi'ism to the 20th century...a child prodigy at the Qom seminary and a favorite student of Khomeini...possibly related to Khomeini...received his appointment in Rome through Montazeri...born in Azarbajjan about 1938 or 1953...divorced daughter of Musavi-Khameni, 1980.

Khoznbakht, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Azizollah

Replaced Ayatollah Mahdavi-Kani at Cultural Revolution Headquarters, 3-82.

Khuzestani: see Falahian(-Khuzestani).

Kianarsi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Asadollah

@faridan) 1st and 2nd Majles...member (1st Majles agricultural committee)...supported radical public prosecutor Khoiniha, 1986.

Kiani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mostafa

@Tuyserkan) 1st Majles...member (1st Majles plan and budget committee)...as in medical science...former director (health facilities, Tuyserkan), 1983...born 1947.

Kojidi: see Hosein-Mia-Kojidi.

Kokabi-Tabrizi, (Ayatollah) FNU

Member (ultraconservative hojatien Society).

Lahuti(-Eshkuri), (Ayatollah) Hasan

@nasht) 1st Majles...died of a heart attack, 10-81...head (1st Majles committee b) attacked by pro-Khomeini gangs in Esfahan and Kermanshahan, now Bakhtar Province in 2-81 and Langarud in 7-81 after speaking against the IRP...criticized Beneshti in 7-80 for leading the Islamic Republic Party "unconstitutionally" while also heading the Supreme Judicial Council...commander (Revolutionary Guard), 2 to 11-79--respected by Guards...member (Revolutionary Council), 1979-80...pro-Bani-Sadr...pro-moderate Ayatollah al-Uzma Shariat-Madar...active in anti-Shah movement...close to Khomeini, possibly related by marriage...born in 1919.

Langarudi: see Moqadasi-Langarudi.
Lankarani: see Movahedi-Lankarani.

Larakani: see Javadi-Amoli-Larjani.

Lari: see Musavi-Lari.

Latefi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Judge (Lahijan, Kudar, and Langerud), 7-83.

Lavasani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad

Prosecutor (revolutionary court branch specializing in university affairs), 11-84.

Lavasani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Ali

Ambassador (Tanzania), 5-84...associated with Fedayan-e Eslam pro-Khomeini paramilitary group.

Lavasani, (Ayatollah) Sadeq

Khat(Tehran), 12-84.

Lavasani: see (Hoseini-)Lavasani.

Letafat, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Abdollah

Representative of P(Firuzabad)...killed in clash with members of the Qashqai tribe, 4-82.

Maadikhah, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Abdul Hamid

Supervisor (Islamic Republic Party office, Dor), 7-83...said pious people should not be dismissed from jobs because they lack expertise, 7-83...candidate for IRP Central Council, 5-83...brother of below?

Maadikhah, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Abdol Majid

Writing an official history of the Islamic republic?, 1985...Minister of Islamic Guidance, 8-81 to 8-82—resigned ostensibly for "health reasons," but probably because of factional infighting and immoral conduct...IRP(Tehran) 1st Majles...head (1st Majles committee 9)...member (Supreme Islamic Propaganda Organization)...went to Saudi Arabia to observe treatment of Haj pilgrims, 9-81...critical of Saudi attitudes toward Iranian pilgrims, 10-81...visited Syria, 8-81...escaped assassination attempt in Hamedan in mid-1981...deputy supervisor (literacy campaign), 1981...joint author of legislation restricting activities of political parties not supportive of the Khomenei regime, 2-81...Khat(Kordestan Province), 1979...head (revolutionary courts), 1979...advocated purges of the military during the war with Iraq...active in the anti-Shah movement...brother of above?

Madani, (Ayatollah) Asadollah


F and KhK(Tabriz), 11-79 to 9-81...assassinated, 9-81...condemned opposition to Khomeini in Qom, Tehran, Mashhad, and Esfahan seminars, 12-80...member (Qamadan) 1st Assembly of Experts, 1979...associated with the Qom seminar?

Madani, (Mulavi) Mohammad Kshaq

(Soravan) 1st Majles...member (1st Majles delegation to Interparliamentary Union conference, Havana), 9-81.

Madani-Borujerdi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad/Ahmad

KhK and F(Bushehr), 3-81 to at least 1-85, 4-86.

Madani-Gonabadi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad

Acting F(Gonabad), 3-80...active in anti-Shah movement...born about 1930.

Madari: see Shariat-Madari.

Madavi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mehdi

F(North Tehran mosque), 7 to 4-82...involved in 4-82 coup plot with ex-Foreign Minister Qotbzadeh.

Maerazi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Maybad/Hisbad), 5-83.

Mafuzi: see Mahfuzi.

Mahalati, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ali

Acted as KhK(Shiraz) and was active in revolutionary committee work, 1979.

Mahalati, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Fazl ed-Din

Member (Combatant Clerics' Association, central committee, Tehran), 4-82.

Mahalati, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Reza

Member, (Karaj election board for Majles and 2nd Assembly of Experts), 1984.

Mahalati: see Mehdizadeh-Mahalati.

Mahalati-Shirazi, (Ayatollah) Bahá ed-Din

Died, 8-81...a senior ayatollah who taught Khomeini but was a staunch opponent of his regime...sent an open letter to Khomeini strongly criticizing the regime as anti-Islamic and against God--his criticism questioned in particular Khomeini's advocacy of clerical political activism, 2-81.
Mahalati-Shirazi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Majed ed-Din

Saw Khomeini, 3-82...son, Amir, is on Foreign Minister Velayati's staff; another is foreign Ministry Director General for International Affairs.

Mahd, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Supervisor (national mobilization headquarters)...resignation rejected by Khomeini, 6-80.

Mahdavi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Judge (2nd criminal court, Tonkabon), 11-85.

Mahdavi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Khoramiabadeh), 9-83.

Mahdavi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Kiasar), 5-83.

Mahdavi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad

Ambassador (New Zealand), 6-84, (Kenya), 1985...university degree in political science?

Mahdavi: see also Madavi.

Mahdavi-Hadi/Naji, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mehdi

@(Tabolsar and Bandepcy) 2nd Majles...F(Borujerd), 2-82 to at least 11-83.

Mahdavi-Kani, (Ayatollah) Reza

Head (Sadeq University), 1-83...same as below or Bagani/Baqeri-Kani?

Mahdavi-Kani, (Ayatollah) Mohammad Reza

Acting F(Tehran) occasionally alter 6-81...member (Cultural Revolution Headquarters), 12-84 to present...head (Combatant Clerics' Association, Tehran), a group founded in early 1979 by Islamic Republic Party members, 11-81 to present...member (Supreme Council for Cultural Revolution), 12-84...named by Khomeini to set up a headquarters to aid citizens harmed by Iraqi bomb attacks, 10-83...named by Khomeini in 3-83 to mediate between Council of Guardians and Majles...member (?) 2nd Assembly of Experts, ran unsuccessfully for its chairmanship...resigned presidential candidacy, 10-81...acting Prime Minister, 6 to 10-81...Interior Minister, 7-80 to 6-81...member (Council of Guardians), 2-80 to 2-81 and 3-82 to 6-83...KhK (commission mandated by Khomeini to moderate the power struggle), 4-81...led delegation to Baluchestan Province to investigate problems, 12-80...Revolutionary Guard official, 1979-80...Revolutionary Council member, 1979-80...head, 1980...one of the first clerics to enter the government, as Deputy Interior Minister, 7-79...
(Komitcha), ? to 9-84...wrote letter to Khomeini criticizing the regime's handling of the death of moderate Ayatollah al-Ozma Shariat-Nadari, 4-86...may have incited antiregime demonstrations in Mashhad and Qom by preaching against supreme political leadership by a cleric, 11-84...called for action against French economic interests in Iran, 10-83...independent, liberal, and enlightened moderate, but pro-Khomeini...trying to develop a popular reputation as a man who can get things done...supported by Grand Ayatollahs Golpayegani and Marashi-Najafi, but may also have links to Katsanjan and President Khamenei...close to Ahmad Jannati.?...sons-in-law include moderates Mostafa Chamran (deceased former defense minister and Revolutionary Guard head) and Mostafa Mir-Salim (President Khamenei's senior adviser since mid-1982)...spokesperson of Khoosro Tehtani, a leader of the US Embassy hostage-takers and former senior intelligence official arrested in mid-1986 for alleged involvement in 1981 assassinations of top-level Iranian officials...follows current events closely in regional media...interested in problems of the war/refugees...advocates centralized government...active in anti-Shah movement around Khomeini...Born around 1932 near Tehran.

Mandavi-Karubi, (Ayatollah) Hasan

Close to Ahmad Khomeini...a moderate...brother of below...born about 1942.

Mandavi-Karubi, (Hojjat al-Islam) Mehdi

(IAW)(Tehran) 2nd Majles, elected with second highest vote total...@(alligadora) 1st Majles...Deputy Speaker (2nd Majles), 6-84 and 7-85 to present...chairman (2nd Majles branch 14)...chairman (1st and 2nd Majles institutions affiliated with the prime ministry, religious endowments, and aid committee)...KUK (Maj), 7-85 to present, replacing Khoinneni...KUK and head (martyrs' Foundation), 4-80 to present...sees Khomeini at least weekly in that capacity...named by Khomeini as head (office for the cultural affairs of children of martyrs, disabled veterans, POWs, and HLAs), 3-86...led delegation to Lebanon sponsored by Montazeri, 9-85, and called for more aid for Lebanese Shia...head (Khomeini's relief fund)...active in antiquary courts...an important radical spokesman who favors fundamental domestic policy changes...has joined radical public prosecutor Khoini in calling for nationalization of industries and rigorous application of Shia law, 1986...worked for the recall of Khoosro-Shahi, former Ambassador to the Vatican, 1986...critical of regular forces officers for disrespect to clerics attached to their units, 10-85...called forcefully for a confidence vote supporting radical Prime Minister Musavi, 8-84...forced by moderates to remove some radical officials from the martyrs' Foundation and to stop diverting some of the substantial funds he controls as its head to the support of radical causes, 1985...has lost some personal popularity as rising war costs forced the regime to cut support to families of martyrs...endorsed radical candidates in the 1984 Majles election including former hostage-takers at the US Embassy...supported Katsanjan against moderates' attacks, 1983...attacked Liberation Movement of Iran (bazargan), 10-82...criticized the late moderate Ayatollah al-Ozma Shariat-Nadari and Habibzadeh-Qomi...said the taking of hostages at the US Embassy was revolutionary and valuable, 9-80...opposes continuation of the war...wants details of foreign policy to be voted on in the Majles, wants more experts among Majles members and opposes wealthy bazaaris...favors violent export of
the revolution...especially influential on policy toward Lebanon...close to Khomeini, Montazeri, Kafsanjani, and Meskini; opposed to moderate Najles Deputy Speaker Yazdi...active in the anti-Shah movement...K(north Tehran mosque) before the revolution...easily irritated because of partial deafness incurred during torture by SAVAK...born in Aligudarz between 1935 and 1940 to a clerical family...father was a friend of Khomeini.

Mahdavi-Kermani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Baqr

Head (special civil courts) that handle problems of marriage, divorce, child custody, wills, and adultery, 12-82 to at least 10-84.

Mahdavi-Nejad, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Sorkheh), 7-83 to at least 11-83, 12-85...related to below?

Mahdavi-Nejad, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Shahr Kord), 7-83...related to above?

Mahdi-Nejad, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Rehberzadeh), 12-83...same as Mohammadi-Nejad?

Maherabi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Wandar Gaz), 6-83.

Mahfuzi (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Kud Sar), 8-81...same as below?

Mahfuzi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Teaches at Qom seminary...same as above or below?

Mahfuzi-Gilani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Abas

Candidate for Supreme Judicial Council, 7-85...MoK (Tehran University), 12-84, 4-86...Chairman (Islamic Culture committee, Tehran University), 8-83...may become head of an Iranian seminary, 6-86...same as above?

Mahmudi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

A scholar at the Qom seminary, 2-82.

Mahmudi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Abu Taleb

@Golpayegan 1st and 2nd Najles...member (1st Najles labor-administration-employment committee)...K(Golpayegan), 8-81...born in 1926 to a rural family.

Mahmudi, (Mullah) M.
Sunni F(Baneh), 9-83.

Majmudi, (hojjat ol-eslam) Morteza

@(Qasr-e Shirin) 1st Majles...F(Varamin), 8-82 to at least 2-84, 4-86.

Majmudi: see Taheri-Majmudi.

Mahmudian, (hojjat ol-eslam) Nur-Mohammad

@(Voor Ahmad) 2nd Majles...supported radical public prosecutor Khoinia, 1986.

Makri: see Mohri.

Mahrooknzd, (?) Ali Akbar

Revolutionary Prosecutor General (Shiraz).

Mahsumi, (hojjat ol-eslam) FNU

F(Norbat-e Neydarien), 5-83 to at least 9-83, 2-86.

Maibudi: see Esmami-Maibudi.

Najd, (hojjat ol-eslam) FNU

Supervisor (mobilization of the underprivileged—basiq?) named by Khomeini, 12-80...said power should not be centralized, 11-80.

Majlesi: see Salimi-Majlesi.

Majlesi-Khademi, (?) Hosein

Candidate (Estahan Province) 2nd Assembly of Experts, 12-84.

Makarem-Shirazi, (Ayatollah) Nasr

Head and founder (Amir al-Howemin), one of nine schools comprising the Qom seminary, 1966...respected scholar known for articulate debate, who is a potential Ayatollah al-Uzma but has few students and little money...Saw Khomeini, 9-84, with moderate Azeri-Qomi and Abtahi as representatives of Qom Seminary Lecturers' Association...Saw Khomeini, 9-83 and Montazeri, 10-83...member (Fars Province) 1st Assembly of Experts, 1979...edits a clerical philosophy journal...possible member (ultracconservative Hojatiq Society)...associated with moderate Grand Ayatollahs Golpayegani, Barasmi-Najati, and the late Shariat-Madari...has strongly criticized foreign and domestic policies of the regime, but is still protected by Khomeini...advocates an isolationist foreign policy that has no contact with Communist states and offers only spiritual aid to other Muslims...strongly opposed the principal of political leadership by a supreme jurisprudent in 1979, believes civilians should rule because the people are not ready to accept a fully Islamic government and that compromises are necessary in politics, but impossible in religion...wants the people to be educated in Islamic ways, but not coerced into applying them...wants Bahais and Iranian Communists ruthlessly eradicated

CONFIDENTIAL
often published articles before the revolution...born in Shiraz about 1930/40.

Malakuti, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ali

(Sarab) 1st and 2nd Majles...member (2nd Majles Islamic Guidance committee)...member (Majles cultural delegation to South Asia), 1-2-86...1st vice chairman (1st Majles posts-telephone-telegraph committee)...supported radical public prosecutor Njavinia, 1986...crucial to the ultraconservative Hojatieh faction...son of below.

Malakuti-Tabrizi, (Ayatollah/Hojjat ol-Eslam val Moslemin) Hoslem/Mohsen

(Tabriz), 11-81 to present...named by Khomeini in 3-83 to mediate between the Council of Guardians and Majles...candidate (Azarbajjan-e Khavari Province) 2nd Assembly of Experts, 12-82...member (central council of Friday prayer leaders) with Khamenei, Khatami, Mouskini, and Taheri-Esfahani, 11-82 to present...Khr (Azarbajjan-e Khavari Province), 10-81 to present?...member (?) 1st Assembly of Experts...signed strong denunciation of moderate Ayatollah al-Ozma Shariat-Madari, who was implicated in a coup plot, 4-82...born 1924 near Tabriz...father of above.

Malavi-Khahimi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Nur ed-Din

(Malavi) 1st and 2nd Majles...member (1st Majles revolutionary institutions committee)...associated with local komitehs...born about 1935.

Maleki, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

(a Tehran mosque), 8 to 81...killed, 8-81.

Maleki, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mostafa

Member (Combatant Clerics' Association, Tehran)...died, 6-83.

Malekian, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

(Qemeshahr, formerly Shahi), 9-83...same as below?

Malekian, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

(Shahreza/Sharestan), 2-82 to at least 6-83...same as above?

Malekzadeh, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Acting F(Karaj), 3-86...head(Islamic Republic Party, Karaj), 11-84.

Mandeqaran-Mojahedi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Ali

Cultural Attache (Iranian Embassy, Libya), 6-82.

Manteqi: see Musavi-Manteqi.

Marandi: see Hoseini-Marandi and Mohammedi-Marandi.
Harashi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Hassan

Died, 8-85?...Member (Supreme Judicial Council), 7-85...relative of Grand Ayatollah Harashi-Majali?

Harashi and Harashi-Majali: see (Hoseini-)Harashi, (Hoseini-)Harashi-Majali.

Haranah, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Hosein Ali

F Kashak, town south of Qom renamed Meaphie le Chateau for Parisian suburb where Khomeini lived in exile), 8-82.

HarDar, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Judge (revolutionary court, Semiran), 8-81.

Harshkhi, (?) A.

F Marivan), 11-85...same as below?

Harshkhi, (Mullah) A.

Same F Kamyaran), 8-83...same as above?

Haruf, (?) Nadi

Candidate for Supreme Judicial Council, 7-85...

Harvej, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Acting F Kheyshabur), 9-83.

Harvej/Moruj, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) M.

F Quchan), 6-85.

Harvi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Selected supervising judge (liberalization offenses), 1-83, by central headquarters for implementing Khomeini's 12-82 liberalization decree...associated with Qom seminary, 6-81.

Harvi-Samavarchi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mahmod

F Tarqota/Torqabi and Chenaran in Khorasan) 1st and 2nd Majles...member (2nd Majles foreign affairs committee)...alternate member (2nd Majles investigation committee)...member (1st Majles constituents' complaints committee)...ally of President Khamenei...born 1944 in Mashhad.

Harvei-Mosayyebi/Hoseibi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F Bushehr), 6-84, acting, 8-83...judge (revolutionary, criminal, and financial courts, Bushehr), 4-83 to at least 6-84...judge (military court, Bushehr), 10-82.
Masjed-Jamei, (Hojjat ol-Éslam) Mohammad

Director General for Programming (Islamic Guidance Ministry), 5-84.

Masud, (Ayatollah) Ali Akbar

Member Montazeri's delegation to various Southeast Asian states, 7-82.

Masudi, (Hojjat ol-Éslam) FNU

Member (headquarters set up in 1-83 to implement Khomeini's liberalization decree, Kordestan Province)...same as below?

Masudi, (Hojjat ol-Éslam) FNU

Visited Kordestan Province and reported to Montazeri, 12-84...teaches at Qom seminary...same as above?

Masumi, (Hojjat ol-Éslam) FNU

F(Jirosh), 7-84.

Masumi, (Hojjat ol-Éslam) FNU

Officer of Khomeini's office assigned to the Revolutionary Guard 9th District, 5-84...injured in auto accident, 5-84.

Matim/Matin, (Hojjat ol-Éslam) Abas

W(Bandar Abbas) 1st and 2nd Majles...member (1st Majles Islamic Guidance committee)...former head (Islamic Republic Party and Komiteh, Bandar Abbas)...former F(Bandar Abbas)...associated with Supreme Islamic Propaganda Organization...born about 1949...same as below?

Matin, (Hojjat ol-Éslam) FNU

F(Kalakdasht), 7-84...saw President Khamenei, 7-84...same as above?

Matlabi, (Hojjat ol-Éslam) FNU

F(Estid near Korun), 8-81...same as below?

Matlabi, (Hojjat ol-Éslam) FNU

Representative of Islamic Guidance Ministry? or Qom seminary Islamic Propaganda Organization? at Asian Games (Delhi), 12-82...same as above?

Mazaheri, (?) Hosein

Candidate (Keshtan Province) 2nd Assembly of Experts, 12-82.

Mazandarani: see Karimi-Mazandarani and Salehi-Mazandarani.
Mehrdad-Mahalati, (Ayatollah/Hojjat ol-Eslam) Fayzollah

Killed in Iraqi attack on aircraft, 2-86...Khh and member (revolutionary guard command council), 8-60 to 2-86...reported to Khomeini in that capacity regularly since appointed...@Malahalati 1st Majles...spokesman (1st Majles defense committee), 8-80...member (1st Majles committee investigating qualifications of prime ministerial nominees), 5-80...resigned responsibility in Maj and Endowment Foundation because of other duties, 7-80...a moderate who urged the regime to support "those who have capital so they may invest it in the market," 8-84...urged leaders to uphold the Constitution, 6-81...advocated more coordination between Prime Minister, President, and Majles, 8-80.

Mehman-Navez, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Mahjord), 2-82 to at least 5-83, 12-85.
Mehr: see Hoseini-Mehr.

Menrani/Mehrabi/Mohrani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Darren Gaz), 7-63, 5-86.

Menhaj, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad

Ambassador (Nigeria), 8-82 to present; (Benin), 4-86...Khh (Australia), 12-79 to 8-82.

Mebshah, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Prosecutor (revolutionary court prosecutor, Babol)...same as below?

Mebshah, (Ayatollah) Ahmad

Anti-Khomeini cleric who fled to Iraq, 8-85, possibly with the assistance of the Islamic Marxist Mujahedin opposition group...representative of Ayatollah al-Ozma Khoi in Mashhad with the authority to collect and disburse funds contributed to Khoi for charity...F(Mil mosque, Mashhad)...born about 1927...same as above?

Mebshahr-Yazdi, (Ayatollah) FNU

Teaches at Qom seminary...former member of the ultraconservative Nojatieh Society...same as below?

Mebshahr-Yazdi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Spoke on importance of cleric-student unity, 1-82...same as above?


F(Qom), 6-81, 11-81 to present...member (central council of Friday prayer leaders) with Namenei, Khatebe, Malekuti, and Taheri-estahani, 11-82 to present...Chairman(2nd Assembly of Experts)...member (Supreme Islamic Propaganda Organization)?...named by Khomeini to board to found seminary for
women in Qom, 8-84...trustee of Imam Sadeq University, 1-83...major influence on the selection of the Cabinet, fall 1985...named by 2nd Assembly of Experts with Hashemi-Kalsanjani, Mommen-Qomi, and Taheri-Khorramabadi to oversee the eventual implementation of Khomeini’s will...acting F(Tabriz), 9 to 11-81...head (Khomeini’s central office division in charge of communications and coordination of themes for Friday prayer services), 1-81...attacked former Prime Minister Bazargan’s Liberation Movement of Iran, 10-82...joined the most senior Qom-based Ayatollahs in meeting with visiting Iraqi Shia leaders, 2-81...a leader at Friday prayer leaders’ seminar in Qom, 12-80...delegated authority by Khomeini to name revolutionary court judges along with Ayatollah Montazeri, 2-80...may have opposed leaking of information that 2nd Assembly of Experts had chosen Montazeri as Khomeini’s heir in 11-85, but publicly attacked Musavi-Khahani for protesting the selection in 1-86...

called Khalkhali a “murderer” and opposed his candidacy for the 2nd Assembly of Experts, 1984...

has written an influential booklet on land reform...a prominent member of the Qom seminary said to be influential with Khomeini...has ties to the international Muslim Dawa movement and believes that Sunni and Shia Islam are compatible.

\[ \text{Methami, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU} \]

KhM (Revolutionary Guard, Yasuj), 6-81.

\[ \text{Mezbazadeh, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU} \]

Leader of Struggling Muslims—a Tehran group with socialist leanings—who took part in a televised debate among several Iranian political leaders in 7-81.

\[ \text{Mianchi, (?) Ali Ahmad} \]

Member (Supreme Islamic Propaganda Organization)?...helped rewrite the Iranian legal code in accordance with Islamic precepts after the revolution.

\[ \text{Mianzadeh: see Hoseini-Mianzadeh/Mianehchi.} \]

\[ \text{Mianehchi: see Hoseini-Mianzadeh/Mianehchi.} \]

\[ \text{Mianji: see Ahmadi-Mianji.} \]

\[ \text{Miilani, (Ayatollah) FNU} \]

Prominent in Mashhad...son of a prominent deceased ayatollah.

\[ \text{Miri Amadi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Zia} \]

General Prosecutor (Tehran), 3-84 to present...revolutionary court and public prosecutor (Bandar Abbas and Shiraz), 11-82 to at least 12-83...said “Iran has always condemned hijacking” and that anyone arrested in Iran for that crime would be tried, 7-85...from Mashhad.

\[ \text{Miri/Mir Zai, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU} \]
Mir Baqeri, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mostafa

f(Samiruz near Shiraz), 5-81 to at least 12-82.

Mir Vailami, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) KNU

Judge (religious court, land reform committee, Gorgan)...2nd secretary, local agricultural council, 4-83.

Mir Damad: see Borqai aka Mir Damad.

Mir Damadi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) KNU

Head (political-ideological office, prisons), 2-82...same as below.

Mir Damadi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Ali

...associated with pro-Khomeini Fedayan-e Eslam paramilitary group...same as above?

Mir Damadi: see Mir Amadi.

Mir Hejazi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Abdullah

...Deputy Intelligence Minister, 1985 to present...born 1950/55...same as below.

Mir Hejazi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ahmad

Judge (criminal court 1, branch 5)...same as above?

Miri, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) A.Q.

Acting f(Qazerun), 7-83.

Mir Jatari, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mostafa/Mojtaba

IRPG(Arak) 1st and 2nd Majles...alternate member (2nd Majles investigations committee)...member (1st Majles constituents' complaints committee)...f(Arak), 8-81...active in Martyrs' Foundation and other revolutionary organizations...born about 1930.

Mir Jatari: see Pur-Mir-Jafari/Qafari.

Mir Jalili, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

f(Hormuz Island), 1-83.

Mir Mohammad, (Ayatollah) Abol Fazl

...member (Supreme Judicial Council), 7-83 to present...helped rewrite legal code to agree with Islamic precepts after the revolution.
Mir Qanizadeh, (Mojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad

F and Khk(Bafq), 8-83 to at least 6-84.

Mirsiah, (Mojjat ol-Eslam) Akbar

Qom seminary representative on delegation to Latin America, 3-82.

Mir Zaei, (Mojjat ol-Eslam) ENU

F(Naein), 7-83 to at least 11-83.

Mir Zai-Atabadi, (Mojjat ol-Eslam) Hadi Mohammad

@Kalavaranjan) 1st and 2nd Hajles...spoke against the confidence vote for the Prime Minister on the grounds that he was incompetent and was critical of the Minister of Mines and other Cabinet officers, 6-84...challenged the Hajles credentials of moderate Mostafavi-Kashani, whom he charged with not believing in political leadership by a supreme jurisprudent, with trying to bring down the Cabinet, and with encouraging workers to strike...claimed that the executive branch of the government was trying to eliminate all committed Muslims in favor of technocrats...a radical who is a leading spokesman of a Hajles faction with about 21 members that is close to Montazeri and has become more moderate along with him...influential with Eslahan Revolutionary Guards.

Moalami, (Mojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Jiroft), 8-81.

Moayed/Naqyeri, (Mojjat ol-Eslam) ENU

Head (Zahedan seminary), 11-82 to at least 3-83...spoke at Afghan refugee demonstration, 11-82.

Mobasser, (Mojjat ol-Eslam) Abdul Hosein

Head (martyrs' foundation, Khorramabad), 7 to 9-81...killed, 9-81.

Mobasser, (Mojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Judge (central revolutionary court, 2nd branch).

Modaresi, (Mojjat ol-Eslam) Javad

F(Yazd), 1-82, acting F(Yazd), 9-83 to at least 6-84.

Modaresi, (Mojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Reza

Member (delegation to China), 2-82.

Modaresi: see Taqi-Modaresi.

Moezzi, (Mojjat ol-Eslam) ENU
Deputy Interior Minister for Legal and Parliamentary Affairs, 5-84 to at least 4-85...born about 1932 in Tehran...same as Muezi?

Motaher, (Ayatollah) Mohammad

Assassinated, 1979...head of modern theological school in Tehran...member Revolutionary Council...Khomeini’s major link to the universities before and just after the revolution.

Nofidi: See Nuri-Nofidi.

Noftizadeh, (?) Allameh Ahmad

In Sanandaj...may have fled Iran in early 1981...his followers clashed with anti-Khomeini Kurds, 1979-80...named “sole religious and political leader of the Kurds” by Khomeini in 4-79...born about 1923.

Mohajerani, (Ayatollah) Ataollah

@ (Shiraz) 1st Majles...secretary (1st Majles)...member (1st Majles delegation to IFU conference, Geneva), 1984; (Havana), 8-81; and (Manila), 4-81...led delegation to Brazil, 2-82...critical of secular political forces and Iranian foreign policy, mid-1980.

Mohajeri, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Masheh

Manager and editor (Islamic Republic), the Islamic Republic Party newspaper, 9-84 to present...IRP Central Council member, 5-83.

Mohammadi: see Ale-Mohammad and Gol Mohammad.

Mohammadi, (?) FNU

Sunni? F(Saqez), 1-86.

Mohammadi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Khuninshahr formerly Khorraramshahr), 7 to 10-80, 2-82...met with Khomeini in that capacity, 10-80 and 2-82...called for a unified government and warned against “divisive factions,” 11-80.

Mohammadi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

HEAD (political-ideological office, Air Force), 11-82 to at least 7-84...visited the United Kingdom, 11-82.

Mohammadi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) A.

F(Shahin Shahr, Esfahan), 12-85.

Mohammadi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Abas

Supervisor (publicity office, Khoi), 4-84.
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Mohammadi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Abdollah

f(1lam), 8-81, 7-83 to at least 11-83, 4-86.

Mohammadi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Manuchehr

Head (political-ideological office, Ministry of Higher Education), 5-84.

Mohammadi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mehdi

Judge (revolutionary court, Shahr-eza).

Mohammadi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad

@ (Selseleh and Delkaf) 2nd Majles...@ (Gorgou) 1st Majles...vice chairman (1st Majles councils committee)...radical who was a member of the Islamic Marxist Mujahedin opposition group...same as below?

Mohammadi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Hosein

@ (Mus Baran) 1st Majles...member (1st Majles constituents' complaints committee)...born 1938...same as above?

Mohammadi: see Chitsaz-Mohammadi.

Mohammadian, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

f(Kashmar), 6-83 to at least 11-83, 4-86.

Mohammadi-Araki, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad

Deputy to khm (Revolutionary Guard) Tairi-Khorramabadi, 12-83...same as below?

Mohammadi-Araki, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Baqr

f(Kangavar, Bakhtiaran), 5-83 to at least 11-83...same as above?

Mohammadi-Azar, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Judge (antinarcotics court), 3-83.

Mohammadi-Dayasari: see Mohammadi-Gilani.

Mohammadi-Gilani, (Ayatollah/Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad aka Mohammad Mohammadi-Dayasari

Appointed to Council of Guardians with Ehsani-Kashani and Momen-Qomi, 7-83 to at least 8-84...head of revolutionary courts, ? to present, during which period he has operated independently of political factions, reporting only to Khmeini...named by Moutazeri with Aftahi-Kashani, Karimi-Mazandarani, and Qui-Zhori-Khorramabadi to investigate prison conditions, 11-84...saw Khmeini, 8-84...named by Moutazeri as supervisor (central bureau of the Cultural Revolution headquarters for organizing courses on Islamic studies) and to oversee the
"religious and intellectual lines" of all Iranian universities, 8-83; resignation refused by Montazeri, 2-86...may become head of an Iranian seminary, 6-86...head of first of four branches of the Tehran revolutionary court...opposed the merging of the revolutionary court and the Justice ministry as "an insult to Islam"...said the ministry should be absorbed by the revolutionary courts, 5-82...two sons who were Mujahedin-e Khalq opposition group members were killed in 1982, one on his father's order...advocated on-the-spot execution of dissidents, 9-81.

Mohammadi-Kani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Member of Khomeini's staff who reviews newsreels before they are broadcast, 12-83.

Mohammadi-Marandi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Heza

F(Marand), 2-82 to at least 5-83...same as Hoseini-Marandi?

Mohammadi-Nejad, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Acting F(Masjed-e Soleiman), 10-83.

Mohammadi-Nejad, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Acting F(Kuhran), 5-83...same as Mahdi-Nejad?

(Mohammadi-) Keyshabari, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad

Intelligence Minister, 7-84 to present...head (revolutionary military courts), 7-80 to 7-84, when he operated independently of political factions, reporting only to Khomeini...played major role in discovering the military coup plot in 7-80...served as judge (revolutionary courts in Dezful, Behbeh, Borujerd, Quchan, Khorrangabad, and Khoosh), 2-79 to 11-80...associated with Givi-Khalkali and his Islamic Fedayeen guerrilla group...a hardliner who tried the late moderate Ayatollah al-Ozma Shariat-Madar in for complicity in a coup plot in 1982 and advocated execution of Iranians and foreigners convicted of spying...a son-in-law of Heshkini and ally of Rafsanjani.

Mohammadi-Tabar, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Acting F(Heza), 9-83.

Mohammadzadeh: see Musavi-Mohammadzadeh.

Mohaqeq-Banki, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Hosein

¢(Keraj) and Majles...a radical.

Mohaqeq-Damad, (Ayatollah) FNU

Opposes the Khomeini regime...has hundreds of students and collects significant donations from Shi'as resident in the Arab Gulf states...operates an Islamic bank in Qom...sponsors housing for the poor in the Qom area...older brother of below.
Mohaqeq-Jamad, (Hojjat ol-Eslam, Dr.) Mostafa

Deputy Justice Minister, 1981 to at least 6-85...head (Justice Ministry's National Inspection Bureau), 2-81 to at least 6-85...helped rewrite the legal code in accordance with Islamic precepts after the revolution...younger brother of above...a daughter is married to the son of Javadi-Amoli-Laraja'i.

Moharrer, (Sheikh) Ebrahim

(Sunni?) cleric of Magadeh exiled to Qom for 10 years for coup plotting, 5-82.

Mohrani: see Mehrani/Merhabi/Mohrani.

Mohri, (Ayatollah) Abas Sayed-Hasan

Married to Khomeini's sister...KhK(Kuwait), 1955 until expelled in 1979...receives significant donations from Shi'as resident in the Arab Gulf states which he turns over to Khomeini or Montazeri...moderate, opposes radical export of the revolution, but wants to restore his own influence in the Gulf...considered a joint initiative with Montazeri to Khomeini to end the war with Iraq, but decided it was useless, 1985?...born about 1914...father of below.

Mohri, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Abdollah

Member of Khomeini's staff with responsibilities for his appointment schedule...in slot previously held by Montasheh-Mir...son of above.

Mohri, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Keza

Member of Khomeini's staff with responsibilities for finance...son of Abas Mohri...brother of above.

Mohri, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Morteza

Director (Pasdarghe-E-Khlas magazine) published in Qom which is a favorite of Khomeini...son of Abas Mohri...brother of above.

Mohseni, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Acting F(Shahrour), 9-83.

Mohsenjami, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ali

F(Asadab), 1-83.

Montahedi/Mojtahedi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Dehshah), 11-83.

Mohtasheh-Mir (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ali Akbar
Interior Minister 10-85 to present...Ambassador (Syria), 9-81 to 10-85...
...injured in assassination attempt, 2-84...Khomeini's personal staff, ? to 9-
81...KHK (Iranian media), 9-80 to 9-81...radical who believes strongly in
exporting the revolution...strongly attacked the USSR as an "oppressive
power"...said it "connived" with the United States before the US attack on
Libya, and its broadcasts "defame" the Islamic Revolution, 5-86...praised
selection of Montazeri as Khomeini's heir, 12-85...met Khomeini in An Najaf,
Iraq and went with him to France in 1985...active in anti-Shah movement with

Moin ed-Dini, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FMU

F(Daran), 6-84.

Mojtaba, (?) FMU

@ (Bakhtaran, formerly Kermanshah Province) 2nd Majles...disagrees with
Zarandi, his former student, who is KHK(Bakhtaran).

Mojtabed, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FMU

Acting F(Arak), 11-83.

Mojtabed: see Mohtahedi/Mojtahedi.

Mojtahed-Shabestari, (Hojjat ol-Eslam, Dr.) Mohammad

Head, (Islamic center, Hamburg), 1973-78?

Mojtahed-Shabestari, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohsen

IPM(Shabastari) 1st Majles...@ (Tehran) 2nd Majles...chairman (2nd Majles
branch) ?...chairman (1st and 2nd Majles commerce committee)...member (2nd
Majles laws review committee)...chairman (1st Majles commerce and
reconstruction crusade committee)...member (1st Majles labor and social
affairs committee)...member (Azerbaijan-e Khavari Province) 2nd Assembly of
Experts...head (koomtun b, Tehran)...F(a Tehran mosque)...to Syria in
delegation led by Katsanjani, 6-85...led delegation to Lebanon and Syria, 2-82
...criticized 1983/84 budget and called for a balanced budget, 2-85...favors
reducing reliance on oil income, encouraging agricultural self-sufficiency,
and discouraging consumerism...moderate who nevertheless signed denunciation
of late moderate ayatollah al-Uza Sharif-Badari, 4-82...signed condemnation
of radical deputies' intimidation of their opponents with 40 other moderates,
2-81...supported former President Bani-Sadr...denied that US hostages had
been ill-treated, 1-81...attended Algerian regime's 25th anniversary celebrations,
11-9...may have had ties to Tudeh (Communist) Party...brother, also a
moderate, was not elected to 2nd Majles because of opposition from Katsanjani
...active in the anti-Shah movement, in which he worked with the late Islamic
Republic Party chief Beheshti...born in 1937 in Azerbaycan to the family of a
senior activist cleric.

Molani/Moulai/Hollai, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ahmad

@ (Tehran) 1st Majles...guardian (Fatehmeh Pasumeh and Abdol Azim shrines,
Qom), 3-82...born 1924.
Momandi: see Kazemi-Momandi.

Momeni, (Najat ol-Eslam) FNU

Director (Literacy Crusade), 12-83.

Momeni-Shahmirzadi, (Najat ol-Eslam) Mohammad

head (political-ideological office, gendarmerie), 11-81, 3-82.

Momenn-Qomi, (Najat ol-Eslam) Mohammad

member (Council of Guardians) with Emami-Kashani and Mohammadi-Gilani, 12-83 to present...secretary (2nd Assembly of Experts) with Taheri-Khorramabadi...member (Supreme Islamic Propaganda Organization)...named with Kafsanjani, Nasr Khani, and Taheri-Khorramabadi (all 2nd AE officers) to supervise the eventual implementation of Khomeini's will...member (Supreme Judicial Council), 11-81 to present...chosen to recruit revolutionary court judges, 11-81 to present...reviewed all death sentences, 1980 to present...head (Khon school), one of nine comprising the Qom seminary...associated with the Qom seminary managing council...conservative who is close to Assembly Deputy Speaker Yazdi.

Montared, (Najat ol-Eslam) Hasun

Deputy minister of Industries and Mines, 12-81 to present...wounded in assassination attempt, 1-82.

Montared: see Nazari-Montared.

Montaja-Mia/Montakhbami, (Najat ol-Eslam) Kasul

@ (Shiraz) 2nd majles...@ (Andimeshk and Shush) 1st majles...2nd vice chairman (1st majles defense committee)...former F(Khomein and Dezful)...alternate member (Islamic Republic Party central council), 5-83...former head (armed forces political-ideological office, revolutionary and military courts, and Komiteh, Shiraz)...former KH (Vahdati airbase)...supported radical public prosecutor Khoiniha, 1980...active in the anti-Shah movement...born in 1948 in Shush to a clerical family.

Montazeri, (Najat ol-Eslam) FNU

F (Tehran).

Montazeri, (?) Ali Mohammad Esmail

member (Qom seminary propaganda office), 5-83.

Montazeri, (Najat ol-Eslam) Hosein

F (Bandar Beyr in Bushehr), 5-82 to at least 12-83...praised selection of Montazeri as Khomeini's heir, 12-83.
Montazeri: see Taqi-Montazeri.

Montazeri(-Najafabadi), (Ayatollah/Ayatollah al-Ozma) Hosein Ali

Named as Khomeini's heir by the 2nd Assembly of Experts, 11-85...F(Qom) mid-1980 to 6-81...asked by Prime Minister to name Qom seminary representative to committees preparing "timetables for Iran's economic development," 12-81...supervises ideological orientation of the Revolutionary Guard and will name clerical instructors at a new KG "university," 10-81...delegated by Khomeini to select candidates for the Supreme Judicial Council, mid-1981...with Mesikani, delegated by Khomeini to name revolutionary court judges and issued detailed instructions on duties of judges and prosecutors, 2-80...chairman of Friday prayer leaders seminar in Qom, 12-80...F (Tehran), 10-79 to 1-80...member (Supreme Judicial Council), 1979...chairman (1st Assembly of Experts), 1979, but sessions were actually run by Beheshti...escaped assassination attempts, 12-79 and mid-1981...made widely publicized comments on major domestic and foreign policy issues since 1981...close to Air Force operations commander Babai and military intelligence head Katibeh...may be related to Army commander Seyyed-Shirazi...a sound scholar who believes Islamic principles are relevant to modern conditions, but is not radical in his interpretations of them...Khomeini's brother-in-law...strongly wants to inherit all of Khomeini's powers...is not considered by Iran's most senior clerics to be qualified to become the premier cleric when Khomeini dies...many of his public statements seem to have been prepared by others...has a genuine dislike of Israel and Zionism.

Close ties to Libya but is not sympathetic to Syria...has warned young Iranians not to be "deceived" into trusting the USSR...strongly critical of Iranian secular moderates, especially former President Bani-Sadr...genial and warm in small group settings...active in the anti-Shah movement...severely tortured by SAVAK and left "virtually deaf" and in poor health...joined Khomeini in France immediately after release from prison in late 1978 and acted as liaison between Khomeini and political leaders in Tehran...unimposing speaker...also speaks Arabic and some English phrases...repeatedly disclaimed responsibility for actions of his emotionally troubled son, Mohammad, who was assassinated in 1981...another son, Said, wounded at the warfront, 4-85...born 1922 in Najafabad.

Montazeri(-Najafabadi), (Mojjat ol-Elam) Mohammad Ali

LKP @ (Najafabad) lst Majles...killed in bombing at Islamic Republic Party headquarters, 6-81...KHK (prison conditions review commission), 12-80...oldest son of Ayatollah Montazeri...controversial activities in support of the Palestinians won from Tehran the nickname "Kingo"--a reference to movie cowboys.

Montazeri-Najafabadi, (Mojjat ol-Elam) Said

Wounded in the head at the warfront, 4-85...former member of intelligence unit in the Prime Minister's office.

Montazoi, (Mojjat ol-Elam) FNW

Member (central council for seven-man land reform committees), 8-84.
Moqadam, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Hashmobandeh), 11-83, 12-85.

Moqadam-Kezabakhsh, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Ali

KhK(FK) and head (Islamic Center, Hamburg, West Germany), 10-82 to present...involved with efforts to export the revolution...close to radical madi Qafari...well educated and articulate...calm under stress.

Moqadasi, (?) FNU

Cleric assigned to monitor IranAir employees' loyalty, 7-85.

Moqadasi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Mahalat), 8-81 to at least 11-83, 4-86.

Moqadasi-Langarudi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Member (Teheran election board for Majles and 2nd Assembly of Experts), 1984.

Moqadasi-Shirazi, (Ayatollah) Abol Hasan

F(Nashr), 8-81 to 12-83...a senior cleric in the major religious center there...severely critical of senior Khomeini regime figures and revolutionary organizations...strongly critical of moderate Grand Ayatollah Shariat-Madari, 4-82...like most other Nashr clerics, he personally did not take an active part in planning anti-Shah activities, but lent them his name...father of below.

Moqadasi-Shirazi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Abol Reza

Son of above.

Moqeysi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Prosecutor (revolutionary court, Lorestan Province), 5-83.

Moqisi/Moqishi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Nahavand), 7-83.

Moqtedari, (Hojjat ol-Eslam?) Morteza

May become head of an Iranian seminary, 5-86.

Moqtedari, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Morteza

Member (Supreme Judicial Council) chosen with Masavi-Bojnurd by the Majles, 11-81 to present; spokesman, ? to 9-84; reconfirmed, 8-85, tried to resign because of "chaos" in the judicial system, 4-86...to Syria with Masavi-
Ardabili, 11-84...supervisor (revolutionary courts), 11-81...recognized within the clerical community for his judicial expertise...same as Moqtadaui?

Moradi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Head (trade committee, Borujerd).

Moradkhani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ali

Member (Khorasan Province) 1st Assembly of Experts, 1979.

Moravei-Moravej, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Ardabili), 1980...killed, 10-80...related to below?

Moravei/Moravej, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Abdol Karim

F(Ardabili), 8-82...related to above?

Moravei-Moravi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Karim

F(Sahand), 8-83.

Moravej: see Khalilzadeh.

Moravi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Deputy Inspector General and Prosecutor (National Police), 3-84.

Mortazavi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Kamal

F(Khatemeh mosque, Tehran), 7-85...attacked by radicals for criticizing the regime, 7-85.

Mortazavi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Tahir

Head (Revolutionary Guard propaganda unit, Syria), 1-86...director (Tehran Criminal Courts)...removed as court director in early 1985 for "conspicuous bribery" and may have fled temporarily to the UAE...same as Ali Mortazavi or Mortazavi-Fard?

Mortazavi-Fard, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ali Aqkar

@(Lenin) 1st? and 2nd Majles...member of Khalkhali's Fedayan-e Eslam faction?...former revolutionary court judge...same as any above?

Morteza, (?) Morteza

Member (Supreme Judicial Council), 1983...sent to Kenya, 10-83...saw Montazeri, 10-83.

Moruj, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Yasuj), 3-86.
Moruj, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Abdol Karim

F(Morujerd), 1985.

Moruj: see Marvej/Moruj.

Moruji, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Ardabili), after 10-80, 8-81, 11-83...same as Hojjat ol-Eslam Moravei/Moravei-Moravej?

Morvarid, (Hojjat ol-Eslam?) Ali Asqar

Member (Combatant Clerics' Association, Tehran)...saw Khomeini, 8-84...supports Montazeri...may become head of an Iranian seminary, 6-86.

Mosayebi: see Masebi/Mosayebi/Mosebi.

Mosebi: see Masebi/Mosayebi/Mosebi.

Mosleh ed-Din: see Saleni.

Mostafavi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

ACTING F(abhat), 10-85.

Mostafavi-Siahmazegi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Daud

F(Mahb) 1st and 2nd Majles...member (1st Majles revolutionary institutions committee)...former leader (local komiteh and Islamic societies)...former F(?)...former teacher...MA in theology...born about 1940.

Mostanbey, (Ayatollah?) Nasrollah

Son-in-law of Ayatollah al-Oozas Khoi...has about 100 students in An Najat, Iraq, wealthy and apolitical...born about 1915...possible Grand Ayatollah in the future.

Motahari, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ahmad

F(Saveh), 8-82 to at least 11-85.

Motahari, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ali

F(Zarand) 2nd Majles...2nd vice chairman (labor-social-administration-employment committee).

Motahari, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) S.

ACTING F(Nowshehr), 4-80.

Motahari-Larajani, (Ayatollah) Morteza
Taught at Tehran seminary...assassinated 1979...close to Khomeini...father-in-law of Mohammad Javad Ardeishir Larjani, who is an increasingly influential Foreign Ministry official.

**Motaqi-Kashani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU**

F(Caucharan), 1-82 to at least 9-83.

**Motashimi:** see Mohtashemi.

**Moulaie:** see Molani/Moulaie/Mollaie.

**Movahedi-Kermani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU**

Led delegation sponsored by Houtazeri to several countries, 8-82...same as below?

**Movahedi-Kermani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Mehdi/Ali**

@Tehran 2nd Majles...@Kerman 1st Majles...chairman (2nd Majles branch 6)...chairman (1st and 2nd Majles interior committee)...chairman (2nd Majles 13-wan executive board of Iranian Interparliamentary Union members)...alternate member (2nd Majles investigations committee)...Islamic Republic Party founder and member (central council and arbitration council, which rules on party members' offenses)...member (central council, Combatant Clerics' Association)...member (?) 2nd Assembly of Experts...spoke in place of radical Khoinina at former US Embassy on anniversary of hostage-taking, 11-84; said "we believe the United States has never stopped spying and conspiring against us"...spoke at Friday prayer leaders' conference in Tehran, 5-84...member 1st Majles delegation to International Parliamentary Union conference (Geneva), 8-84...F and KHK ( Sakhtaran), 11-82 to at least 9-83...saw Khomeini, 9-83...deputy head (Interior Ministry committee reviewing status of political parties), 7-82...signed denunciation of late moderate Ayatollah al-Omama Shariat-Madari, 4-82...Heads (Revolutionary Guard political-ideological office), 1982...KHK (national police), 6-81 to present...may be an ally of Karijanian...leader of a moderate faction of the paramilitary pro-Khomeini Mujahedin of the Islamic Revolution that supported a list of Majles candidates similar to the bazaar's list...active in anti-Shah movement training supporters in Tehran...born in 1931 in Kerman to a middle class family...same as above?

**Movahedi-Lankarani, (Ayatollah/Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Fazl**

One of five senior clerics chosen by Houtazeri to supervise elections to the Supreme Judicial Council, 6-83...member (?) 2nd Assembly of Experts, 1982 to present...member (Supreme Islamic Propaganda Organization)?...named by Khomeini as head (Fezieh school), the leading element of the Qom seminary, 1979...member (Qom seminary managing council)...born 1929 in Qom to a clerical family.

**Movahedi-Pur-Saveji, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ali**

As (Saveji) 1st and 2nd Majles...alternate member (Islamic Republic Party central committee)...chairman (2nd Majles branch 3)...chairman (2nd Majles
election regulation committee)...member (2nd Majles internal rules committee) and (15-man executive board of Iranian Interparliamentary Union members)...1st vice chairman (1st Majles internal affairs committee)...candidate in third presidential election, 9-81...asked that 1984/85 budget proposal be rejected to force the government to prepare a more reasonable budget, 2-85...spoke against a confidence vote for three ministers named in 9-84 and Defense Minister nominated in 10-84...opposed concessionary oil sales to Syria, 6-84...critical of 1963/64 and 1984/85 budget proposals and government's exceeding of spending limits authorized by the Majles...radical who condemned former Prime Minister Bazargan's Liberation Movement, Kudah, and ultraconservative Mojahedin faction, 10-82...led delegation to Africa, 2-82...joint author of legislation that restricted activities of parties not in support of the Khomeini regime, 2-81...strong ties to Tehran bazaar.

Novahedi-Qomi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

and religious court judge (Eslamabad Qari in western Bakhtaran Province, formerly Kermandshah Province), 8-81 to at least 6-84, 1-86...wounded in assassination attempt, 8-81.

Mozafari, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Masjed-e Soleiman), 12-85.

Moezi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Member (Supreme Islamic Propaganda Organization), 8-82...to Islamic thought conference (Algeria), 8-82...same as Moezi?

Mullahzadeh, (Mulavi) Abdol Aziz

Sunni F(Zahedan), 2-82 to present...head (Islamic Unity Party)...member (Baluchistan Province) 1st Assembly of Experts, 1979...called on Baluch to vote in Assembly of Experts election, 12-82...has tried to negotiate with the Khomeini regime to win more autonomy for the Baluch...suffers from serious heart disease.

Mullahzadeh, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ahmad

€(Conabad) 1st Majles.

Musavi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Judge (religious court, Ilam Province), 6-84...Council of Guardians representative for elections?, 6-84.

Musavi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Acting F(Urumieh), 4-86.

Musavi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

KHK (Shiraz)...injured in assassination attempt, 7-81.
Musavi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Shahr Sabak), 4-86.

Musavi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(morujan), 5-83 to at least 7-83.

Musavi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Judge (revolutionary court, Zabol), 3-83.

Musavi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Garmsar), 8-81.

Musavi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Abol Fazl

Member (Keraj election board for Majles and 2nd Assembly of Experts), 1984...same as Sayed-Keyhani/Kuhami aka Musavi-Tabrizi?

Musavi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Abol Fazl

F(Tabriz) 1st Majles...killed, late 1981.

Musavi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Alik

Prosecutor (revolutionary court, Yazd), 2-81.

Musavi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Asadollah

Killed at the warfront, 1983...member of Khomeini's office working on "Here we are, Khomeini" (general mobilization) campaign, 8-83.

Musavi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Ali

F(Warecheh), 8-81.

Musavi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mojtaha

Head (Islamic Propaganda Office, Zanjan), 4-84.

Musavi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Musa

Khr (West Iran), 9-81 to present...reported to Montazeri on situation in Kurdish populated areas, 1-85, and on Maj Seminars abroad, 8-85...to command intelligence services in Kurdish regions, 4-85...member of Montazeri's personal staff, 3-85...saw Khomeini, 8-84...led delegation sponsored by Montazeri to several countries, 8-82...attended Friday prayer leaders' conference in Sanandaj, 5-81...same as below?.

Musavi, (? Dr.) Musa
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Member (Bakhtaran Province, formerly Kerwanshahan) 1st Assembly of Experts, 1979...same as above.

Musavi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Seraj ed-Din

Deputy head (Komitehs), 11-85, replacing Salek-Kashani...former head (Khomeini's security guard)...radical with a rigid personality...related to Khomeini...born about 1946.

Musavi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Y.

F(harisi), 4-80.

Musavi: see (Musavi-) Golpayegani aka Faqihigh-Musavi and Vaez-Musavi-Anzabi.

Musavi-Abra'kueh, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Morteza

(Andimeshk and Shush) 2nd Majles.

Musavi-Ardabili, (Ayatollah) Abdul Karim

Acting F(Tehran) occasionally after 6-81...head (Supreme Judicial Council), 7-81 to present, named with Sanei by Khomeini...member (Cultural Revolutionary Headquarters), 12-84...named by Khomeini to board to found a seminary for women in Quom, 8-84...member (?) 1st and 2nd Assembly of Experts...led delegation to Syria, 11-84...supervisor of the Voice and Vision of Iran with Khamenei and Kafsanjani, 5-82...chief prosecutor, 1980-81...head (Foundation of the Oppressed), 1979 to 12-81, and built a power base through its control of significant financial and real assets confiscated from alleged counterrevolutionaries, as well as the Kayhan newspaper...replaced by Prime Minister Musavi, a lay Islamic republic Party leader...escaped assassination attempts, 12-81 and 8-81...member of prison conditions inquiry commission, 12-80...member (Revolutionary Council), 1979-80...founding member (IKP)...tried to remove army commander Seyed-Shirazi and replace him with a pro-Khamenei officer, 1984...called for merger of the revolutionary courts and the Justice Ministry, 5-82...supporter of the Komitehs...strong critic of severe punishment of members of the opposition, called it ineffective, 9-82...opposes confiscation of property of those associated with the Shah's regime...second in power to the president, according to the Constitution...generally has stayed out of the power struggle, but was critical of President Bani-Sadr's persistence in publicly challenging IKP leaders...may be an ally of Kafsanjani...very knowledgeable cleric, said to be an economics expert...strongly anti-Shah...active in anti-Shah movement around Khomeini...father was Khomeini's friend...wife is the sister of General, NK (Supreme Defense Council) Zahir-Hejad...born about 1925 in Ardabil.

Musavi-Berenjabad, (?) Qasem

Candidate (Azarbeyjan-e Bakhtari Province) 2nd Assembly of Experts, 12-82.

Musavi-Bojnurdi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad
Musavi-Bojnordi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Kazem

(Tehran) lst Majles...killed, 7-81...Deputy Minister of Education, 2-81...member (lst Majles committee considering condition for release of the US hostages), 10-80...briefly commander (Revolutionary Guard), 6-80...had Tudeh (Communist) Party endorsement in second round of lst Majles election, mid-1980...interested in problems of war refugees...advocated sending teachers and students to "give mental nourishment to peasants"...active in the anti-Shah movement.

Musavi-Damqani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

(Famnorduz), 8-82 to at least 5-84...judge (religious court, land reform office, Khuzestan Province), 5-84...same as above?

Musavi-Damqani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Abol Qasem Davud

(Farnorduz) 2nd Majles...reporter (2nd Majles agriculture committee)...called for increasing the government's unaccountable emergency funds from $50 million to $90 million in debate on 1983/86 budget, 2-85...same as above?

Musavi-Dorchesh, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Member (enforcement committee for Khomeini's 12-82 liberalization decree, Zanjan Province), 1-83.

Musavi-Eshrahi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Hasan

Member (headquarters set up in 1-83 to implement Khomeini's liberalization decree, Chahar-Mahal Province).

(Musavi-)Golpayegani, (Ayatollah/Hojjat ol-Eslam) Javad Fiqih

Son, who serves as chief of staff for Ayatollah al-Ozma Golpayegani...saw Khomeini, 8-82, 9-83, and 8-84, possibly as a messenger for his father...participated in Islamic conference in London on problems of Shi'as and expansion of the Islamic revolution, 9-83...influences his father against openly challenging the Khomeini regime...born about 1940.

(Musavi-)Golpayegani, (?) Mohammad Baqr aka Mohammad Baqr Fiqih-Musavi

2nd son of Ayatollah al-Ozma Golpayegani...considered not very bright...born about 1955.

(Musavi-)Golpayegani, (Ayatollah al-Ozma) Mohammad Reza

In Qom...published a cable he sent to Khomeini criticizing the handling by Khomeini and his government of the death of moderate Ayatollah al-Ozma Shariat-Madari, 4-86...led prayers at funeral for Haeri-Yazdi that was opposed
by the regime, 3-86...critical of war with Iraq after mid-1982 because it was no longer a defensive war...met with Iranian Joint Chiefs of Staff, 4-81... became doyen of Qom when moderate Ayatollah al-Uzma Shariati-Madari gave up public lectures, 4-81...is willing to cooperate with the Khomeini regime but generally shows a disapproving silence...sent an open telegram to Khomeini expressing his "anxiety"

9-80...opposes nationalization and land reform in his classes at Qom, supported the law of retaliation—a revised penal code that reintroduces penalties that were applied in the 8th century...building a large seminary in Tabriz that he intends to be an alternative focus to Qom, 1980...occasionally holds seminars for senior students at Fezien school, but is focusing on establishing his own seminary...is a clear and insightful lecturer...supports a seminary in London...lives in a splendid house...

(Janati-) Sanei...born about 1892 in Golpayeghan.

Musavi-Hamadani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FMU

KHK (Reconstruction Crusade, Hamadan), 2-83...may have ties to the Tudeh (Communist) Party...same as below?

Musavi-Hamadani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Abol Hasan

F and KHK(Hamadan), 10-84, 3-86.

Musavi-Hamadani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Keza

Member(Combatant Clerics' Association executive board, Tehran), 7-84...saw Montazeri, 7-84...exiles say he was arrested in 9-83...same as above?

Musavi-Jarabkani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

MIM (Estahan University)...saw Khomeini, 12-84.

Musavi-Jazayeri, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Ali

F(Anvaz), 4-81 to present...KHK (Anvaz)...member of delegation to Lebanon led by Janati for a Maj pilgrimage conference, 1-85...escaped assassination attempt, 10-81...KHK and judge (Khuzestan special military court), 1979-80...member (Khuzestan Province) 1st Assembly of Experts, 1979...praised a woman who turned in her son who was a leftist dissident, 8-81...was associated with Hoseinieh Brsad (study center in Tehran) which explored impact of 20th century on Shiism during the Shah's era.

(Musavi-) Khoi, (Ayatollah al-Uzma) Abol Qasem

In Najaf, Iraq, but maintains an office and holds strong influence in Qom...in purely religious terms, the most venerated of the Iranian ayatollahs...has kept out of the Iranian power struggle but is said to oppose the Khomeini regime...Khomeini's book, Islamic Government, was written about 1970 to counter Khoi's theories...may be related to Oil Minister Aqazadeh-Khoi...a grandson, Mustafa Khoi, is a senior officer in the Iranian Offshore Oil Company...an Azarbajani...born in the late 1890s.
Musavi-Khomeini/Khoiniha, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Asgar

Named by Khomenei as Prosecutor General and Supreme Judicial Council member in 1983 replacing Jafar Sanei...KHK (Majjeh pilgrimage), 1982-83...told by Khomenei not to run for president against Khamenei, 1985...@ (Tehran) 1st Majles, not reelected to 2nd Majles...deputy speaker (1st Majles), 1979-82...close to Kafa'ani, but not an Islamic Republic Party member...associated with leadership of Mujahedin-e Eslam, a radical, anti-Western paramilitary group...chairman (1st Majles foreign affairs and oil, mines, and industries committees)...KHK (hostage-takers at US Embassy), 1979-81...member (1st Majles committee considering terms of release for the US hostages)...radical who is intelligent and capable...favors confiscation of property from persons associated with the Shah's regime...suspected by some clerics of being pro-Communist...active in the anti-Shah movement...expelled from Iraq for political activity, 1968...born in about 1944.

(Musavi-)Khomeini, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ahmad

Only surviving son of Ayatollah Khomeini...has acted as his father's spokesman and intermediary...his personal views are difficult to determine, and he may be motivated primarily by self-interest...proposed as Prime minister by Bani-Sadr, but rejected by Khomeini, mid-1980...born about 1946.

(Musavi-)Khomeini, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Hosein

Son of Khomeini's deceased elder son, Mostafa...led funeral procession in Qom for his mother's father, Haeri-Yazdi, over the protests of the regime, 3-80...openly dissatisfied with the course of events in Iran...put under house arrest in Qom after making moderate, anti-IRP speeches, 6-81...said only Khomeini's intransigence keeps the war with Iraq going and that his heir, Montazeri is weak, 1985...said there has been no progress materially or spiritually under the Khomeini regime, 4-81...endorsed Bani-Sadr's candidacy for president, 1-81...went to the warfront with other Qom seminary students, 9 to 12-80...visited Lebanon and made pro-PLO statements, 11-79...may have several hundred students in Qom...born about 1959.

(Musavi-)Khomeini (Hajeb-e Imam—Imam's deputy—Ayatollah al-Ozma) Mojollah

Leader of the Islamic revolution...full name used on official documents...born about 1900.

Musavi-Khorasani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Fnu

@(?), 1st Majles.

Musavi-Lari, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Abdol Vahed

Deputy Islamic guidance minister for liaison with the Majles and public relations, 12-84 to present...@(?), 1st Majles...visited Bangladesh, 2-86...1st Majles delegate to Interparliamentary Union Conference (Geneva), 1-84.

Musavi-Madani, (Hojjat) Mohammad Eshaq
@ (Saravan) 1st and 2nd Majles...member (1st Majles revolutionary institutions committee)...member (?) 2nd Assembly of Experts...associated with land reform in Baluchestan and Sistan province...Sunni cleric...former teacher...born about 1940.

Musavi-Nanteqi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad

Member (enforcement committee for Khominei's 12-82 liberalization decree, Yazd Province), 1-83.

Musavi-Mohammadzadeh, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F (Kumhorruz), 10-85.

Musavi-Maneqoran, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Fakhr ed-Din

@ (Ardabil) 1st Majles...candidate (Azarbayjan-e Khavari Province) 2nd Assembly of Experts, 12-82...escaped assassination attempt, 9-81.

Musavi-Mejad, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F (Shahrak-e Qods), 2-82, 1-83.

Musavi-Mur, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Hasan

@ (Ahar) 2nd Majles...2nd secretary (2nd Majles labor-social-administration-employment committee)...supported radical public prosecutor Shoinina, 1986.

Musavi-Shali, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F (Takestan), 8-80 to at least 10-83, 2-86.

Musavi-Shirazi, (Ayatollah al-Ozma) Abdollah

Died, 9-84...spiritual leader, along with Ayatollah Qomi, of Mashhad...warned in an open letter that a domestic "explosion" threatened Iran; said release of the US embassy hostages was "treason" and denounced the regime's land reform program, saying it would make Iran dependent on imported food, 4-81...sent an open letter to Khominei expressing anxiety over the "situation," an implied criticism of the regime, 9-80...endorsed retribution bill, 6-80, possibly under pressure from the regime...founded the Army of the Imam party, 1980...led Iranian pilgrims on the first Haj pilgrimage after the revolution, 1979...associated with the late moderate Ayatollah al-Ozma Shariat-Madari...born about 1880.

Musavi-Shirazi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Ali/Baqr

Son of the above...anti-Khomeini..."renegade" son Sadeq may be involved in Iranian-backed terrorist activity...same as Mohammad Shirazi?

Musavi-Tabrizi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU
MEMBER (Supreme Islamic Propaganda Organization) with Janati, Shair, Abul, and Abbas Shirazi...same as Pur-Mir-Jafari/Qafari or Sayed-Keyhani/Kuhani?

Musavi-Tabrizi: see Pur-Mir-Jafari/Qafari aka Musavi-Tabrizi and Sayed-Keyhani/Kuhani aka Musavi-Tabrizi.

Musavi-Tarreh, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad

@ (Masht-e Azadegan) lst Hajie...associated with komitehs (Abadan and Ahwaz)...translator into Arabic for the Voice and Vision of Iran...born in 1953.

Musavi-Tehrani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ahmad

Teaching privileges at Qom seminary revoked and held under arrest for a day after holding a private memorial service for his mentor, moderate Ayatollah al-Uzma Shariat-Hadari, 4-86...a well-known scholar.

Musavi-Zanjani, (Ayatollah) Abol Fazl

Followers instigated antiregime activity in Qom, Tehran, and Mashhad, 4-85...accused of plotting with President Bani-Sadr and other moderates to topple the Khomenei regime and arrested with his son, who had worked in Bani-Sadr's public relations office, 5-81...active in the anti-Shah movement...popular among Tehran bazaar merchants...born about 1912.

Musavi-Zanjani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ksmail

K(Zanjani), 5-83 to at least 12-85...helped rewrite the legal code in accordance with Shia precepts after the revolution.

Musavi-Zanjani, (Ayatollah) Hashem

K and KhK(Zanjani), 12-82, 2-86...spoke at Islamic Unity conference (Sri Lanka), 12-82.

Musavi-Zanjani, (Ayatollah) Mohammad

Strongly anti-Khomeini...advocates the total withdrawal of clerics from politics to cleanse the clergy's image.

Musavi-Zanjani, (Ayatollah) Meza

Died, 1963...broke a long period of public silence and spoke of "grave dangers" faced by Iran because of the Khomenei regime's "weak understanding of politics," 7-81...said it is a Shia duty to oppose the present government...elder brother of Abol Fazl...a leader of the anti-Shah movement, 1952-78.

Nabavi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FMU
Member (Combatant Clerics' Association, Shahr-e Kord), 2-82...commander (Revolutionary Guard, Shahr-e Kord), 2-82...same as below?

Mohammad Hosein

Mehdi (Bushehr) 1st and 2nd Majles...1st vice chairman (2nd Majles budget and accounts committee)...2nd vice chairman (1st Majles transportation committee)...former high school principal...born about 1924...same as above?

Mehdi (Bushehr) 1st and 2nd Majles...1st vice chairman (2nd Majles budget and accounts committee)...2nd vice chairman (1st Majles transportation committee)...former high school principal...born about 1924...same as above?

Mehdi (Bushehr) 1st and 2nd Majles...1st vice chairman (2nd Majles budget and accounts committee)...2nd vice chairman (1st Majles transportation committee)...former high school principal...born about 1924...same as above?

Mehdi (Bushehr) 1st and 2nd Majles...1st vice chairman (2nd Majles budget and accounts committee)...2nd vice chairman (1st Majles transportation committee)...former high school principal...born about 1924...same as above?

Mehdi (Bushehr) 1st and 2nd Majles...1st vice chairman (2nd Majles budget and accounts committee)...2nd vice chairman (1st Majles transportation committee)...former high school principal...born about 1924...same as above?

Mehdi (Bushehr) 1st and 2nd Majles...1st vice chairman (2nd Majles budget and accounts committee)...2nd vice chairman (1st Majles transportation committee)...former high school principal...born about 1924...same as above?

Mehdi (Bushehr) 1st and 2nd Majles...1st vice chairman (2nd Majles budget and accounts committee)...2nd vice chairman (1st Majles transportation committee)...former high school principal...born about 1924...same as above?

Mehdi (Bushehr) 1st and 2nd Majles...1st vice chairman (2nd Majles budget and accounts committee)...2nd vice chairman (1st Majles transportation committee)...former high school principal...born about 1924...same as above?

Mehdi (Bushehr) 1st and 2nd Majles...1st vice chairman (2nd Majles budget and accounts committee)...2nd vice chairman (1st Majles transportation committee)...former high school principal...born about 1924...same as above?

Mehdi (Bushehr) 1st and 2nd Majles...1st vice chairman (2nd Majles budget and accounts committee)...2nd vice chairman (1st Majles transportation committee)...former high school principal...born about 1924...same as above?

Mehdi (Bushehr) 1st and 2nd Majles...1st vice chairman (2nd Majles budget and accounts committee)...2nd vice chairman (1st Majles transportation committee)...former high school principal...born about 1924...same as above?

Mehdi (Bushehr) 1st and 2nd Majles...1st vice chairman (2nd Majles budget and accounts committee)...2nd vice chairman (1st Majles transportation committee)...former high school principal...born about 1924...same as above?

Mehdi (Bushehr) 1st and 2nd Majles...1st vice chairman (2nd Majles budget and accounts committee)...2nd vice chairman (1st Majles transportation committee)...former high school principal...born about 1924...same as above?

Mehdi (Bushehr) 1st and 2nd Majles...1st vice chairman (2nd Majles budget and accounts committee)...2nd vice chairman (1st Majles transportation committee)...former high school principal...born about 1924...same as above?

Mehdi (Bushehr) 1st and 2nd Majles...1st vice chairman (2nd Majles budget and accounts committee)...2nd vice chairman (1st Majles transportation committee)...former high school principal...born about 1924...same as above?

Mehdi (Bushehr) 1st and 2nd Majles...1st vice chairman (2nd Majles budget and accounts committee)...2nd vice chairman (1st Majles transportation committee)...former high school principal...born about 1924...same as above?

Mehdi (Bushehr) 1st and 2nd Majles...1st vice chairman (2nd Majles budget and accounts committee)...2nd vice chairman (1st Majles transportation committee)...former high school principal...born about 1924...same as above?

Mehdi (Bushehr) 1st and 2nd Majles...1st vice chairman (2nd Majles budget and accounts committee)...2nd vice chairman (1st Majles transportation committee)...former high school principal...born about 1924...same as above?

Mehdi (Bushehr) 1st and 2nd Majles...1st vice chairman (2nd Majles budget and accounts committee)...2nd vice chairman (1st Majles transportation committee)...former high school principal...born about 1924...same as above?
(Ganeveh), 11-84 to at least 12-85...praised selection of Montazeri as Khomeini's heir, 12-85.

Najafi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Qodratollah

Director General (cultural affairs, Ministry of Foreign Affairs), 1986... lst and 2nd Majles...candidate for Islamic Republic Party central council, 5-83...wounded in explosion at IRP headquarters, 6-81.

Najati: see (Hoseini-)Marashi-Najafi and Qaravi-Najafi.

Najafi-Kaisanjani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

P(Bamcar Gonaveh), 2-86.

Najati-Kahmani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Hasan Ali

@(Gachsaran and Kohaliyeh) 2nd majles...former P(Gachsaran), 10-83.

Najat-Hejad, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Head (general court, branch 2, Ardabil), 11-82...same as Najaf-aqazadeh?

Najemi/Nazemi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

P(Salmas), 8-81.

Najemi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Sadeq

P(Noi), 5-83 to at least 10-83, 12-85.

Nakhai, (?) FNU

Head (clerical organization, Kordistan Province), 3-84.

Nane Koran: see Musavi-Nane Koran.

Naqi-Farei, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ali

Member (Supreme Judicial Council), 1985.

Naqib-Pur, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

P(Asababad, Tonkabon), 7-83 to present.

Naqi-Lotfi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Ali

@(Ilim) 2nd Majles.

Naqimabadi: see Naqimabadi/Naqimabadi.

Naqi-Seyyed-Khavari-Langarudi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mir Ali

@ (Langurud) 2nd Majles.
Naqshbandi, (Sheikh) Ana Kilic

Sunni cleric who was the first spokesman for dissident Turkomans in 1979...lost influence when his prior contacts with SAVAK were revealed...met with Khomeini in early 1979.

Naqshbandi, (Sheikh) Osman

Elderly spiritual leader of Naqshbandis, a mystic Muslim sect of 5-6 million in Iran, Iraq, and Turkey...now in Iraq...founded the Kastgari Party, which has sent armed bands into Iran to oppose the Khomeini regime.

Naseri, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Shahr Kord), 12-80.

Naseri, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Hosein

Head (revolutionary court, Zanjan).

Naseri, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mehdi

Qom) 1st Majles.

Naseri/Nasr, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mostafa

Qom) 1st and 2nd Majles...reporter 2nd Majles labor-social-administrative-employment committee...head (Islamic Republic Party and police political-ideological office, Zanjan)...spoke in favor of the confidence vote for the Cabinet, 8-84...denounced the 10-83 attack by radicals on former Prime Minister Bazargan's office...born about 1951.

Naseri: see Hoseini-Naseri.

Nateqi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Hashprehensive par), 12-85 to at least 2-86...said those who can go to the front, but do not, are aiding the enemy, 12-85.

Nateq-Khorasani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Member (Combatant Clerics' Association, Tehran), 11-83.

Nateq-Nuri, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Abas

NQX(Nur), 8-80 to 6-81...died in bombing of Islamic Republic Party headquarters, 6-81...replaced in Majles by brother, Ahmad...brother of below.

Nateq-Nuri, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ali Akbar

Member (editorial board, Resalat newspaper) headed by moderate Azeri-Qomi, 6-86...Interior Minister, 12-81 to 10-83, replaced by Mohtashemi-Pur...
member (Supreme Council for reconstruction of the warfront), 9-83...member (headquarters for implementing Khomeini's liberalization decree), 12-82...commander (all internal security forces) in his capacity as Interior Minister, 4-82 to 10-83...IKA(Tehran) lst Majles...member (Revolutionary Guard command council) in his capacity as Interior Minister...injured in clash between his guards and Guard members, 11-81...Majles delegate (Interparliamentary Union conference, Havana), 9-81...built a national power base as supervisor (Reconstruction Crusade), 7 to 1-82...met with Khomeini in that capacity after touring the warfront, 12-80...member (lst Majles commission on hostage release terms), 10-80...IKA Central Council member who was rejected by bani-sadr as candidate for Interior Minister, 10-80...a protege and relative by marriage of Kassuli, a senior cleric attached to Khomeini's office...close to Air Force Chief of Staff Abedin...active in anti-Shah movement...born in Nur about 1935.

Navab, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) H.

Acting F(Horujer), 1-80.

Navab: see Bakhsh-Navab.

Navabi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Hasan

Member (Bushehr) lst Assembly of Experts, 1979...same as Nabavi?

Navesi/Nazari, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) YNU

Acting F(Dalijan), 5-83 to at least 9-83.

Navez: see Mehrman-Navez.

Nazar Mohammad: see Deeqah.

Nazari, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ali

@ (Mahalat) 2nd Majles...2nd vice chairman (2nd Majles institutions affiliated with the prime ministry, religious endowments, and aid committee)...supported radical public prosecutor Khoiniha, 1986...youngest 2nd Majles deputy...born 1954.

Nazari-Mofared, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ali

@ (Abadeh) 2nd Majles...member (2nd Majles Islamic Guidance committee)...member (Majles delegation, South Asia), 1 and 2-80...member (lst Majles constituents' complaints committee)...former judge (revolutionary and special clerical courts, Qom)...born about 1947.

Nazemi: see Najemi/Nazemi.

Nazemzadeh, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ali Asqar

President (Guilid Affairs Court), 4-82.

Nazemzadeh/Nezamzadeh, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Ali
One of several ANA (Religious Endowment—Amal—Foundation Central Council), 8-80 to present...said Iran is ready to open Koranic teaching centers in Kuwait in response to Kuwaiti closing of such schools for budgetary reasons, 2-86.

Nazi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Head (revolutionary court, commercial offenses), 11-81.


Nemazi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Commander (Revolutionary Guard area 2), 7-83.

Nevisi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F (Delijan), 12-85.

Nia: see Sobhani-Nia.

Niri, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ali

Judge (religious court, Evin Prison), 5-84.

Nimani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Head (cultural coordination and information center), 6-82.

Nowruzki, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F (Marvdasht), 2-86...officer (political-ideological office, local police), 2-86.

Nowruzki, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F (Kavar, Fars Province), 3-86.

Nowruzki, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Kazem

@ (Ano) lst Majles.

Nowruzki-Namadani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F (Eslam Shahr), 5-83 to at least 8-83, 3-86.

Nurbakhsh, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mojtaba

Director (Islamic Guidance, Central Province), 1985.

Nuri, (Ayatollah Dr.) FNU
Conservative rival of pro-Khomeini radical Ayatollah Taheri-Estahani in Isfahan.

Nuri, (Ayatollah) FNU

Trustee (Ismail Sadeq University), 1-83.

Nuri, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

KHK (Persian Gulf), 1-84.

Nuri, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Qom seminary representative (Supreme Economic Council), 12-61...same as any of below?

Nuri, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Abdullah

KHK (Iranian media), 2-81 to present...same as below?

Nuri, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Abdullah

Replaced Nateq-Nuri as KHK and head (Reconstruction Crusade), 1-82...same as above?

Nuri, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Hasan

The (Khorramshahr), 12-83 to 2-86.

Nuri, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Hosein

Member (Hamadani) 2nd Assembly of Experts...associated with Qom seminary, 5-82...may become head of an Iranian seminary, 6-86...active in the anti-Shah movement...born in Qom.

Nuri, (Ayatollah) Yahya

In Qom and Tehran...one of Iran's most respected religious figures...addressed a demonstration protesting the banning of four newspapers, including that of President Bani-Sadr, 6-81...urged the regime to "stop bargaining" over the US hostages and put them on trial as spies and said Iran was "subtly moving into the Soviet bloc," 1-81...protested moves against moderates critical of the Khomeini regime, 11-80...KHK (Europe), 1-79 to 11-80...the Foreign Ministry charged that his expenses were too high and that he sought personal publicity, 9-80...was hinted in the Tehran press to be prime minister Kajal's candidate to be Foreign Minister, 6-80...led a group of several hundred to several Western embassies to express good will as pro-Khomeini crowds marched outside the US embassy, 11-79...published a series of harshly anti-Jewish, anti-Israel, anti-American tracts and speeches, 1978...born about 1927.

Nuri: see Nateq-Nuri, Saeqat-Tehrani/Nuri, and Taqi-Nuri.

Nurian, (Ayatollah) FNU
Khān (Mazandaran Province Construction Crusade), 4–84.

Mūrī, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ali Akbar
Deputy head (urban security forces planning and training department), 9–83 to at least 3–84.

Mūrī-Hāmādānī, (Ayatollah) Hosein
F (Hamadan), 3–82 to at least 9–83...saw Khomeini, 9–83.

Mūrī-Hosein-Abādī, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Abdollah
@ (Isfahan) 2nd Majles...defeated Islamic Republic Party candidates...chairman (2nd Majles plan and budget committee)...Khān (Reconstruction Crusade)...former deputy foreign minister for parliamentary affairs...supported radical public prosecutor Khomeini, 1986.

Mūrī-Horīdi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mahbōollah/Kazem
F and Khān (Gorgan), 8–81 to at least 9–83...led a delegation to Pakistan, 7–82...escaped assassination attempt, 8–81...a radical?

Mūrī-Shahrūdī, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU
Khān (a Gulf state), 3–84 to at least 8–84...saw Khomeini, 3–84.

Mūrūllohai, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU
Senior Intelligence Ministry officer, 2–85 to present...former revolutionary court prosecutor (Tehran).

Omid-Najafabādī, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Fatollah
A "genius" who was a classmate of Montazeri and remains close to him...has contacts with Libya.

Orūmīān: see Orūmīān.

Ostād: see Pur-Ostād.

Otarī, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Azizollah
Helped translate the Islamic Republic Constitution into English for Pars Associates, publishers, 5–80.

Panāh, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Kazem
F (Kud Sar), 1–86.

Panahandeh, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ali
@ (Borkhar, Esfahan) 2nd Majles...supported radical public prosecutor Khomeini, 1986.
Panjani: see Jafari-Panjani.

Parhizgar, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) M.

F(Salmass), 6-84, 12-85.

Partovi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ali

Public relations officer (Revolutionary Guard, West Iran).

Pasandiden, (Ayatollah) Morteza

In Qom...Khomeini's older brother...manages Khomeini's personal finances...occasionally expressed disagreement with the Khomeini regime, 1979-81...Najles Speaker Nasrani accused him of actively supporting dissidents, 3-81...endorsed Bani-Sadr's presidential candidacy, 1-80...born about 1895.

Payani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam?) Ahmad

Member (ultraconservative Hojatieh Society).

Pishavi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad

F(Bandar-e Anzali), 10-79.

Pishnamazai, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) S.A.

Acting F(Mohammadabad, Amol), 9-83.

Pishvai, (Hojjat/Seqat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Javad

F(Sarvestan), 5-81 to at least 11-83, 3-86...member (enforcement committee for Khomeini's 12-82 liberalization decree, Sistan va Baluchestan Province), 1-83.

Pishvaz, (Ayatollah) FNU

Exile press claims he spoke against the Khomeini regime in Shiraz in mid-1983.


Pur-hadi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Acting F(AhvaZ), 7-83 to at least 11-83, 4-86.

Pur-Mir-Jafari/Qafari aka Musavi-Tabrizi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Hasan

@(Hassanrud) 1st Najles...member (1st Najles constituents' complaints and labor affairs committees)...active with revolutionary courts and prosecutor's office, 1983...born 1959 to a clerical family...related to below?
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Pur-Mir-Jafari/Qafari aka Musavi-Tabrizi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Hosein

Revolutionary prosecutor General, 9-81 to 7-member (Azarbajjen-e Khavari Province) 2nd Assembly of Experts, 12-82 to present...head (revolutionary court, Tabriz), 6-80 and (Azarbajjen-e Khavari Province), 7-80 to 9-81...opposed merging revolutionary courts and Justice Ministry, 5-82...sentenced senior Islamic Marxist Mujahedin opposition group officer to 10 years in prison as a Soviet spy in 11-80...known for harsh attitude toward opponents of the regime and as a hardline fundamentalist...said Tudeh (Communist) Party was not a legal party, 1982...independent of political factions and close to Khomeini...active in the anti-Shah movement...born 1947 near Tabriz to a clerical family.

Pur-Mir-Jafari/Qafari aka Musavi-Tabrizi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohsen

@Tabriz 1st Majles...member 1st Majles (judiciary committee)...candidate (Azarbajjen-e Khavari Province) 2nd Assembly of Experts...KMK and judge (land reform courts, Khorasan Province)...secretary (1st Majles committee 9)...1st Majles delegate (Interparliamentary Union conference, Havana), 9-81...associated with the Qom seminary...related to above?

Pur-Ostad, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ali Akbar

@Tehran 1st Majles...a bazaar merchant.

Pur-Salar, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Hosein

@Kahnuj 1st and 2nd majles...1st secretary (1st majles commerce committee)...former local komiteh head and revolutionary prosecutor...supported radical public prosecutor Khojinia, 1986...wants the regime to use more expert personnel...born between 1933 and 1943.

Pur-Shamsian, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Izeh), 7-84 to 8-85.

Qaderi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Acting F(Zahedan), 9-83.

Qaderi, (?) Ali

Signed denunciation of the late moderate Ayatollah al-Ozma Shariat-Nadari, 4-82.

Qaderi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Hasan Meza

Judge (revolutionary court, Sistan va Baluchestan Province)...resigned, 10-83, when a report on his actions was sent to the judiciary disciplinary court.

Qaderi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Nematollah

Charge (Khartoum)...Charge (Kogadiscio), 7 to 10-85.
Qaderi, (Mullah) Qadr

F(Paveh/Saveh), 5-81 to at least 11-83, 4-86. Islamic Republic Party member.

Qadiani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Revolutionary Prosecutor (Arak).

Qadjahani, (Ayatollah) FNU

Arrested in Qom after organizing a memorial service for late moderate Ayatollah al-Uzma Shariat-Madari, 4-86.

Qaein, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Head (political-ideological office, Konarak Navy base).

Qaein, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

acting F(Shushtar), 2-82.

Qaem-Fard, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mendi

IKP(Sarvestan) 2nd Hajles...@Boyer Ahmadi) Ist Hajles...member (1st Hajles Reconstruction Crusade committee)...born about 1954.

Qaem-Pur: see Qasem-Pur/Qaem-Pur.

Qaeri-Shirazi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Sadr ed-Din

Met Khomeini, 3-82.

Qatali, (Mullah) FNU

Sunni cleric recruiting Kurds in Shapur to fight for Tehran against dissident Kurds, 4-83.

Qafar: see Abdal Qafar and Al-e Qafar.

Qafar/Qafavi, (Ayatollah) FNU

First deputy chairman (revolutionary courts), 5-79...same as Salman Qafar?

Qafar, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Head (political-ideological office, 64th Army Division), 9-82; (Sanandaj), 8-81.

Qafar, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Hadi Husein
lkP(1st Majles...head of the Majles delegation to South Asia), 2-86...member of the 1st Majles commission reviewing the credentials of newly elected representatives, 6-86...supported radical public prosecutor Khosravi, 1986...spoke against President Khomeini in 1985 presidential election...accused regular forces officers of disrespect to clerics attached to their units, 10-85...called for restrictions on the government's ability to use some aid funds during 1985/86 budget debate, 5-86...strong supporter of the Musavi Cabinet in confidence debate, but critical of the Foreign Minister's sponsorship of wider diplomatic contacts, 8-84...critical of proposed Culture and Higher Education Minister for not being submissive to the Cultural Revolution headquarters...went to the UAE to try to discourage sending aid to Iraq, 8-83...threatened to resign his Majles seat because he had been inaccurately accused of insulting another member, 3-81...escaped assassination attempt, 3-81...urged that "Tudeh atheists" be swept away, early 1981...a leading radical who strongly opposes the concept of political control by a supreme jurispudent...opposes a role for bazaaris in politics, criticizes the judiciary for not exercising its powers against "big economic offenders," and opposes moderates who say the government cannot levy civil taxes...often travels abroad in semi-official capacity...strongly anti-US leader of Iranian Hezbollah street gangs...has a well-armed private army of about 2,000 men...may supervise a terrorist training camp...supervisor (radicals' Sobh-e Azadegan newspaper, closed in 1985)...close to President Khomeini and to Montazeri because of friendship with Montazeri's deceased eldest son...a leading opponent of former President Sanj-Sadr...wanted the US embassy hostages tried as spies...active in the anti-Shah movement, claims to have killed 30 to 60 officials during and after the revolution...son of a well-known ayatollah killed by security services during the Shah's era...served in the Army under the Shah...degree in theology from Tehran University...associated with the Qom seminary...brother of below...born near Tabriz in 1936 or 1950.

Qafari, (?) Salman

Ambassador (Vatican), 3-86, replacing Khosro-Shahi...former head (foreign relations section, Islamic Guidance Ministry) responsible for indoctrinating Iraqi POWs...supports Montazeri...brother of above...born about 1934.

Qafari: see Golzadeh-Qafari and Pur-Mir-Jafari/Qafari aka Musavi-Tabrizi.

Qafari-Qarabaq, (?) Mir Akbar

Candidate (Azarbajjan-e Bakhtari Province) 2nd Assembly of Experts.

Qalebi, (Mojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

K(Nurabad Namousani), 9-83 to at least 6-84.

Qamar ud-Din, (Mulavi) FNU

Sunni K(Iranshahr)...supports the Islamic Unity Party led by Mullahzadeh.

Qambari/Qanbari, (Mojjat ol-Eslam) FNU
Judge (revolutionary court, Fars Province), 2-84, (Hormuzgan Province), 4-82...acting F(Bandar Abbas), 4-84...criticized the late moderate Ayatollah al-Uzma Shariat-Madari in 4-82...same as Qanbari-Qazikolahi?

Qanami-Fard, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Deputy Commerce Minister for Foreign Trade, 1-83.

Qanbari: see Qambari/Qanbari.

Qanbari-Qazikolahi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Abdul Ali

@LRP(Qaemshahr) 2nd Majles...judge (revolutionary and Army courts)...member (revolutionary court, Qaemshahr)...KhR (Reconstruction Crusade, Qaemshahr)...representative of Supreme Islamic Propaganda Organization, Qaemshahr)...judge (revolutionary and Army courts, Hormuzgan and Fars Provinces)...has ties to clerics in Mashhad seminary and to Meshkini...active in anti-Shah movement...born about 1948 to a rural family...same as Qambari/Qanbari?

Qarabaq: see Qafari-Qarabaq.

Qarafi, (Ayatollah) Abdul Hosein

Wrote an open letter to Khomeini endorsing his delegation to the 1st Majles of power to implement some laws without the consent of the Council of Guardians...an Azarbajani.

Qarati, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

To Tanzania in 2-82 to arrange for diplomatic relations...same as below?

Qarati/Qerati (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohsen

KhR(Literacy Crusade), 6-82 to at least 7-84...same as above?

Qaravi, (Ayatollah) FNU

Well-known anti-Khomeini cleric who supported the late moderate Ayatollah al-Uzma Shariat-Madari in Tabriz...same as any below or Tabrizi-Qaravi?

Qaravi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Member (Combatant Clerics' Association, Tehran), 2-85...same as below?

Qaravi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Head (political-ideological office counterintelligence, Air Force), 2-84 to at least 7-85...born about 1935...same as above?

Qaravi: see Tabrizi-Qaravi.

Qaravian, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU
Judge (revolutionary court, Amol), 8-81...same as below?

Qaravian (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Neyshabur), 3-86...same as above?

Qaravi-Najafi aka Duzduzani, (?) Mohsen

Candidate (Azarbayjan-e Khavari Province) 2nd Assembly of Experts, 12-82.

Qaravi/Qarayi-Tabrizi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ahmad

M0K and administration official (Tabriz University) validating credentials of faculty, 11-84 to at least 5-85...named head of Islamic Culture committee (Tabriz University) by Montazeri at request of Cultural Revolution Headquarters, 1-83...told Tabriz University students that the war effort is more important than seeking degrees in engineering or medicine...born about 1934 in Tabriz...mother is sister of late moderate Ayatollah al-Ozma Shariat-Madari...same as Tabrizi-Qaravi?

Qaravizadeh, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) A.

F(Mahabad), 1 to 3-86.

Qasemi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Abol Wahab

@(Sari) lst Majles...moderate, pro-Bani-Sadr...associated with moderate Ayatollah al-Ozma Shariat-Madari?

Qasemi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Hojatollah

M0K(Esfahan University), 5-83.

Qasem-Pur/Qaem-Pur, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Kamsar), 8-81.

Qatilzadeh, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Bandar-e Anzali), 8-82, 5-83 to at least 9-83, 2-86...judge (revolutionary court, Bandar-e Anzali).

Qavami, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Prosecutor (Courts for economic affairs and Principle 49 (of the Constitution?), 1-86...said about $300,000,000 of capitalist wealth had been confiscated and 5,000 bribery cases handled in Principle 49 courts, 1-86.

Qayuri, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Member of bureau for exporting the revolution during the Haj pilgrimage, 8-83...led delegation to Iranian-sponsored Haj conference (Sierra Leone), mid-1983...same as below?
Qayuri/Qoyuri, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ali

KhK(Red Crescent Society), 7-82 to at least 5-84.....saw Montazeri in that capacity, 1-85...led delegation to several Arab countries, 7-82...head (Islamic Cooperative Society) founded in early 1980 in Baluchestan va Sistan Province to organize development and cultural programs, 1-82...same as above?

Qazanfari, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Al Masul mosque, Iranshahr), 2 and 3-86.

Qazanfari, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Hassem

F(Kansar, near Esfahan), 8-81, 8-85...related to below?

Qazanfari, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mehdi

F(Kansar, near Esfahan), 4-83...related to above?

Qazavi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Jafar

F(Tehran mosque), 4-82...said mosques should send more aid to the warfront, 4-82.

Qazi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Acting F(Ardabil), 9-83, 4-86.

Qazi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Judge (revolutionary court, Shiraz).

Qazi-Asqar, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ali

Member (Central Council of Friday Prayer Leaders)...saw Khomeini in that capacity, 7-84.

Qazikolah: see Qanbari-Qazikolah.

Qazi-Khorramabadi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mehdi

Member (Khomeini's select committee on prisons) named by Montazeri with Mohammadi-Gilani, Abtahi-Kashani, and Karimi-Mazandarani, 11-84.

Qazi-Tabatabai, (Ayatollah) Mohammad Ali/Hosein

F and KhK(Tabriz), 9-79 to 11-79...assassinated, 11-79...active in revolutionary committee work, 1979...active in the anti-Shah movement...born about 1900.

Qazi-Tabatabai-Dezfuli, (Ayatollah) Ahmad

F(Dezful), 8-81 to 2-86...died of heart disease...encouraged reconstruction and health programs in border regions, 9-81...associated with
Islamic Republic Party—photographed dozing in front row at party congress, 1983...born about 1901.

Qivami, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Acting F(Mahshahr), 11-83...same as Qoyumi?

Qodusi/Qodusi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ali

Assassinated, 9-81...revolutionary prosecutor general, 11-80? to 9-81...member (Supreme Judicial Council), 11-80...member (Revolutionary Council), 1979-80...associated with Qom seminary...possibly related by marriage to Khomeini...born about 1933.

Qodrati, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Qorveh), 8-83, 3-86.

Qodrati, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mahmud

Head (political-ideological office, Army)...resigned, 1-85, when the power of clerics in the military was reduced.

Qodusi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Mok(University of Science and Industry), 4-84 to at least 2-85...related to Ali Qodusi?

Qodusi: see Qodusi/Qodusi.

Qomi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Prosecutor General (Revolutionary Guard), 12-82...head (10 regional Guard prosecutors).

Qomi: see Azari-Qomi, Momen-Qomi, Movahedi-Qomi, Rasti-Kashani-Qomi, (Tabatabai)-Qomi, and Taqi-Qomi.

Qorbani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Acting F(Zahedan), 4-86.

Qorbani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Zeyn ol-Abedin

@ (Astaneh Ashrafieh) 2nd Majles...member (2nd Majles internal rules committee)...F and KhK(Lahijan), 8-81 to at least 11-83.

Qorbani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Zeyn ol-Abedin

Sunni? F(Mahabad), 7-83.

Qoreishi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ali Akbar
In Urumieh...head (Urumieh clerical association)...may be Islamic Republic Party member...candidate (Azarbayjan-e Bakhtari Province) 2nd Assembly of Experts, 12-82...one of three (Azarbayjan-e Bakhtari Province) 1st Assembly of Experts representatives, 1979...member (revolutionary committee, Urumieh), 1979 to present?.

Qoyumi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Mahshahr), 11-85...same as Qivami?

Qoyuri: see Qayuri/Qoyuri.

Quchani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Head (political-ideological office, Army), 7-84 to at least 1-85...close to President Khamenei.

Kabani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

rumored to be the replacement for Borqai as KhR (Persian Gulf), 1986...former officer (Foundation for the Oppressed).

Kabani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Asadollah

F(Bandar Gaz), 8-81 to at least 10-83.

Kabani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Hasan

F(Masjed-e Soleiman), 8-81 to at least 10-83.

Kabani: see Asqar-Kabani.

Kabani-Nejad, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Member (political-ideological office, Moqadam Nezaja military headquarters, southern Iran), 11-82 to at least 1-83.

Kabani(-Kankuhi)-Amlashi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Mehdi

Died, 7-85...@Tehran) 1st and 2nd Majles, deputy speaker, 7-84 to 7-85...chairman (2nd Majles branch 15)...member (Council of Guardians), 1-83 to 6-83...member (Islamic Republic Party central council and arbitration council) that rules on party members' "offenses"...Acting F(Tehran) occasionally after 6-81...member (Shiraz) 1st Assembly of Experts, 1979, (Khorasan Province) 2nd Assembly of Experts, deputy chairman, 1982-85...revolutionary court prosecutor general, 9-81 to 1-83, who favored bringing the revolutionary courts under the jurisdiction of the Justice Ministry but was removed from office for not gaining control over those courts...member (Supreme Judicial Council), 7-80 to 7-85...head (special civil courts), 9-80...former member (Cultural Revolution Headquarters)...led a delegation to Libya and Algeria to explain Iranian views, 3-81...angered by Khomeini's call for a vote of confidence in the Musavi government and clashed with Rafsanjani by supporting the Council of Guardians ruling that ministers of state are unconstitutional because they are not liable to scrutiny by the Majles, 1984...called for the merger of
revolutionary courts and the Justice Ministry, 5-82...moderate on economic matters, but a hardliner on applying an Islamic penal system...earned the respect of members of various factions by avoiding entanglement in their feuds...believes rehabilitation is the purpose of imprisonment...advocated conservation of oil and gas resources and high sales prices, mid-1981...close to Montazeri...active in anti-Shah movement as a member of pro-Khomeini paramilitary Fedayan-e Eslam group...close to Khomeini's role model, Ayatollah Kashani, from youth...respected jurisprudent associated with the Qom seminary...born about 1934 in Qom to a clerical family.

Kabani-Shirazi, (Ayatollah) Abdol Khamin

Died, 3-82 in an auto accident...KhR (Fars Province), 6-80 to 3-82...KhR (Council of Guardians), 2-80 to 3-82...escaped assassination attempt, 3-81, wounded in 7-79...traveled to Persian Gulf states to explain Khomeini regime positions to expatriate Iranians, 2-81...member, 1st Assembly of Experts (Fars Province), 1979...advocated conservation of oil and gas resources and high sales prices, mid-1981...emphasized the necessity of "revolutionary justice," 1981...opposes the Khomeini regime's land reform program and had other serious disagreements with leading radicals...born in 1923.

Rafii, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Shahr Key), 3-86.

Kafifibafian, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) M.H.

F(Taleqan), 7-83, 12-85.

Kafsanjani: see Hashemi-Rafsanjani and Majafi-Kafsanjani.

Kahami, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Mahshahr), 8-81.

Kahami, (Ayatollah/Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohsen

@Khosdabanbeh--bordered by Abhar, Qazvin, Bijar, Hamadan) 1st and 2nd Majles...member (2nd Majles three-man committee on note 66 of the Budget Act (nfi))...1st and 2nd vice chairman (2nd Majles posts-telephone-telegraph and power committee)...chairman (1st Majles post-telephone-telegraph committee)...criticized FET, Education and Culture, and Higher Education Ministers during confidence debate because they excluded hizballahis from their ministries, 8-84...attacked the Foreign Affairs and Interior Ministers for lacking clear policies, 8-84...opposed a confidence vote for three ministers proposed in 8-84...radical who ran as an independent in the 2nd Majles elections...studied "communications engineering," law, and politics at Tehran universities.

Rahbar: see Taqi-Rahbar.

Rahbar-Pur, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Qolam Hosein
#(Husysarkan) 2nd Majles...member (2nd Majles foreign affairs committee)...
to Turkey with Foreign Minister, 8-84.

Rahi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Revolutionary prosecutor and court head (Esfahan).

Kahimi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Borazjan), 5-83 to at least 6-84...same as below?

Rahi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Borujan), 12-82...same as above?

Kahimi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Mimeh), 11-83.

Rahi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Acting F(Urumieh), 10-83.

Kahimi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Naqadeh), 1-80 to 11-85...unpopular with local officials and bazaaris
of whom he was critical...acted as mediator between dissident Kurds and the
Khomeini regime, 1-80.

Kahimi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Fakhr ed-Din

IPKP(Kol-e Dokhtor) lst Majles...killed in bombing of Islamic Republic
Party headquarters, 6-81...said US hostages who were spies should be tried and
executed, those who were not should be released, late 1980...said the lst
Majles's first priority should be to implement the Constitution, late 1980.

Kahimi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Hosein Ali

IPKP(Sijar) lst and 2nd Majles...lst vice chairman (2nd Majles
constituents' complaints committee)...lst vice chairman (2nd Majles election
regulations committee)...member (2nd Majles investigations and internal
affairs committees)...2nd vice chairman (lst Majles constituents' complaints
committee)...member (?) lst Assembly of Experts...member (Majles delegation,
Libya), 2-80...Shia incumbent from an area generally populated by Sunnis...
highly regarded by Khomeini.

Kahimi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Nur ed-Din

#(Malavi in Lorestan) lst Majles.

Kahimi: see Salmanizarazi aka Rahimi.

Kahimi-Haji-Abadi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Qolam Reza
@ (Mahshahr) 2nd Majles.

Kahabi-Najafabadi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Abas

F (Borazgan, Bushehr), 8-82.

Kahani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Hosein Ali

@ (? ) 2nd Majles... member (2nd Majles delegation, Libya), 2-86... member (Kordestan Province) 1st Assembly of Experts, 1979... a Shia elected in a largely Sunni area by a very small voter turnout... said to be highly regarded by Khomeini.

Kahmani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Ali

Head (Basij, popular mobilization arm of the Revolutionary Guard), 2-84 to present... named by Montazeri as "an official responsible for the headquarters that channels popular assistance to the fronts," 8-85... saw Khomeini, 4-84... reported to Montazeri, 5-84... worked in Khomeini's office for several years.

Kahmani: see Najafi-Rahmani.

Kahmani-Khalili/Khalkhali, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ali Asgar

@ (Bishehr) 1st Majles... member (1st Majles oil committee)... condemned Soviet arms sales to Iraq, 4-84... former member (Education Ministry legal affairs and parliamentary relations council)... former teacher.

Kahmat-Nahvi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F (Tonkabon), 8-81 to present.

Kahmati, (Seqat ol-Eslam) Ashoq Abdul Hosein.

F (Estahbanat), 11-80 to at least 9-83.

Kajabi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F (Rezan, Hamadan), 7-83.

Kajie, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Judge (revolutionary court, Sari).

Kamazani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Qolam Reza

Revolutionary court and public prosecutor (Shiraz), 2-84 to present.

Kanjbar, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Acting F (Shahriar), 9-83.

Kankushi: see Khabani (Kankushi) Amlashi.
Kasai, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Ali
F(Yorbat-e Heydarieh near Ahvaz), 8-81 to at least 2-82.

Kashidi, (?) Kuhollah Reza
KhR(Piranshahr)...killed by opposition forces, 11-84.

Kashidian, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad

I&K@ (Abadan) 1st and 2nd Majles...2nd vice chairman (2nd Majles oil committee)...alternate member (2nd Majles investigations and internal rules committees)...member (1st Majles internal affairs committee)...member (1st Majles committee reviewing the credentials of newly elected deputies), 6-80...supported radical public prosecutor Kheiniha, 1986...tried to impeach Interior Minister Nateq-Nouri and opposed him and the Oil Minister during a confidence debate, 8-84...generally supports the Musavi Cabinet...tried to quash criticisms of the 1984/85 budget on the grounds that the material used was secret...Islamic Republic Party member...radical, but strong supporter of former President Bani-Sadr.

Kashti: see Ziai-Kashti.

Kastgari, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Director of film production, 3-82.

Kasti, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Hosein

Former head (revolutionary assembly, Qom)...supports President Khamenei.

Kasti-Kashani-Qomi, (Ayatollah/Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Member (Combatant Clerics' Association)...moderate who founded Resalaat newspaper with Azari-Qomi, Khazali, and Shari, 9-85...named by Khomeini as head (Mujahedin-e Enqelab Islami paramilitary group) before mid-1981, 8-84 to present...saw Khomeini, 7-85.

Kasul(?), (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Abdol?

Acting F(Khomein Shahr, near Esfahan), 7-83.

Kasuli, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Member (central council of Friday prayer leaders), 9-84...same as Hashem Kasuli?

Kasuli, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

KhR(Housing Foundation)...same as Hashem Kasuli?

Kasuli, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU
Kho (committee to coordinate regimes' foreign policy activities), 5-83...
same as Hashem Kasuli?

Kasuli, (Ayatollah) Hashem

Senior radical, but anti-Communist official in Khomeini's office, 1963 to
present...controls some access to the Ayatollah, religious questions sent to
him, and money contributed to him to be disbursed to charities...visited Libya
before 5-82 and in 11-82...has a poor relationship with Rafsanjani...a sister
is married to (Civi-) Khalkhali...recommended Nateq-Nuri to be Interior
Minister...close to bazaaris...accompained Khomeini to Iraq and France...some
link to the Martyrs' Foundation—possibly its housing organization...a quiet
man with links to terrorist training camps...born 1925 to 1940 in Mahalot.

Kasaqi, (Mohjat ol-Eslam) Abol Qasem

@ (Torkabon and Kamsar) 2nd Majles...2nd secretary (2nd Majles defense
committee)...supported radical public prosecutor Khoiniha, 1986.

Razavi/Rezaian, (Mohjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Head (political-ideological office, Tehran Police), 7-82...same as below?

Razavi/Rezavi, (Mohjat ol-Eslam) FNU

@ (Borujerdi), 8-81.

Razavi, (Mohjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Member (Supreme Islamic Propaganda Council), 2-86.

Razavi, (Mohjat ol-Eslam) Abdolahad

@ (Borujan).

Razavi, (Mohjat ol-Eslam) Hosein

Member (enforcement committee for Khomeini's 12-82 liberalization decree,
Semnan Province), 1-83.

Razavi, (Mohjat ol-Eslam) Morteza

@ (Tabriz) 2nd Majles...criticized at length the Foreign Ministry's
"extravagance" and contacts with governments whose policies on issues
important to Iran are not acceptable during confidence debate, 8-84...also
critical of Roads Minister, 8-84...a leading radical spokesman who wrote a
series of articles on radical views in Eteleaat, 12-83...born in 1947 in
Naqadeh.

Razavi-Ardekani, (Mohjat ol-Eslam) Abol Fazl

@ (Sepidan) 1st Majles...member (1st Majles committees on affiliates of
the Prime Minister's office, constituents' complaints, and Voice and Vision of
Iran).
Razini/Kazivi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mamullah

Prosecutor (Tehran), 1-85...former prosecutor (Mashhad)...may have replaced Asadollah Lajvardi as head of Evin prison...an independent who leans toward the radical left and has ties to Intelligence Minister Mohammadi-Keysahri...same as above?

Mehshadi-Tehrani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Reza

Teaching privileges at Qum seminary revoked after holding a private memorial service for his mentor, moderate Ayatollah al-Ozma Shariat-Madari, 4-86...well-known scholar.

Keyhani: see Sayed-Keyhani/Ruhani aka Musavi-Tabrizi.

Keyshahri: see (Mohammadi-)Keyshahri.

Keza: see Ebn ol-Keza.

Kezabakhsh: see Moqadam-Kezabakhsh.

Kezai, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Head (komitehs, Sistan va Baluchestan Province), 5-84.

Kezaian, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Deylam near Khark Island), 4-83.

Kezaian, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Bandar Ilam), 5-83.

Kezavi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Acting F(Khomein), 12-85.

Rezavi: see Kazavi/Rezavi.

Rezvani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ali Akbar

IRP(Firuzabad) lst Majles...member (lst Majles defense committee)...KhR
(Hamadan Nojeh and busa airbases), 8-80...born 1940.

Rezvani, (Ayatollah) Qolam Reza

Member, Council of Guardians, 2-80 to 6-82 and 7-83 to present...
F(Azizoollah Mosque, Tehran), 2-85...replaced Emami-Kashani as head (justice tribunal for government employees), 7-83...KhK (Najaf, Iraq), 2 to 6-79...said opponents of the Khomeini regime should be "murdered" and addressed an angry crowd outside the Majles after former moderate Prime Minister Bazargan's speech criticizing official repression, 10-81...highly respected within the clerical community...courteous...active in anti-Shah propaganda...joined
Khomeini in exile in An Najaf, Iraq...associated with the Qom seminary...born about 1930 in Qom or Khomein.

Kokni, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU
F and KhR(Normuzgan), 8-81.

Kuhal-Amin, (?) FNU
Acting F(Nurabad Mamasani), 6-85.

Kuhan, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU
KhR(Mazandaran Province), 5-84.

Kuhan, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU
Acting F(Haybad/Misbad), 3-86.

Kuhan, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU
F(Hashtrud), 9-83.

Kuhan, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Abas Ali
Acting F(Esfahan), 8-81 to present...saw Montazeri, 8-84.

Kuhan, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Fakr Ali
Ambassador (Beirut), 7-82 to 7-83?

Kuhan, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Hadi
F(Babol), 8-81 to at least 8-83, 2-86.

Kuhan, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Hamid

Political assistant for ideology to Intelligence Minister and acting director...5-83 to at least 10-84...an alias for Ziyarati?

Kuhan, (Hojjat ol-Eslam Dr.) Hasan

& (Semnan) 1st and (Tehran) 2nd Majles...chairman (1st and 2nd Majles defense committee) who played a prominent role in establishing the armed forces' political-ideological offices...member (2nd Majles 15-man executive board of Iranian Interparliamentary Union members)...alternate member (2nd Majles investigations committee)...member (Supreme Defense Council)...member (Cobatant Clerics' Association central committee)...MoR(European Islamic Student Associations), 1-83...former supervisor (Voice and Vision of Iran)...to IPU conference (Ottawa), 9-85; (Togo), 3-85; and (Geneva), 8-84...led delegation to third World countries, 1-83...led delegation to Syria, including Kafsanjani's wife, 3-82...directs daily operations of parliamentary "war" committee headed by Kafsanjani that began to play a major role in
policymaking in early 1986...supported confidence vote for three ministers named in 8-84...criticized Heavy Industries Ministry, Reconstruction Crusade, and universities for lack of timely aid to Iranian forces at the front, 8-84...has quarreled publicly with moderate Deputy Majles Speaker Yazdi...tried to replace Kafsanjani's brother who heads the Voice and Vision of Iran with the son of Javadi-Amoli-Larijani, who is close to Ruhani, 1983...opposed Majles vote on competence of then President Bani-Sadr...ally of President Khamenei...with Khomeini in exile in Iraq and France...expert in Islamic law...born about 1948.

**Ruhani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mehdi**

Member (Supreme Islamic Propaganda Organization)...member (ultra-conservative Hojatiq Society?)...helped to rewrite the legal code in accordance with Islamic precepts after the revolution.

**Ruhani: see Fakhr-Ruhani, (Hoseini-)Ruhani, and Sayed-Reyhani/Ruhani aka Musavi-Tabrizi.**

**Ruhani-Fard, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU**

Governor (Kordkuy), 7-83...visited several African countries, 6 to 7-83, and said more clerics should be sent there...same as below?

**Ruhani-Fard, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ali Akbar**

**(Dehloran and Mehran) 2nd Majles...member 2nd Majles (internal rules committee)...supported radical public prosecutor Khoiniha, 1986...same as above?**

**Ruhaniizadeh, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mofid**

F(Qaemshahr formerly Shahi), 2-82 to at least 11-83, 4-86.

**Ruhani-Ziarati, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Hamid aka Hamid Ruhani**

Deputy Intelligence Minister, 1985...active in the anti-Shah movement in An Najaf, Iraq, with Mohtashemi-Pur and Ferdowsi-Pur...exposed (Hoseini-) Ruhani's SAVAK contacts when both were in Iraq before the revolution.

**Sabaei/Sabehi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) A.**

F(Savejbalaq), 5-83 to at least 11-83, 3-86.

**Sabaqi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU**

F(Kolibar), 8-81.

**Sabehi: see Sabaei/Sabehi.**

**Saberli, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU**

In charge of foreign students at Qom seminary, 5-82...on supervisory board of moderate Ayatollah al-Urma Shariat-Madari's Qom seminary after his "defrocking" by the regime, 4-82.
Saburi/Sabvari, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) T.

F(Kudbar), 5-83, acting 7 to 11-83.

Sabzavari, (Ayatollah) FNU

Spoke at memorial service for late Ayatollah Reza Musavi-Zanjani, who opposed the Khomeini regime, 1-84...same as below?

Sabzavari, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Arsanjan), 9-83, 4-86...same as above or below?

Sabzavari, (Ayatollah) Abdul

In An Najat, Iraq, where he has about 100 students...a possible Ayatollah al-uzma in the future...humble, ascetic, and apolitical...born in Sabsevar in about 1920...same as above or below?

Sabzavari, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Abdul Hosein

F(Tuysarkan), 8-81 to at least 9-83, 3-86...same as above?

Sabzavari: see Eftakhrazadeh-Sabzavari.

Sadeqi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Acting F(Zahedan), 7-83, 12-85.

Sadeqi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Director (political-ideological office, gendarmerie, in the two Azarbayjani provinces), 10-84.

Sadeqi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Abas Ali

Acting F(Khorramabad), 11-83 to at least 10-85...head (revolutionary court, Khorramabad).

Sadeqi, (?) Mohammad

Popular clerical scholar in Tehran...active in anti-Shah movement...born in Tehran in 1928.

Sadeqi-Ardestani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Headed a censorship committee, 5-81...a "specialist in cinema," 3-82.

Sadeqzadeh, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Kabat Karim), 5-83.

Sadr, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Reza
Request by late moderate Ayatollah al-Ozma Shariat-Madari for Sadr to read his funeral service denied by government, 4-86...younger brother of missing Lebanese-Iranian "Imam" Musa Sadr...teaches at Qom seminary...opposes the Khomeini regime...related by marriage to Khomeini...born about 1942.

Sadrî, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Dorud), 7-85...saw Montazeri, 7-85.

Sadr-Tabatabai, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Jalîl

@ (Yazd) 2nd Majles...2nd secretary (2nd Majles judicial affairs committee)...supported radical public prosecutor Khojiniva, 1986...may have deterated a candidate favored by Khomeini in the 2nd Majles election.

Saduqi/Sedqi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Behruz

Ambassador (Sierra Leone), 4-83...associated with Qom seminary...born about 1938.

Saduqi, (Ayatollah) Mohammad

Assassinated, 7-82...strongly criticized moderate Ayatollah al-Ozma Shariat-Madari, 4-82...chosen by Khomeini to supervise presidential and parliamentary elections, 7-81...F(Yazd), ? to 12-81?...KhK(Yazd), 5-80 to 7-82...escaped assassination attempt, 1-80...member (Yazd) 1st Assembly of Experts, 1979...revolutionary court judge who ordered the execution of many Bahais in Yazd...condemned opposition to Khomeini in Qom, Mashhad, Tehran, and Esfahan clerical communities, 12-80...active in anti-Shah movement...associated with Qom seminary..."fiery" speaker...father of below...born about 1910.

Saduqi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Ali

Deputy to Supreme Judicial Council...KhK(SJC supervisory headquarters for elections), 1-83 to at least mid-1985, when he attempted to resign because of clash between his guards and Khomeini's...supervised presidential and SJC elections, 1985...head (komiteh and Revolutionary Guard command council, Yazd), 1983...IKP(Yazd) 1st Majles...Islamic Republic Party member...born 1949...son of above.

Safai, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

In Mashhad...an Azeri...opposed to Shariat-Madari...one of below?

Safai, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Hosein

Head (antinarcotics campaign court, East Iran).

Safai, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Qolam Reza

KhK and head (armed forces' political and ideological office), 8-84 to at least 1-85...KhK(Army) and head of political-ideological office (Army), 8-83
...accompained newsmen to the warfront, 3-82...head (Revolutionary Guard, Khorasan Province), 7-80...links to the ultraconservative Hojatieh Society ...same as Safia?

Safari, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Assigned to Air Force Headquarters, Tehran, by Khomeini's office, 9-83 ...same as Safdari?

Safavi-Kuhsareh, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mir Abas

lpP@Kuhsareh) 2nd Majles.

Safdari, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Head (political-ideological office, Air Force), 1-82...same as below or Safai?

Safdari-Khorasani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Saqqez), 8-81...same as above?

Safi/Saveti, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Acting F(Dorud), 9-83.

Safia, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

President Khamenei's representative (Armed Forces), 5-85...close to moderate bazaaris...same as Q.R. Safai?

Safi-Golpayegani, (Ayatollah/Hojjat ol-Eslam val-Moslemin) Lotfollah

Member (Council of Guardians), 2-80 to present; secretary, 12-81 to present, with Emami-Kashani from 12-85...may become head of an Iranian seminary, 1986...member (Central Province) 1st Assembly of Experts, 1979...pulitic writer on Islamic issues...son-in-law of Ayatollah al-Ozma Golpayegani...born about 1920.

Saheb-ol-Zamani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Fath Ali

@Asdabad) 1st Majles...killed, 10-81.

Saheb-ol-Zamani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Ali

@Urmieh) 1st Majles.

Saidian: see Sayedi-Far/Saidian.

Saidifar: see Sayedi-Far/Saidian.

Saiedi: see Sayedi.

Saiollahi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU
May be important Revolutionary Guard intelligence officer.

Sajadi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Head (Najafabad seminary), 3-84...saw Montazeri, 3-84.

Sajadi-Nejad, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mir Qafar

@ (Bostanabad) 1st and 2nd Majles...member (1st Majles judiciary committee)...former supervisor (council for coordinating support for the warfront)...former head (special civil courts branch 5, Tehran)...born about 1930.

Sadjadizadeh, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F (Kangan), 12-85...praised the selection of Montazeri as Khomeini's heir, 12-85.

Salari: see Abadi-Salari and Pur-Salari.

Salavati, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Qolam Reza

May become head of an Iranian seminary, 6-86.

Salehi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F (Kzna), 7-83.

Salehi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Morteza

F (Khur and Biabanak), 8-81.

Salehi, (Mualavi) Mosleh ed-Din

F Sunni (Sarbaz in Iranshahr)...met with a representative of the Khomeini regime and warned him that the Sunni Baluch expect the new government to implement constitutional guarantees that Sunni tenets will apply in areas occupied by Sunnis.

Salehi-Mazandarani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Judge (revolutionary court, Mashhad), 4-81.

Salehi-Najafabadi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F (Dareh Shahr), 11-83...same as Faeqhi?

Salehi-Najafabadi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F (Khark Island), 8-81 to at least 12-85...praised the selection of Montazeri as Khomeini's heir, 12-85...same as below?

Salehi-Najafabadi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Nematollah
May become head of an Iranian seminary, 6-86...same as either above?

Salek-Kashani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ahmad

Deputy head (komitehs), 12-84 to at least 8-85; replaced, 11-85, by FNU Musavi...deputy head (Islamic Guidance Ministry Haj pilgrimage committee), 8-84...visited Australia in that capacity, 7-84...deputy head (Combatant Clerics' Association, Tehran), 8-84...head ("Basij") Revolutionary Guard mobilization unit charged with providing male citizens with elementary military training, ? to 2-84...@Esfahan) lst Majles...member (lst Majles defense committee)...commander (Revolutionary Guard, Basij, and Komiteh, Esfahan), 11-81...mathematician...born 1946.

Saleri: see Salari.

Salimi-Kamini/Qomeyni/Khomeini, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Musa

@Mianeh) lst and 2nd Majles...member (lst Majles Islamic Guidance committee)...judge (revolutionary and special civil courts, Mianeh), 1983...clerical representative (Reconstruction Crusade, Mianeh), 1983...opposed to ultraconservative Hojatieh Society and late moderate Ayatollah al-Ozma Shariat-Madari...born 1933.

Salimi-Majlesi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Qolam Ali

Killed at warfront, 1983...member of Khomeini's office staff.

Salmani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Judge (revolutionary court, Bushehr).

Salmani-Zarazi (aka Rahimi), (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Hosein

@Sonqor) lst Majles...avoided giving an opinion on the US hostage issue, 6-80.

Samadi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Acting F(Shahrak-e Qods), 8-81.

Samandri, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Administrator (foreign students' seminary, Qom) with Ebrahim, Hojati, Hoseini, and Tayebi, 8-85.

Samari, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Shahriar), 1-86.

Samati, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Director (martys' Foundation, Masjed-e Soleiman), 11-84.

Samavarchi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU
Mor(Tehran commercial and administrative complex)...saw Montazeri, 10-83.

Savavarchi: see Marvi-Savavarchi.

Sami, (?) Mohammad Reza

F(Sarband), named by Central Council of Friday Prayer Leaders in 1-85; sent out from Qom in 4-86.

Sanatqar: see Haeri-Sanatqar.

Sanei, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Member (Central Council of Friday Prayer Leaders), 9-84...same as (Janati-); Sanei?

Sanei, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Hosein

May become head of an Iranian seminary, 6-86...same as above or Janati-Sanei?

Sanei: see (Janati-); Sanei.

Sanjari, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Ali

Member (Supreme Islamic Propaganda organization) involved in international contacts...attended Islamic thought conference (Algiers), 7-84.

Saqaqi-Tehrani/Nuri, (Ayatollah) Mirza Mohammad

Died 8-85...Khomeini's father-in-law...writer of Koran commentaries...not politically active...born in 1892.

Sarafrazi/Sarfarazi/Sarparazi, (Ayatollah/Hojjat ol-Eslam, Dr.) Abas Ali

Secretary (executive board, Combatant Clerics' Association, Tehran), 7-84...member (Central Council of Friday Prayer Leaders)...met with Soviet Muslims visiting Tehran, 3-82...signed denunciation of the late moderate Ayatollah al-Uzma Shariat-Nadari, 4-82...led delegation to China, 2-82...went to Dubai to explain Iranian views on the Iran-Iraq war and was critical of Iran's "passive" foreign policy, 12-80...strongly anti-US, but may not be totally anti-Western...a popular lecturer at the Qom seminary...born about 1938.

Saraie: see Estaq-Saraie.

Sarshar, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Associated with ideological aspects of Revolutionary Guard's export of the revolution and terrorist training, 4-85.

Satar, (Mutavi) FNU
Sunni Baluch cleric in Khash who supports the Islamic Unity Party led by Mullahzadens.

Saveji: see Movahedi-Pur-Saveji.

Saveti: see Safi/Saveti.

Sayed-Keyhani/Kuhani aka Musavi-Tabrizi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mir Abol Fazl

@ (Tabriz) 1st and 2nd Majles...chairman (2nd Majles branch 5)...member (2nd Majles investigations committee)...1st vice chairman (1st Majles judiciary committee)...member (1st Majles delegation to India), 8-83...alternate member (Islamic Republic Party central council), 5-83...member (Azarbayjan-e Khavari Province) 1st and 2nd Assembly of Experts...associated with Tabriz komitehs...former supporter of the late moderate Ayatollah al-Ozma Shariat-Madari...close to Musavi-Ardabili...2nd Majles credentials unsuccessfully challenged by radicals, who claimed to have a tape recording proving he supported the Shah...may be an ally of Rafsanjani...born about 1947.

Sayedi, (Ayatollah) FNU

Arrested in Qom after organizing a memorial service for moderate Ayatollah al-Ozma Shariat-Madari, 4-86.

Sayedi-Far/Saidian, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mir Qafar

@ (Khomein Shahr) 2nd Majles...supported radical public prosecutor Khoiniha, 1986.

Sayedszadeh, (?) FNU

Judge (Kangavar), 2-86.

Sedaqat, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ali

Acting F (Bushehr), 8-82.

Sedqi: see Saduqi

Seif-ol-Sadat, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Head (trade guild court, Khorramabad).

Semali, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Acting F (Eslam Shahr), 7-83.

Sepehr, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Ali

Judge (criminal court 1, branch 2).

Seqini, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Jafar
Karaj 1st Majles.

Seraj: see Hashemi-Seraj.

Seyahi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam val Moslemin) FNU

F(a mosque in Mashhad), 12-80 to 9-81...killed, 9-81.

Shabestari, (Ayatollah) FNU

Had close ties to arrested Tudeh (Communist) Party chief Kianuri...same as Mojtahed-Shabestari?

Shabestari: see Mojtahed-Shabestari.

Shaeri, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) M.

F(Kordkuy), 7-83 to 11-83, 3-86.

Shafei, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Member (Karaj election board for Majles and 2nd Assembly of Experts), 1984.

Shafei, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Religious court judge and Director General (justice department, Khuzestan Province), 1-85.

Shafei, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Choboksar), 1985.

Shafi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Head (political-ideological office, 92nd armored division, Khuzestan Province), 2-81.

Shahabadi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mehdi

@Tehran 1st Majles...killed at front just after reelection to 2nd Majles, 4-84...moderate who supported Foreign Minister Velayati...family believes he was murdered...helped persuade Khomeini to take an active part in government immediately after the revolution...involved with the Revolutionary Council, komitehs, and Revolutionary Guards...F(Rostamabad mosque, Tehran) 1966 to 4-84.

Shahabi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Manager (Momeni school headed by Marashi-Najafi), one of nine that make up the Qom seminary.

Shahcheraqi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ali
F(Damavand), 8-81 to at least 9-83.

Shahcheraqi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad
F(Mahdi Shahr), 8-81 to at least 11-83, 4-86.

Shahdad, (Mulavi) FNU

Met with a government representative to discuss Baluchestan's development needs and Sunni desires for equality with Shias, 9-80.

Shahidi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ali Asgar
F(Lamard), 9-84.

Shahmiri/Shahidi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU
F(Yasuj), 1-82 to at least 9-83, 3-86.

Shahrestani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Ali


Shahrestani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Nur ed-Din

Criticized the regime for "turning mosques into centers for distribution of goods" and was attacked by hezbollahis, according to the Iranian exile press.

Shahroki: see Taqi-Shahroki.

Shahrudi: see Chitsaz-Mohammadi/Hoseini-Shahrudi, Hoseini-Shahrudi, and Nuri-Shahrudi.

Shakeri, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Led Friday prayers while visiting London, 11-82...associated with moderate Ayatollah al-Uzma Golpayegani.

Shakeri, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU
F(Chalus), 8-81.

Shakeri, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Hadi
Director (political-ideological office, Tehran police), 2-85.

Shakeri, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) M.
F(Aqlid), 11-85...same as below?

Shakeri, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohsen Ali
Judge (criminal court 1, branch 4)...same as above?

Shakeri: see Ashkeri.

Shali: see Musavi-Shali.

Shams, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Head (political-ideological office, Tehran police or gendarmerie)...killed, 6-82.

Shams, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Cleric in Khorasan Province...saw Khomeini, 12-84.

Shamsi, (Ayatollah) FNU

In Bangkok, Thailand, for conference on the Haj pilgrimage sponsored by the Islamic Guidance Ministry, 7-85...a son-in-law of Montazeri?

Sharaei: see Sharqi.

Sharabiani, (Ayatollah) Ali/Abdol Hamid

In Tabriz...tried to mediate violent disputes between followers of Khomeini and moderate Ayatollah al-Uzma Shariat-Madari, 12-79 to 1-80.

Shararikandi, (Mullah) Karim

Sunni F(Mahabad), 8-79 to 3-82...named by Khomeini in 8-79 to replace Sheikh Ez ed-Din hoseini, whom Khomeini had outlawed...killed, 3-82.

Shari, (?) FNU

MoK(Saluchestan), 11-83, to review "the situation of Sunni clerics"...decided they should be trained in Qom, not abroad.

Shari, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F (Behshahr/Bushehr), 11-82...see Jabari.

Shari, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Abdol Karim

@Darab) lst Majles...secretary (lst Majles committee 8)...said the decision on the US Embassy hostages' fates should conform with Islamic principles and "extract maximum concessions from the United States" but expressed no specific view of what should be done, 6-80...wanted mosques to set up counter-(US) espionage centers, 6-80.

Shari, (Ayatollah) Ali

An adviser to Khomeini, 4-84...to India and Syria, 4-84.

Shari, (Hojjat ol-Eslam/Seqat ol-Eslam) Hosein
F(Dehdasht), 1-86.

Shari/Sharei, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Ali

Head (Kazavieh school) one of nine comprising the Qom seminary...founder of conservative newspaper Resalat with Bigdeli aka Azari-Qomi, Khasali, and Kasti-Kashani, 9-85...named by Khomeini to board to found seminary for women in Qom, 8-84...withdrew after first round of Majles election in Qom in favor of Azari-Qomi, 5-84...member (Supreme Islamic Propaganda Organization) with Musavi-Tabrizi, Janati, Abai, and Abbas Shirazi, 12-81...officer (Qom seminary propaganda office)...visited Mashhad, 12-81...same as Ali Shari?

Shariat-Falavarjani, (?) Safer Ali

Candidate (Esfahan Province) 2nd Assembly of Experts, 12-82.

Shariat(i?), (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Baqr

F(Tehran University), 10-83...same as Baqr Snariati?

Shariati, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) PN

F(Evin prison), 5-86...philosophy instructor at Qom seminary, 5-86.

Shariati, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) PN

F(Aligudarz), 2-82.

Shariati, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) PN

Director (Rezavi University of Islamic Sciences, Mashhad) to educate jurists and Islamologists, opened 6-86.

Shariati, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Baqr

F(Ardestan), 2-82 to at least 4-85...saw Khomeini, 6-82...same as Shariat(i?)?

Shariati, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Hasan

Member (Supreme Judicial Council), 1985.

Shariati, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Hosein

Political adviser to Montazeri...member (Qom Seminary Islamic propaganda office), 6-84, in charge of headquarters for sending clerics to the warfront, 2-83 to at least 6-84......related to any of below?

Shariati, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mortezza

Head (cultural committee for Iraqi POWs), 5-84 to at least 12-84.

Shariati, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Sadeq
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Member (headquarters for sending clerics to the warfront), 2-83...same as or related to any of above?

Shariati, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Sadr ed-Din
Agriculture Ministry Director General for legal and parliamentary relations, 9-82.

Shariati-Dehqani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad
Deputy Interior Minister for legal aid and parliamentary affairs, 12-85
...reported to Montazeri on Haj seminars abroad, 8-85...Deputy Islamic
Guidance Minister for International Affairs...a radical who resigned in 2-85
under pressure from moderates...@Semirom and Dehqan) 1st Majles...member (1st
Majles foreign affairs committee)...former member (Construction Crusade)...f
former deputy director (Voice and Vision of Iran for provincial affairs), also
involved in Arabic broadcasts...associated with Qom seminary...born in 1948 in
An Najaf, Iraq.

Shariati-Fard, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Habibollah
Associated with Revolutionary Guard (Gorgon)...assassinated, 11-81.

Shariat-Madari, (Ayatollah) Jafar
In Mashhad...brother of the Ayatollah al-Uzma.

Shariat-Madari, (Ayatollah al-Uzma) (Mohammad) Kazem
Died 4-86...spiritual leader of Iran's Turkic peoples who was senior in
clerical rank to Khomeini and was considered within the clerical community to
be the best scholar of all the Grand Ayatollahs...alleged by supporters of
Khomeini to have been involved with Mujahedin dissidents, 11-81, and an
aborted military coup in 7-80...advocated a boycott of the second presidential
election, warning it could lead to civil war...abandoned public lecturing
because of harassment by Khomeini supporters and taught only senior students
in a building close to his home, 4-81...under house arrest...associated with
the Islamic People's Democratic Party disbanded by the Khomeini regime...anti-
Communist...refused to assume a prominent role in the political process while
Khomeini was in exile in France, noting that he was a religious not a
political leader...lent his name to the anti-Shah movement but consistently
took a more moderate line than Khomeini...was unwilling to risk civil war by
calling for confrontation between his supporters and Khomeini's...a cautious
and conservative scholar who had ample financial resources...born between 1901
and 1904 in Tabriz.

Sharifi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU
Member (central council for seven-man land reform committees), 8-84.

Sharifi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU
F(Kasht), 6-82; acting 11-83.
Sharifi, (? ) Abdollah Said
Associated with the late Beheshti.

Sharifi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Ali

F(karaj), 6-81 to at least 11-84, 4-86...head (Central Council of Friday prayer leaders' division for reviewing applications for prayer leader posts and presentation of recommendations to Khomeini), 1-81.

Sharifi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Ali

F(Khark Island), 9-83.

Sharifizadeh, (? ) FNU

Involved in barter trade for civilian and military goods...married to Musavi-Ardabili's sister.

Sharqi/Sharoei, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) M.A.

F(Maraqeh), 11-83, 3-86.

Shaverani, (Mollah) Mohammad

@ (Bukan) lst Majles...former F(Bukan)...member (clerical council, Bukan)...associated with the Revolutionary Guard in Bukan...born 1947.

Sheikholeslami, (Hojjat ol-Eslam Dr.) FNU

President (Tabatabai University, Tehran).

Shekari: see Shakeri.

Shemaei, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Acting F(Borujan), 9-83.

Shirazi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Abas

Died late 1985/early 1986...lst deputy director (Supreme Islamic Propaganda Organization) which includes Musavi-Tabrizi, Janati, Shari, and Abai, 6-84.

Shirazi, (Ayatollah?) Mohammad Mehdi

A possible Ayatollah al-Ozma in the future...ambitious and politically active...claims he should head an Islamic government in Iraq if the Saddam regime falls...has large numbers of followers in Kuwait and Bahrain...a capable organizer, but not an outstanding scholar...a specialist in Islamic politics and economics, as well as traditional studies of jurisprudence and Islamic principles...not very popular...born in Karbala, Iraq, in about
1920...grandson of the Ayatollah al-Uzma who issued a historic ban against the use of tobacco in the late 19th century...same as Hoseini-Shirazi?

Shirazi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Motajeb

Islamic Republic Party candidate (Andimeshk and Shush) 2nd Majles seat.


Shojai, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Judge (revolutionary court, Tabriz), 4-82...same as below?

Shojai-Keisari/Kiasari, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Hasan/Hosein

@ (Sari) 2nd Majles...same as above?

Shokri, (?) Abdol Latif

Sunni F (Bandar Gonaveh near Bushehr), 8-82.

Shoquni: see Javadi-Shojuni/Shoquni.

Shushtari, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ali

@ (Neyshabur) 2nd Majles...2nd secretary (2nd Majles defense committee?)...alternate member (2nd Majles investigations committee)...commander (Revolutionary Guard, Neyshabur)...head (political-ideological office, police, Neyshabur) after the revolution...born about 1950 in Neyshabur.

Shushtari, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Esmail

@ (Quchan) 2nd Majles...reporter (2nd Majles judicial committee)...2nd secretary (2nd Majles defense committee?)...member (1st Majles judicial committee)...former F (Shirvan)...born about 1949.

Sobhan(i?), (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Jafar

May become head of an Iranian seminary, 6-86...spoke on legislation under the Islamic republic at the fourth Islamic Thought conference, Tehran, 2-86...teacher at Qom seminary, 4-84.

Sobhani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Acting F (Eslam Shahr), 9-83.

Sobhani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F (Bandar-e Anzali), 8-81.

Sobhani-Nia, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Hosein
@Neyshabur) 2nd Majles...member (2nd Majles foreign affairs committee) ...member (2nd Majles 15-man executive board of Iranian Interparliamentary Union members)...member (Majles cultural delegation, South Asia), 1 and 2-86 ...to Pakistan and Africa with President Khamenei, 1-86.

Soltani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Mok (technical engineering complex, Tehran), 1-85...same as any below?

Soltani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Hosein

@Ardestan) 2nd Majles...former head (education department, Foreign Ministry)...former head (Martyrs' Foundation, Ilam Province)...same as above or any below?

Soltani, (?) Mehdii

Senior official in the Intelligence Ministry...former mayor of Qom...same as any above or below?

Soltani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Qolam Reza

@Karaj) 2nd Majles...2nd vice chairman (2nd Majles agriculture and rural development committee)...Mok (humanities department, Tehran University)...same as any above or below?

Soltani-Tabatabai, (Ayatollah/Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Father of former Khomeini regime spokesman Sadeq Tabatabai...daughter married to Khomeini's son, Ahmad...same as any above?

Suleiman(i), (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F (Shabolsar), 8-81 to at least 8-83, 6-85.

Suleiman(i), (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F (Minudasht), 11-83, 3-86.

Suleiman(i), (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F (Yasuj), 3-83.

Suleiman(i)-Ashtiani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F (Aligudarz), 7-83.

Suri, (Mollah) Abdollah

@Baneh) 1st and 2nd Majles...F (Baneh), 10-85...injured during Iraqi bombing, 6-84...member (central council, Literacy Crusade)...Sunni cleric...born about 1921.

Tabarsi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU
F(Sari), 5-83 to at least 9-83, 12-85.

Tabasi: see Haeri-Tabasi and Vaez-Tabasi.

Tabatabai, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU
Shia cleric (Zahedan) with links to Ayatollahs Saduqi and President Khamenei.

Tabatabai, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU
F(Nurian mosque, Tehran)...arrested in Mashhad, 11-84?...related to (Tabatabai-)Qomi?

Tabatabai, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU
Deputy Public Prosecutor (Tehran), 4-83.

Tabatabai, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU
F(Semiran), 7-83.

Tabatabai, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Isa
Representative of the Reconstruction Crusade/Martyrs' Foundation in Damascus?

Tabatabai, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) M./H.
F(Firuzkuh), 7-83 to at least 2-84.

Tabatabai, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mehdi
Judge (criminal court 2, branch 70)...same as below?

Tabatabai, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mehdi
Chief prosecutor (revolutionary court, Mazandaran Province)...head (Foundation of the Oppressed)...same as above?

Tabatabai, (Ayatollah al-Ozma) Mohammad Hosein
Died of natural causes, 11-81...a prominent scholar resident in Qom, who—like Khomeini—wrote on Islamic government but stayed out of the political struggle...the only senior cleric to study and write on Marxism—a refutation...born in about 1904.

Tabatabai, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Sadeq
Son of (Tabatabai-)Qomi...arrested, 11-84?

Tabatabai: see Alavi-Tabatabai-Borujerdi, Aqa-Hoseini-Tabatabai, Qazi-Tabatabai, Sadr-Tabatabai, and Taqi-Tabatabai
Tabatabai-Borujerdi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Son-in-law of Khomeini...son of last premier Shia Ayatollah...revolutionary court judge (Shiraz)...same as Alavi-Tabatabai-Borujerdi?

Tabatabai-Nejad, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Abas

@ (Ardestan) lst Majles...member (1st Majles Islamic Guidance committee)...born, 1936, to a clerical family.

(Tabatabai-)(Qomi, (Ayatollah) Hasan

In Mashhad...under house arrest...a senior ayatollah...critical of regime's handling of the death of moderate Ayatollah al-Ozma Shariat-Madari, 4-86...followers instigated antiregime activity in Mashhad, Qom, Tehran, and other cities, 4-85...thoroughly opposed to repression by the regime and to what he sees as the corrupting effects of Western influences...critical of the war with Iraq on the grounds that Muslims should not fight each other, 1985...sent an open letter to Khomeini in 7-81 condemning the ouster of President Bani-Sadr and called for a boycott of the second presidential election, warning that it could lead to civil war...his son was defrocked by Khomeini supporters as a warning against his father's outspokenness, 7-81...said everything done by senior Khomeini regime officials and revolutionary organizations—including Bani-Sadr—was un-Islamic; emphasized that hasty trials, torture, and confiscation of personal goods are against Islamic law, 4-81...denounced by Khomeini supporters for allegedly participating in aborted military coup, 8-80...endorsed the retribution bill—a revised, Islamic penal code—possibly under pressure from the Khomeini regime...denounced "unauthorized arrests and hasty executions" by Khomeini's supporters, 2-79...did not take an active part in planning anti-Shah activities in Mashhad but strongly endorsed them...related by marriage to Khomeini...born 1920 to 1925 in Qom...exiled to Karbala, Iraq, by the Shah...wealthy and has several hundred students.

Tabatabai-Qomi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mahmud

Son of the above...acts as intermediary between his father and Khomeini.

Tabatabai-Shirazi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Mehdi

@ (Mashhad) 1st Majles.

Tabrizi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam?) Sadeq Kazem

Member (ultraconservative Hojatieh Society).

Tabrizi-Qaravi, (?) Abdol Hosein

Candidate (Azarbajyan-e Khavari Province) 2nd Assembly of Experts, 12-82...same as Qaravi?

(Farsi text: see Bani-Fazl-Tabrizi, Etemadi-Tabrizi, Kokabi-Tabrizi, MalakutTabrizi, Musavi-Tabrizi, Pur-Mir-Jafari aka Musavi-Tabrizi, Sayed Neyhani/Rohani aka Musavi-Tabrizi, and Vahid-Tabrizi.)
Taheri, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Head (implementation of Khomeini's 12-82 liberalization decree, Central Province), 3-83.

Taheri, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Habibollah

Member (?) 1st Assembly of Experts, 1979.

Taheri-Esfahani(-Kamani?), (Ayatollah) Jalal ed-Din

F and KhR(Esfahan), 1-79 to present (tried to resign in late 1980 but ordered to stay by Khomeini...member (prayer leaders' central council) with Khomeini, Khatami, Malakuti, and Meshkini, 11-82 to present...told by Khomeini not to run for president against Khamenei, 1985...accused regular forces' officers of disrespect to clerics attached to their units, 10-85...to Haj pilgrimage conference (Hamburg), 7-85...member (enforcement committee for Khomeini's 12-82 liberalization decree, Central Province), 1-83...member, 1st Assembly of Experts (Esfahan), 1979...attacked the ultraconservative Hojatieh faction, 8-83...strongly attacked moderate Ayatollah al-Ozma Shariat-Nadari, 4-82...briefed Khomeini on the war situation with Ayatollah Montazeri, 11-80...reported to Khomeini on the results of a factfinding trip to Kurdish-populated areas, 9-80...close to Air Force operations commander Babai...maintains a large private army and controls the Revolutionary Guard in Esfahan...active in anti-Shah movement...liked by Khomeini and close to Montazeri...associated with Qom seminary?...may have escaped assassination attempt, 4-82...son killed at front in 2-82 (exile press says he was assassinated)...born about 1931.

Taheri-Hoseinabadi, (?) Jalal

Candidate (Esfahan Province) 2nd Assembly of Experts, 12-82.

Taheri-Khorramabadi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam val-Moslemin) Hasan

Secretary (2nd Assembly of Experts) with Momen-Qomi...named with Hashemi-Katsanjanii, Meshkini, and Momen-Qomi (all 2nd Assembly of Experts officers) to supervise the eventual implementation of Khomeini's will...KhR(Pakistan), 8-82...KhR and Command Council member (Revolutionary Guard) named by Montazeri on behalf of Khomeini, 11-81; reconfirmed 6-83...KhR(Haj), 1981...met with Khomeini in that capacity, 10-81...visited Syria, 2-82 and 8-81...associated with Qom seminary...a moderate.

Taheri-Khorramabadi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Saleh/Sadeq

@Khorramabadi 1st and 2nd Majles...KhR(Khuzestan Province)...F(Ahvaz) resigned because of illness, 4-81...radical who sent a letter on behalf of Khuzestan clergy asking Montazeri to urge the military to lift the siege of Ahvaz, 1-81...said the outcome of the US hostage situation was a victory for Iran...inspected oilfields near the Iraqi border and met with then President Sani-Sadr to discuss war developments, 11-80.

Taheri-Mahmudi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Baqr
Tajrobi/Tayebi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Hosein

(e)staranjan) 1st Majles...died in bombing of Islamic Republic Party headquarters, 6-81.

Taleb, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Ali

F(minab-e Jonub, Bushehr), 8-81 to at least 11-83, 1-86.

Taleqani, (Ayatollah) Mahmoud

F(Tehran), 2-79 to 9-79...member (Tehran) 1st Assembly of Experts, 1979
...very popular...died of a heart attack soon after his children were detained as Mujahedin, 9-79...considered the spiritual father of the opposition Islamic-Marxist Mujahedin movement...acted as broker between Khomeini supporters and leftist guerrilla groups but seemed to turn against the left just before his death...played a major role in anti-Shah movement...unlike most other ayatollahs, he came from a poor family, advocated socialism, and criticized his colleagues for "fearing" the modern world...head of seminary in Tehran.

Taleqani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) N.

F(Sar-Band), 10-85.

Taqavi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Bovanat), 2-86.

Taqavi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Reza

F(Shahr Kord), 8-81 to present.

Taqi-Besharati, (hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

†(?) 1st Majles...Majles representative (Interior Ministry committee reviewing political parties' status)...visited Pakistan with (Givi~)Khalkhali, 3-82...same as Besharati-Jahromi?

Taqi-Besharati, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad

†(Semirom) 1st Majles...killed, 12-81...member (?) 1st Assembly of Experts, 1979.

Taqi-Dastqaib, (?) FNU

KhK(Persian Gulf dissidents in Shiraz?)...same as Ahmad Dastqaib?

Taqi-Falsafi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad

Strongly condemned Syria for "lack of belligerence" in Lebanon, 12-83...
named by Khomeini in 3-83 to mediate between the Council of Guardians and the Majles...some tie to Kafsanjani...saw Khomeini, 11-82...spoke before a major speech by Khomeini, 6-82...veteran leader of the ultraconservative Hojatieh faction...spoke at major Shia mourning ceremony in Tehran, 11-81, and on a similar occasion in Qom, 6-81...respected by clerics as a careful researcher, whose collected lectures have become basic texts on psychology from childhood through adulthood in Iranian seminaries...a daughter is married to Energy Minister Taqi-Banki...born 1924.

Taqi-Moqaresi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Nok(London), 11-83.

Taqi-Montazeri, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad

F(Aqlid), 10-83 to at least 6-84.

Taqi-Nuri, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad

F(Kamsar), 1985.

Taqi-Qomi, (Ayatollah) Mohammad

Prosecutor (revolutionary court, Tehran)...arrested, 6-82, for opposing Khomeini?

Taqi-Rahbar, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad

Member (literacy campaign administration)...associated with Esfahan University Department of Islamic Culture and Learning, 4-82.

Taqi-Shahroki, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad

F(Khorramabad) 1st Majles...F(Khorramabad), 8-81 to at least 8-82.

Taqi-Shariati, (?) Mohammad

In Mashhad...a founder of ultraconservative Hojatieh Society...father of Ali Shariati, Islamic theoretician who heavily influenced the opposition Islamic-Marxist Mujahedin ideology.

Taqi-Tabatabai, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad

Islamic Republic Party candidate (Estarajan) 1st Majles...judge (revolutionary court, Khuzestan Province), 11-80...same as below?

Taqi-Tabatabai, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad

Exporting the revolution in Latin America, 6-86...same as above?

Tara'i, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) A.

F(Susangerd), 5-83 to at least 11-83, 1-86...related to below?
Tarafi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Isa

F(Susangerd), 7-82...died, 8-82...director (tribes' office, Abadan), 8-81...related to above?

Tarkhani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Javad

Member (Khorasan Province) 1st Assembly of Experts, 1979.

Tarreh: see Musavi-Tarreh.

Tasaloti, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Amjad Mosque, Tehran), 2-82...escaped assassination attempt, 2-82.

Tashi: see Hoseini-Tashi.

Tashkiri, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Ali

Secretary general and deputy head for international affairs (Supreme Propaganda Council), 8-82 to present...to conference on the struggle against imperialism, Zionism, and reaction (Libya), 2-86...participated in Islamic conference on problems of Shias and "expansion of the Islamic revolution" (London), 8-83...met Khomeini in 10-81 with several other clerics designated as KhR (Haj), 1981, to report on issues related to the pilgrimage...to Islamic Thought conference (Algiers), 7-85 and 8-82...said the Islamic revolution cannot focus only on the situation inside Iran and ignore the rest of the world, 2-86.

Tavakol, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Member (Qom seminary)...spoke to bazaar guild seminar on the economy and Majles elections, 3-84.

Tavakoli/Tavasoli, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Isa

F(Lordegan), 2-82 to at least 12-84.

Tavasoli, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Member (Central Council of Friday prayer leaders), 9-84...same as any below?

Tavasoli, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Firushahr), 11-83.

Tavasoli, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Hosein

F(Farsan), 7-83.

Tavasoli, (Ayatollah/Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad Reza
Senior moderate adviser on Khomeini's personal staff, possibly his adviser on governmental affairs...heads the religious foundations section of the office where large amounts of money are sloppily handled...represented Ayatollah Khomeini's office at memorial service for late Ayatollah al-Ozma Khansari, 1-85...named by Khomeini to board to found seminary for women in Qom, 8-84...Khâ (Haj), 1981...met Khomeini in that capacity, 10-81...opponent of Tudeh (Communist) Party...crafty and intelligent...influences the selection of Friday prayer leaders and Khâ...has a strong personal power base...popular...close to the Qom seminary...born about 1936.

Tavusi, (Sheikh) Jabar

Leader of the Sabeen sect in Khuzestan Province...met with Khomeini, 4-79.

Tayebi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Administrator (foreign students' seminary, Qom) with Ebrahim, Hojati, Hoseini, and Samandari, 8-85.

Tayebi: see Tajrobi/Tayebi.

Tehrani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Head (court "specializing in clerics", Qom), 9-83...teacher at Qom seminary, 2-85...same as Musavi-Tehrani or first Ali Tehrani below?

Tehrani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ali

Head (Struggle against the forbidden), 6-86...same as above?

Tehrani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ali

Member (?) 1st Assembly of Experts?...a persistent, open critic of the Khomeini regime said to be sympathetic to the opposition Islamic Marxist Mujahedin...fled to Iraq in early 1984, possibly with assistance from the Mujahedin...opposed the regime's land reform program...may have been jailed in mid-1981...destroyed the presidential candidacy of Islamic Republic Party nominee, Jalal ed-Din Farsi, by claiming he was ineligible to run and published a letter in the IRP newspaper claiming that IRP leaders Beheshti, Kaisanjani, and Khamenei were "power hungry"...exiled to Mashhad from Tehran by Khomeini supporters after he threatened to publish documents from the US Embassy outlining Beheshti's contacts with US officials, 12-79...married to sister of Khamenei...may be related to Khomeini...born about 1924.

Tehrani, (Ayatollah) Mirza Javad

In Mashhad...met with Khomeini after a tour of the warfront, 5-81.

Tehrani: see Haeri-Tehrani, Hoseini-Tehrani, Musavi-Tehrani, and Saqafi-Tehrani/Muri.

Tohedi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU
F(Asfarin), 5-83.

Tonakaboni: see Falsafi-Tonakaboni.

Torabi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Acting F(Damqan), 5-83 to at least 10-83.

Torabi: see Abu-Torabi-Fard.

Torki, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Susangerd).

Urumian, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ali

@ (Maraqeh) 1st and 2nd Majles...2nd vice chairman (2nd Majles post-telephone-telegraph and power committee)...1st vice chairman (1st Majles energy-water-electricity committee)...lost a son in the war with Iraq in early 1984.

Vaezi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

KhK(Ministry of Roads and Transport), 8-83.

Vaezi, (Ayatollah/Hojjat ol-Eslam) Abdul Majid

In Istanbul, Turkey...close to exiled son of the late moderate Ayatollah al-Ozma Shariat-Madari.

Vaez-Musavi-Anzabi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Hasan

@ (Urumieh) 1st Majles...head (political-ideological office, police),
deputy governor general; member, central council; head of fund for repairing damages caused during the revolution (Azarbayan-e Bakhtari Province)...born 1932.

Vaez-Tabasi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam val Moslemin) Abbas

KhK (Khorasan Province), 7 to present...member (Islamic Republic Party central council and arbitration council that rules on members' "offenses")...named head of Kazavi Foundation (to rebuild the warfront), 8-83...led delegation to Pakistan, 2-82...escaped assassination attempt, 11-81 and 2-83 ...custodian Imam Keza shrine and Qods Kazavi foundation in Mashhad, 12-80...may be an ally of President Khamenei...opposed to the radical policies of the regime...endorsed former President Bani-Sadr's candidacy, 1-81...active in the anti-Shah movement.

Vafı, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Abol Qasem

Iktp?@ (Taft) 1st and 2nd Majles...alternate member (2nd Majles investigations committee)...member (1st Majles constituents' complaints committee).
Vahdat, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Well-known anti-Khomeini supporter of the late moderate Ayatollah al-Ozma Shariat-Madari from Tabriz...in hiding in Tehran...active in the anti-Shah movement.

Vahedi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Head (political-ideological office, Bushehr Navy base), 2-82 to at least 3-85.

Vahedi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

MP (Hamedan University), 9-84.

Vahedi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F (Manjil), 12-85.

Vahedi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Javad

Associated with the Fedayan-e Islam, pro-Khomeini paramilitary group.

Vahedi-Damqani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F (Kudbar), 4-86.

Vahid, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F (Aqa Jari).

Vahid, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Motaleb

@ (Kalaybar, Azarbayjan-e Khavari) 1st Majles...member (1st Majles auqaf--religious endowments--committee)...taught at Qom seminary...born 1927...same as Vahid-Tabrizi?

Vahid-Khorasani, (Ayatollah?) Hosein

In Qom...a possible Ayatollah al-Ozma in the future...member of the ultraconservative Hojatieh Society...has a large student following...a gentle, scholarly man...born in An Najaf, Iraq, in about 1920.

Vahid-Pur, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Hosein

Representative (Khomeini's propaganda office, Baluchestan va Sistan Province)...associated with Qom seminary.

Vahid-Tabrizi, (Ayatollah) FNU

Issued a public statement saying the regime's handling of the death of moderate Ayatollah al-Ozma Shariat-Madari was un-Islamic, 4-86.

Valai, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Isa
ψ(Amol) 2nd Majles...defeated an Islamic Republic Party candidate.

Vand: see Ahmad-Vand.

Vasrevi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Commander (Basič, Qom), 1982.

Yaqubi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

ψ(Evangelb), 5-83 to at least 11-83...same as below?

Yaqubi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mehdi

ψ(Torbat-e Heydarieh) 2nd Majles...same as above?

Yaqubnejad, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

ψ(Sirjand), 9-85.

Yar-Mohammad, (Mulači) FNU

Suni Baluch cleric in Khash who supports the Islamic Unity Party led by Mullazadeh.

Yasani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Judge (revolutionary court dealing with usury).

Yasrebi/Eshrebi, (Ayatollah) Mehdi

ψ and Khr (Kashan), 12-80 to at least 10-83, 2-86...attended International clerics' conference (Tehran), 1-83...met with Khomeini to report problems in his region, 12-80.

Yasrebi/Eshrebi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Qolam Reza

ψ(Bashraviiyeh), 8-81.

Yasubi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

ψ(Saqvez), 6-84.

Yazdani/Yazdan-Pur, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

ψ(Darab), 7-83.

Yazdi, (Ayatollah) FNU

ψ(Najafabad), 6-84...same as Haeri-Yazdi or Ezadi?

Yazdi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Mohammad
@Qom) 1st and 2nd Majles...1st Deputy Majles Speaker, 8-81 to 5-82, 7 to present...vice chairman (2nd Majles judiciary committee)...member (2nd Majles investigations committee, committee reviewing the Algiers accord with the United States, and 15-man executive board of Iranian Interparliamentary Union members)...chairman (1st Majles committee reviewing laws passed by the Revolutionary Council that governed Iran until mid-1980)...2nd vice-chairman (1st Majles judiciary committee)...member (1st Majles committee reviewing credentials of prime ministerial candidates), 8-80; said the Islamic Republic Party nominee, Mohammad Kajai, was unqualified...member (1st Majles committee reviewing conditions for release of the US hostages), 10-80...acting F(Tehran) occasionally since 6-81...led Majles delegations to Interparliamentary Union conference (Geneva), 9-84 and (North Korea), 8-83...member (Revolutionary Guard command council), 8-82...led delegation to China for population and development conference...IP representative (commission set up by Khomeini to moderate the power struggle), 4-81...led delegation to Persian Gulf states to explain Iranian views, 2-81...member (Bakhtaran Province, formerly Kermanshahan) 1st and 2nd Assembly of Experts...secretary and head (political department, Qom seminary lecturers' association)...former head (komitehs and revolutionary courts, Qom)...former revolutionary prosecutor (Qom)...leading moderate spokesman supported by Grand Ayatollahs Golpayegani and Marashi-Najafi...critical of government for choosing ministers from too narrow a pool, 8-84...opposed to Montazeri on land reform...close to military intelligence chief Katibeh...active in anti-Shah movement...has written books on theology...member (Fedayan-e Eslam, pro-Khomeini paramilitary group) since youth...born in Yazd about 1932.

Yazdi: see Ahmad-Yazdi, Haeri-Yazdi, and Mesbah-Yazdi.

Yektai, (Hojjat ol-Eslam/Ayatollah) Ebadollah

F(Khalkhal), 8-81 to at least 9-83...candidate for 2nd Assembly of Experts (Azarbayjan-e Khavari Province), 12-82.

Yemani/Emami, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Qazeron), 8-81 to at least 10-83...same as A. Emami?

Yusefi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Acting F(Dezful), 9-83.

Yusefi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Acting F(Andimeshk), 11-83.

Yusefi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Judge (revolutionary court, Dezful).

Yusefian, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Amol), 5-83 to at least 9-83.

Yusefian, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU
F(Gol Ara), 7-83, 2-86.

Yusefi-Dashti, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Ebrahim Jamal

(v(Rud Baran) 2nd Majles...2nd vice chairman (2nd Majles foreign affairs committee)...member (2nd Majles internal rules committee)...member (?) 2nd Assembly of Experts...organized worldwide Friday prayer leaders' conference (Tehran), 1984...former F(Bushehr)...a founder (central council of Friday prayer leaders, Qom)...associated with the Qom seminary...a radical who unsuccessfully challenged the 2nd Majles credentials of moderate Azeri-Qomi, who, Dashti said, was opposed to political leadership by a supreme jurisprudent, civil taxes, and councils...supported radical public prosecutor Khoiniha, 1986...same as Ebrahim Dashti?

Zabehi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Masjed-e Soleiman), 9-83.

Zaboli, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Head (political-ideological office, Navy).

Zaboli, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Cultural adviser (Central Province), 12-81 to present...same as above?

Zaei: see Mir-Zaei.

Zabidi, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Hosein

Associated with Special Civil courts?...interviewed by Kayhan newspaper on women's rights, 7-85.

Zahmatkesh, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

Prosecutor (Tabriz), 1986...from Gilan Province.

Zai: see Mirazi/Mir Zai.

Zali, (?) Mohammad Hasan

Candidate (Estahan Province) 2nd Assembly of Experts, 12-82.

Zamani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) FNU

F(Turkmandrai), 3-84.

Zamani, (Hojjat ol-Eslam) Hojatollah

@(Borujerd) 2nd Majles...an independent who defeated 10 other candidates who had strong factional backing...may be a sympathizer of the ultra-conservative Hojatollah Society...supported radical public prosecutor Khoiniha, 1986...depreciated the concept of political leadership by a supreme jurisprudent during a confidence debate for the Cabinet, saying Islamic law...
calls for the agreement of two men to make a ruling binding and, thus, the Majles need not obey Khomeini's individual call for a vote of confidence, 8-84.

Zamani, (Hojjat ol-Esalam) Mostafa

May become head of an Iranian seminary, 6-86.

Zamanian, (Hojjat ol-Esalam) Ahmad

@ (Mahavand) 1st and 2nd Majles...chairman (2nd Majles branch 10)...2nd vice chairman (2nd Majles housing and urban development-roads and transport committee)...associated with military courts...born about 1939.

Zandieh, (Hojjat ol-Esalam) FNU

F (Mashhad).

Zanganeh, (Hojjat ol-Esalam) Abas/Sabah

@ (Shiraz) 1st Majles...visited UAE, Qatar, and Kuwait, 9-81...to Interparliamentary Union Conference (Helsinki), 4-83...may be related to Air Force deputy operations chief Zanganeh...same as below?

Zanganeh, (Hojjat ol-Esalam) Amid

Visited Mexico, 7-82...same as above?

Zanjani: see Amid-Zanjani and Musavi-Zanjani.

Zarandi/Zararchi, (Hojjat ol-Esalam) FNU

Acting F (Bakhtaran Province formerly Kermanshah), 4-84 to present...KhR (Bakhtaran Province), 2-86...member 2nd Assembly of Experts (Bakhtaran Province)...most powerful figure in the province...saw Montazeri about local seminaries, 4-84...disagrees with his former teacher, Mojtaba, who is @ (Bakhtaran) 2nd Majles...same as below?

Zarandi, (Hojjat ol-Esalam) Abol Fazl

Member (Supreme Islamic Propaganda Organization), 6-86...same as above?

Zararchi: see Zarandi/Zararchi.

Zarazi: see Salmani-Zarazi

Zargar, (Hojjat ol-Esalam) Ahmad

Head (drug affairs office, Tehran prosecutor's office), 4-86...judge (antinarcotics court, second branch), 1-81.

Zavari/Zavarehi/Zarvareshi, (Hojjat ol-Esalam) Reza
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IRPM (Tehran) 1st and 2nd Majles...member (2nd Majles investigations committee, committee reviewing the Algiers accord with the United States, and the 15-man executive board of Iranian Interparliamentary Union members)...member (editorial board, Kesalaat newspaper) owned by Azari-Qomi...spokesman (1st Majles judicial committee)...one of three 1st Majles supply officers...member (Islamic Republic Party central committee)...former deputy Interior Minister, chairman (Interior Ministry domestic press committee) in that capacity...former head (national security headquarters)...former deputy revolutionary prosecutor who took a hard line on "agents of the Shah" and liberals...former supervisor (Tehran municipality)...ran for president, 1981...critical of Ministers of State Aqaazadeh and Banki in confidence debate, 8-84...published a letter harshly criticizing several ministers, 7-84...more than 80 Majles deputies called for his removal as alternate Majles representative to the supervisory council of the Voice and Vision of Iran in reaction to his criticism of current budget proposals and the ballooning civil service...prominent moderate and bazaar spokesman...may be a sympathizer of the ultraconservative Mojatieh Society...ally of President Khamenei but also advises Kaisanjani...strong critic of Heavy Industries Minister Nabi and Minister of State for Plan and Budget Banki for accepting poor economic deals with Romania while turning down better proposals from the United Kingdom, and of the Supreme Judicial Council for not prosecuting the two men on these charges...opposes land reform and other limits on private property...called for restriction of the government's ability to expend some aid funds in a confidence debate on the 1985/86 budget, 2-85...strongly critical of the radicals' newspaper Sobh-e Azadegan just before its closure in 6-85...active in the anti-Shah movement...born in 1938 to a rural family in Varamin.

Ziael, (Mojjat ol-Ksalam) Mehdi

Cultural Attache (Greece), 1985.

Ziai, (Mojjat ol-Ksalam) Abdollah

Member (Gilan Province) 1st Assembly of Experts, 1979.

Ziai-Kashti, (Mojjat ol-Ksalam) FNU

Head (Fezieh school, controlled by Khomeini) the largest and most important of the nine comprising the Qom seminary, 1986.

Zolqadr, (Mojjat ol-Ksalam) Mostafa

@ (Minab) 2nd Majles...elected despite intimidation by the incumbent, the local Friday prayer leader, and the Revolutionary Guard...a radical?...supported radical public prosecutor Khoiniha, 1986.
ANNEX A: FRIDAY PRAYER LEADERS BY LOCATION

Dates generally reflect occasions on which the Iranian press has confirmed a cleric's presence in a specific location. Consequently, his terms of office may well extend beyond both the first and last dates noted. Clerics who are deceased are indicated with an asterisk. Those serving ad interim are indicated with an @. Large towns may have several prayer leaders, each serving a separate mosque, or alternating in the main mosque pulpit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOCATION</th>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>DATES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abadan</td>
<td>Khonsari, FNU</td>
<td>1-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Badri, A.</td>
<td>@ 11-85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jami, Q.H.</td>
<td>1-80 to 11-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hoseini, FNU</td>
<td>9-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mohsenjami, A.</td>
<td>7-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abadeh</td>
<td>Hoseini, M.B.</td>
<td>2-82 to 8-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abarqu</td>
<td>Falahzadeh/Fazeli, FNU</td>
<td>1-82 to 9-83, 3-86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abasabad: see Tankabon.
Abbas: see Bandar Abbas.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOCATION</th>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>DATES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ahar</td>
<td>Mostafavi, FNU</td>
<td>@ 10-85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hoseini-Ashtani, FNU</td>
<td>3-83 to 11-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahar</td>
<td>Ale-Mohammad, S.</td>
<td>2-82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahvaz</td>
<td>Musavi-Jazayeri, M.A.</td>
<td>4-81 to present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pur-Hadi, FNU</td>
<td>4-86; @ 7-83 to 11-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Janati, A.</td>
<td>? to 9-81, 11-81, 2-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Taheri, M.S./S.</td>
<td>? to 4-81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aliabad Katul</td>
<td>Hoseini-Shahrudi, FNU</td>
<td>4-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aligudarz</td>
<td>Suleimani-Ashtani, FNU</td>
<td>7-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shariati, FNU</td>
<td>2-82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amol</td>
<td>Yusefian, FNU</td>
<td>5-83 to 9-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hoseinzadeh, FNU</td>
<td>8-81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fishtamazai, S.A.</td>
<td>@ 9-83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Mohammadabad mosque)</td>
<td>7-83 to 9-83, 4-86</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Mahmudabad mosque)</td>
<td>2-85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andimeshk</td>
<td>Ebn ol-Keza, FNU</td>
<td>@ 11-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yusefi, FNU</td>
<td>@ 9-82 to 11-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anzali: see Bandar Anzali.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aqa Jari</td>
<td>Hemati-Khorasani, H.</td>
<td>2-81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vahid, FNU</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aqlid</td>
<td>Shakeri, M.</td>
<td>11-85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arak</td>
<td>Taqi-Montazeri, M.</td>
<td>10-83 to 6-84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khonsari, A.F.</td>
<td></td>
<td>8-81, 10-83 to 7-84, 12-85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mojtabahed, FNU</td>
<td></td>
<td>11-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mir Jafari, M.</td>
<td></td>
<td>8-81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akhlaqi, FNU</td>
<td></td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ardabil</td>
<td>Qazi, FNU</td>
<td>@ 9-83, 4-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moruji, FNU</td>
<td></td>
<td>10-80, 8-81, 11-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moravei-Moravej, FNU</td>
<td></td>
<td>8-82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ardakan</td>
<td>Behjati, M.S.</td>
<td>? to 10-80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoseini, FNU</td>
<td></td>
<td>9-83 to 6-84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ardestan</td>
<td>Shariati, B.</td>
<td>@ 5-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arsanjan</td>
<td>Sabzvari, FNU</td>
<td>2-82 to 4-85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asfarin</td>
<td>Tohedi, FNU</td>
<td>9-83, 4-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashtian</td>
<td>Daneshi-Ashtiani, FNU</td>
<td>5-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aftan Ashrafieh</td>
<td>Aminian, FNU</td>
<td>8-83 to present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khodabakhshi, FNU</td>
<td></td>
<td>2-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azarshahr</td>
<td>Azimi, M.</td>
<td>12-85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azna</td>
<td>Bazandi, H.</td>
<td>5-85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Babol</td>
<td>Ruhani, H.</td>
<td>8-81 to 8-83, 2-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Babolsar</td>
<td>Suleiman(i), FNU</td>
<td>8-81 to 8-83, 6-85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darezi, FNU</td>
<td></td>
<td>5-83 to 8-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bafq</td>
<td>Mir Qanizadeh, M.</td>
<td>8-83 to 6-84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakhtaran</td>
<td>Zarandi, FNU</td>
<td>@ 4-84 to present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Movahedi-Kermani, M.M./A.</td>
<td></td>
<td>11-82 to 9-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bam</td>
<td>Hajeb, M.</td>
<td>? to 3-84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banab</td>
<td>Saeedi-Banabi, FNU</td>
<td>7-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banan</td>
<td>Banabi, FNU</td>
<td>5-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandar Abbas</td>
<td>Ahmadi-Yazdi, FNU</td>
<td>8-81 to present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deldar, FNU</td>
<td></td>
<td>@ 4-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qambari/Qanbari, FNU</td>
<td></td>
<td>@ 4-84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haydarzadeh, FNU</td>
<td></td>
<td>8-81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matim/Matin, A.</td>
<td></td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandar-e Anzali</td>
<td>Qatlizadeh, FNU</td>
<td>8-82, 5-83 to 9-83, 2-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sobhani, FNU</td>
<td></td>
<td>8-81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pishavi, M.</td>
<td></td>
<td>10-79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandar Gaz</td>
<td>Maherabi, FNU</td>
<td>6-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kabani, A.</td>
<td></td>
<td>8-81 to 10-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandar Gonaveh</td>
<td>Najafi-Kafsanjani, FNU</td>
<td>2-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoseini, FNU</td>
<td></td>
<td>11-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shokri, A.L. (Sunni)</td>
<td></td>
<td>8-82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandar Ilam</td>
<td>Rezaian, FNU</td>
<td>5-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandar Imam Khomeini</td>
<td>Golpayegani, S.</td>
<td>2-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suri, A. (Sunni)</td>
<td></td>
<td>10-85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahmudi, M. (Sunni)</td>
<td></td>
<td>9-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khadaei, A.R. (Sunni)</td>
<td></td>
<td>7-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bashraviyeh</td>
<td>Asadi, FNU</td>
<td>6-85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behbehani</td>
<td>Yarzani, FNU</td>
<td>8-81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mohtahedi/Mojtabahed, FNU</td>
<td></td>
<td>11-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Person</td>
<td>Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beheshti Shahr</td>
<td>Karimi, FNU</td>
<td>5-83, 4-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behshahr</td>
<td>Jabari, S.</td>
<td>8-81 to 10-83, 11-85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behshahr/Bushehr</td>
<td>Shari, FNU</td>
<td>11-82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sibzanak: see Khur and Biabanak</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bijar</td>
<td>Anvari, FNU</td>
<td>7-83, 2-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birjand</td>
<td>Yaqubnejad, FNU</td>
<td>9-85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boin Zahra</td>
<td>Faqehi/Faqir, FNU</td>
<td>7-83 to 11-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bojnurd</td>
<td>Hoseini, FNU</td>
<td>9-83 to 11-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borazjan</td>
<td>Mehmend-Navez, FNU</td>
<td>2-82 to 5-83, 12-85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borujan</td>
<td>Hoseini-Mehr, FNU</td>
<td>2-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borujerd</td>
<td>Rahimi, FNU</td>
<td>5-83 to 6-84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borujeri</td>
<td>Shemael, FNU</td>
<td>@ 9-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boruzgan</td>
<td>Nusavi, FNU</td>
<td>5-83 to 7-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boshtoriyeh</td>
<td>Rahimi, FNU</td>
<td>12-82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bovanat</td>
<td>Elmi, FNU</td>
<td>2-82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bukhan</td>
<td>Razavi, A.</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bushehr</td>
<td>Navab, H.</td>
<td>@ 1-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Moruj, A.K.</td>
<td>1985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mahdavi-Hadi/Haji, M.</td>
<td>2-82 to 11-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ahmadi-Yazdi, A.</td>
<td>2-82, @ 9-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Razavi/Rezavi, FNU</td>
<td>8-81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hoseini-e Mohri, FNU</td>
<td>12-85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ansari, FNU</td>
<td>@ 7-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Asadi, Q. R.</td>
<td>3-81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Taqavi, FNU</td>
<td>2-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Khalifezadeh, FNU</td>
<td>2-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shaverani, M.</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Falahat, FNU</td>
<td>9-85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Madani-Borujerdi, M./A.</td>
<td>3-81 to 1-85, 4-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Masebi/Mosayebi/Mosebi, FNU</td>
<td>@ 8-83, 6-84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mohseni, FNU</td>
<td>@ 9-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sedaqat, A.</td>
<td>@ 8-82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dashti, E.</td>
<td>12-80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yusefi-Dashti, E.J.</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Montazeri, H.</td>
<td>2-82 to 12-85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Bandar Deyr)
(Borazgan mosque)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Khan</th>
<th>Person</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rahimi-Najafabadi, A.</td>
<td>Hoseini-Khorasani, FNU</td>
<td>4-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shakeri, FNU</td>
<td>8-81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shafei, FNU</td>
<td>1985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daliyan</td>
<td>Navesi/Nazari, FNU</td>
<td>@ 5-83 to 9-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shahcherqi, A.</td>
<td>8-81 to 9-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damavand</td>
<td>Naimabadi/Naqimabadi, FNU</td>
<td>8-81 to 10-83, 4-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damghan</td>
<td>Torabi, FNU</td>
<td>@ 5-83 to 10-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eran, FNU</td>
<td>@ 9-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yazdani/Yazdan-Pur, FNU</td>
<td>7-83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Daran
Darechen
Dareh Shahr
Darreh Gaz
Dehdasht
Delijan
Deylam: see Khark Island.
Deyr: see Bushehr (Bandar Deyr)

Dezful
*Qazi-Tabatabai-Dezfuli, A.
Yusefi, FNU

Dorud
Sadri, FNU
Safi/Saveti, FNU
Behbehani, M.

Estahan
Kuhani, A.A.
Taheri-Estahan(-Emami?), J.

Esfarayen
Jafari, FNU

Esfid (near Korun)
Matlabi, FNU

Esknak
Hoseini, FNU

Es lamabad
Gol-Mohammadi, FNU (Sunni)

Es lamabad Qar b
(Bakhtaran Province)
Movahedi-Qomi, FNU
Nooruzi-Hamadani, FNU
Sobhani, FNU
Semali, FNU

Estahbanat
Rahmati, A.A.H.
Bani-Hashemi, FNU

Evangarb
Yaqubi, FNU
Hoseini, FNU

Evin Prison: see Tehran (Evin Prison)

Evanekei
Batai, FNU

Ezna
Salehi, FNU
Behjati-Khorasani, FNU

Farsan
Tavasoli, H.

Fasa
Arsanjani, FNU

Ferdows
Alizadeh, FNU

Fereidunkenar
Bakui, FNU

Feridun Shahr
Hoseini, FNU

Firushahr
Tavasoli, FNU

Firuzabad
Forqani, M.
Alahi-Fani, FNU

Firuzkuh/Firuzkaveh
Hoseini, FNU
Tabatabai, M./H.
Gachsaran
- Damqani, FNU
- Najafi-Kahmani, H.A.
- Motaqi-Kashani, FNU
- Najafi, FNU
- Farokhi, FNU
- Musavi, FNU @ 1-86
  10-83
  1-82 to 9-83
  11-84 to 12-85
  8-81
  8-81

Ganeveh
Garmi
Garmsar

Gaz: see Bandar Gaz and Darreh Gaz.

Gilan-e Garb
- Askari/Asqari, FNU
- Yousefian, FNU
- Eftakhari, FNU
- Mahmudi, A.T.
- Hekmat, FNU
- Madani-Gonabadi, M. 8-83 to 4-86
  7-83, 2-86
  1-86
  8-81
  3-86 @ 3-86

Gonabad

Gonaveh: see Bandar Gonaveh.

Gonbad-e Qabus
- Ahmadi, H.
- Hokumat, FNU
- Nuri-Mofidi, H./K.
- Hoseini-Sharvadi, FNU
- Montazeri, FNU 2-82 to 11-83, 4-86
  5-83
  8-81 to 9-83
  11-83

Gorgon (Aliabad mosque)

Gotband

Haftgel

Hamadan
- Nahavandi, FNU
- Endelaybzadeh, FNU @ 2-86
  10-84, 3-86
- Musavi-Hamadani, A.H.
- Hashemi/Hamadi-Hamadani, FNU @ 7-83 to 11-83, 3-86
  3-82 to 9-83
  8-81
- Fazlian, FNU
- Musavi, Y.
- Nateqi, FNU
- Kuhani, FNU 4-86
  12-85 to 2-86
  9-83

Heydarieh: see Torbat-e Heydarieh.

Hormuz
Hormuz Island
Hormuzgan

Ilam
- Mohammadi, A. 8-81, 7-83 to 11-83, 4-86

Ilam: see Bandar Ilam.

Imamshahr
- Khademi-Esfahani, H.
- Ashrafi-Esfahani, A.
- Abdollahi, A.K.
*Ebrahi, B. 10-82 to present
  12-80 to 10-82 @ 8-81
  @ ? to 8-81
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Person</th>
<th>Period</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Iranshahr (Al Kasul mosque) (Sarbaz mosque)</td>
<td>Qazanfari, FNU</td>
<td>2-86 to 3-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Salehi, M. (Sunni)</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Qamar ed-Din, FNU (Sunni)</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pur-Shamsian, FNU</td>
<td>7-84 to 8-85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Izeh</td>
<td>Ayatollahi, H.</td>
<td>8-81 to 6-84, 12-85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fakhri, A. (Sunni?)</td>
<td>2-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Khani, A.M.</td>
<td>8-81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Moalami, FNU</td>
<td>8-81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Masumi, FNU</td>
<td>7-84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kahak (aka Neauphlie le Chateau)</td>
<td>Mardaneh, H.A.</td>
<td>8-82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kalardasht</td>
<td>Matin, FNU</td>
<td>7-84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kamfiruz (near Shiraz)</td>
<td>Mir Baqeri, M.</td>
<td>5-81 to 12-82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hoseini, J.</td>
<td>9-85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mardukhi, A. (Sunni)</td>
<td>8-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sajadizadeh, FNU</td>
<td>12-85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kangan</td>
<td>Jamali, M. (Sunni)</td>
<td>2-84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mohammadi-Araki, M.B.</td>
<td>5-83 to 11-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Boqi, FNU</td>
<td>@ 8-81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansar (near Esfahan)</td>
<td>Qazanfari, H.</td>
<td>8-81, 8-85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Qazanfari, M.</td>
<td>4-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karaj</td>
<td>Sharifi, M.A.</td>
<td>8-81 to 11-84, 4-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Malekzadeh, FNU</td>
<td>@ 3-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kashan</td>
<td>Yasrebi/Eshrebi, M.</td>
<td>12-80 to 10-83, 2-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kashmar</td>
<td>Mohammadian, FNU</td>
<td>6-83 to 11-83, 4-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Habibian, FNU</td>
<td>2-82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kavar</td>
<td>Nowruzii, FNU</td>
<td>3-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerman</td>
<td>Jafari, J./Y.</td>
<td>12-80 to 11-82, 9-83 to present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hashani, FNU</td>
<td>@ 3-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hojati-Hoseini-Kermani, M.J.</td>
<td>2-82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fahim-Kermani, M.</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kar-Amouzian, M. (Sunni?)</td>
<td>1-85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khalknal</td>
<td>Yektai, E.</td>
<td>8-81 to 9-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khark Island (Deylam)</td>
<td>Salehi-Najafabadi, FNU</td>
<td>8-81 to 12-85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sharifi, M.A.</td>
<td>9-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kezaian, FNU</td>
<td>4-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Moqadam, FNU</td>
<td>11-83, 12-85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hashemi, M.A.</td>
<td>8-81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Najemi, M.S.</td>
<td>5-83 to 10-83, 12-85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khodabandeh</td>
<td>Jalali-Khomeini, FNU</td>
<td>3-83 to present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kezavi, FNU</td>
<td>@ 12-85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Deyanat, FNU</td>
<td>8-81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khomein Shahr (near Esfahan)</td>
<td>Ahmadi, M.</td>
<td>5-83 to 11-83, 3-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kasul(i)?, A.?</td>
<td>@ 7-83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### Khuramiabadeh
- Mahdavi, FNU
- Hoseini-Miandji/Mianehchi, K.
- Sadeqi, A.A.
- Taqi-Shahroki, M.
- Nuri, H.
- Mohammadi, FNU
- Salehi, M.
- Mahdavi, FNU
- Sabaqi, FNU
- Shaerl, M.
- Asgari, FNU
- Moravei-Moruj, M.K.

### Lamerd
- Qorbani, Z.
- Shahidi, A.A.
- Ayatollahi, A.A.
- Doagu, FNU
- Tavakoli/Tasolali, I.

### Mahabad
- Qaravizadeh, R.
- Qorbazadeh, FNU (Sunni?)
- Shararizadeh, M. (Sunni)
- Hoseini, E. (Sunni)
- Moqadas, FNU
- Shahcherazi, M.
- Hashemi-Bayat, A.
- Qoyumi, FNU
- Qizami, FNU
- Rahami, FNU
- Zandieh, FNU

### Mahalat
- Arjomandi, FNU
- Fazlai/Fatemain, FNU
- Aminian, A.
- Vahedi, J.

### Mahshahr
- Mohammadi-Moareji, K.
- Sharqi/Sharraei, M.A.
- Mardukhi, A.
- Karim, O. (Sunni)
- Howruz, FNU

### Marvdasht
- Moqadas-Shirazi, A.H.
- Abai-Khorasani, FNU
- Ahmadi, FNU (Sunni?)
- Mesbah, A.
- Hashemi-Nejad, A.K.
- Mozafari, FNU
- Howruz, FNU
- Mozafari, FNU
- Mohammadi-Nejad, FNU
- Kabani, H.
- Zabeti, FNU
- Baheri, FNU
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Individuals</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Meshkin Shahr</td>
<td>Kashqaqi, A.A.</td>
<td>8-81 to 7-83, 7-85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miandow Ab</td>
<td>Harisi, FNU</td>
<td>9-85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mianeh</td>
<td>Ali-Pur, H.H.</td>
<td>8-81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mimeh</td>
<td>Nejaji, S.</td>
<td>8-81 to present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minab-e Jonub</td>
<td>Kahimi, FNU</td>
<td>11-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minudasht</td>
<td>Taleb, M.A.</td>
<td>8-81 to 11-83, 1-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Suleimani, FNU</td>
<td>11-83, 3-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naein</td>
<td>Mir Zaei, FNU</td>
<td>7-83 to 11-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nahavand</td>
<td>Moqisi/Moqishi, FNU</td>
<td>7-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Najafabad</td>
<td>Yazdi, FNU</td>
<td>6-84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ezadi, FNU</td>
<td>9-83 to 3-84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ayatollahi, FNU</td>
<td>@ 5-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naqadeh</td>
<td>Bayani, K.</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kahimi, FNU</td>
<td>1-80 to 11-85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mohammadi-Tabar, FNU</td>
<td>@ 9-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bayani, R.</td>
<td>8-81 to 10-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neyruz</td>
<td>Faoqih, FNU</td>
<td>4-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*Faoqehi, A./M.</td>
<td>? to 8-81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neyshabur</td>
<td>Qaraviani, FNU</td>
<td>3-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marvej, FNU</td>
<td>@ 9-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nobarekeh</td>
<td>Hashemi, B.</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nowshahr</td>
<td>Ferdowsi, F.</td>
<td>2-82 to present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Motahari, S.</td>
<td>@ 4-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nur</td>
<td>Ansari, M.J.</td>
<td>5-83 to 11-83, 6-85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurabad Mamasani</td>
<td>Kuhlal-Amin, FNU</td>
<td>@ 6-85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Qalebi, FNU</td>
<td>9-83 to 6-84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oshmioieh</td>
<td>Khazeri, M.  (Sunni)</td>
<td>11-82 to 9-83, 4-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paveh/Saveh</td>
<td>Qaderi, Q.</td>
<td>5-81 to 11-83, 4-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piran Shahr</td>
<td>Fathi-Kad, R.  (Sunni)</td>
<td>5-83, 3-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pol-e Dokhtar</td>
<td>Emani, FNU</td>
<td>6-83, 2-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qaderabad</td>
<td>Hoseini, M.</td>
<td>3-82 to 3-83, 1-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kuhlazadeh, M.</td>
<td>2-82 to 11-83, 4-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Malekian, FNU</td>
<td>9-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qazerun</td>
<td>Emami, A.</td>
<td>8-81 to 8-84, 4-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yemani/Emami, FNU</td>
<td>8-81 to 10-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Doagu, FNU</td>
<td>5-83 to 11-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hamadi/Hamadani, A.Q.</td>
<td>@ 9-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Miri, A.Q.</td>
<td>@ 7-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qazvin</td>
<td>Barikbin, FNU</td>
<td>6-79 to present</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Qom

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Occupation</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>@ 5-83</td>
<td>Ashkeri, FNU</td>
<td>Meshkini, M. A.</td>
<td>6-81, 11-81 to present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>@ 1985, 1986</td>
<td>(Janati-)Sanei, Y.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>@ 12-83</td>
<td>Janati, A.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>@ 7-82 to 7-83</td>
<td>Azari-Qomi, A.B.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mid-1980 to 6-81</td>
<td>Hosein-Marashi-Najafi, S.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-83, 3-86</td>
<td>Montazeri-Najafabad, H.A.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-85</td>
<td>Qodrati, FNU</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marvej/Moruj, M.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Qorveh

### Quachan

### Kabat Karim

### Kafsanjan

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Occupation</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>@ 7-83, 6-85</td>
<td>Alavi, FNU</td>
<td>Sadeqzadeh, FNU</td>
<td>5-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hashemian/Hashemi-Rafsanjani, M.</td>
<td>Hashemian/Hashemi-Rafsanjani, M.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Kajai Shahr

### Kamhormuz

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Occupation</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sharifi, FNU</td>
<td>Sharifi, FNU</td>
<td>8-82 to 5-84</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musavi-Damqani, FNU</td>
<td>Musavi-Damqani, FNU</td>
<td>12-83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahdi-Nejad, FNU</td>
<td>Mahdi-Nejad, FNU</td>
<td>10-85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musavi-Mohammadzadeh, FNU</td>
<td>Musavi-Mohammadzadeh, FNU</td>
<td>@ 5-83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mohammadi-Nejad, FNU</td>
<td>Mohammadi-Nejad, FNU</td>
<td>6-85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nahvi, M.T.</td>
<td>Nahvi, M.T.</td>
<td>1986</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taqi-Nuri, M.</td>
<td>Taqi-Nuri, M.</td>
<td>8-81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qasem-Pur/Qaem-Pur, FNU</td>
<td>Qasem-Pur/Qaem-Pur, FNU</td>
<td>mid-1981 to present</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ehsanabakhsh, S.</td>
<td>Ehsanabakhsh, S.</td>
<td>6-82, @ 11-83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharifi, FNU</td>
<td>Sharifi, FNU</td>
<td>@ mid-1981</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hojati, FNU</td>
<td>Hojati, FNU</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arbani, M.</td>
<td>Arbani, M.</td>
<td>? to 8-81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
*Asgari, H.* | *Asgari, H.* | 8-82 |

### Kasht

(Kuchesfahan) (Kuchesfahan)

### Kavansar

### Kezan

### Kudan

### Kudbar

### Kud Sar

### Sabsevar

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Occupation</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alavi, FNU</td>
<td>Alavi, FNU</td>
<td>10-83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdost, FNU</td>
<td>Abdost, FNU</td>
<td>7-83 to present</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Najemi/Nazemi, FNU</td>
<td>Najemi/Nazemi, FNU</td>
<td>8-81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parhizgar, H.</td>
<td>Parhizgar, H.</td>
<td>6-84, 12-85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hesami, FNU</td>
<td>Hesami, FNU</td>
<td>2-86</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azizi, A.</td>
<td>Azizi, A.</td>
<td>@ 2-86</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Kazemian, M.S. (Sunni?)</em></td>
<td><em>Kazemian, M.S. (Sunni?)</em></td>
<td>? to 9-83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Hasani, S. (Sunni?)</em></td>
<td><em>Hasani, S. (Sunni?)</em></td>
<td>@ 11-82 to 2-84</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Salmas

### Sanandaj
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Officials</th>
<th>Period</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Masani, M.A.</td>
<td></td>
<td>8-81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Khosravi, S.</td>
<td></td>
<td>8-81 to 12-85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adabi, H.</td>
<td></td>
<td>12-85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mohammadi, FNU (Sunni?)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Forqani, A.H.</td>
<td></td>
<td>? to 9-84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yasubi, FNU</td>
<td></td>
<td>6-84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safdari-Khorasani, FNU</td>
<td></td>
<td>8-81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarab</td>
<td>Hoseini, K.</td>
<td>2-82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sami, M.K.</td>
<td></td>
<td>1-85 to 4-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taleqani, N.</td>
<td></td>
<td>10-85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Najatabadi, FNU</td>
<td></td>
<td>5-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sar Dasht</td>
<td>Azimi, M.</td>
<td>1-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sari</td>
<td>Tabarsi, FNU</td>
<td>5-83 to 12-85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarvestan</td>
<td>Adelian, FNU</td>
<td>6-84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sari</td>
<td>Pishvai, M.J.</td>
<td>8-81 to 11-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saveh</td>
<td>Motahari, A.</td>
<td>8-82 to 11-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saveh: see Paven/Saveh.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savejbalaq</td>
<td>Sabaei/Sabehi, A.</td>
<td>5-83 to 11-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semiran</td>
<td>Tabatabai, FNU</td>
<td>3-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semnan</td>
<td>Baqerian, FNU</td>
<td>8-81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shabestar</td>
<td>Akhtari, M.H.</td>
<td>1984 to 4-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shadegan</td>
<td>Akhtari, A.A.</td>
<td>8-81 to 11-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shahanshahr</td>
<td>Alemi, FNU</td>
<td>8-81, 12-85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shahin Shahr</td>
<td>Hoseini, A.</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shahin Shahr</td>
<td>Hoseini, M.</td>
<td>10-81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shahin Shahr</td>
<td>Mohammadi, A.</td>
<td>12-85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shahrak-e Qods</td>
<td>Musavi-Nejad, FNU</td>
<td>2-82, 7-85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shahr Babak</td>
<td>Samadi, FNU</td>
<td>@ 8-81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shahreza/Sharestan</td>
<td></td>
<td>4-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shahriar</td>
<td>Musavi, FNU</td>
<td>2-82 to 6-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shahr Kord</td>
<td>Malekian, FNU</td>
<td>1-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shahr Key</td>
<td>Samari, FNU</td>
<td>@ 9-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shahr Kord</td>
<td>Kanjbar, FNU</td>
<td>8-81 to present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shahr Key</td>
<td>Taqavi, K.</td>
<td>8-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shahr Kord</td>
<td>Eqari, FNU</td>
<td>7-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shahr Key</td>
<td>Mahdavi-Nejad, FNU</td>
<td>12-80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shahr Kord</td>
<td>Naseri, FNU</td>
<td>@ 7-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shahr Kord</td>
<td>Razi, FNU</td>
<td>3-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shahr Kord</td>
<td>Taheri-Mahmudi, M.B.</td>
<td>8-81, 3-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shahr Kord</td>
<td>Hoseini-Tashi, FNU</td>
<td>@ 9-83, 12-85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shiraz</td>
<td>Haeri-Yazdi/Shirazi, M.S.</td>
<td>12-81 to 3-82,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5-83 to 9-83, 2-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shiraz</td>
<td>Hashemi, M.</td>
<td>@ 7-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hoseini-Hashemi, M.</td>
<td>@ 7-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shirvan</td>
<td>Hoseini, FNU</td>
<td>7-83 to 9-83, 4-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shush</td>
<td>Shushtari, A.</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shush</td>
<td>Feqhi, FNU</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shushtar</td>
<td>Qaem, FNU</td>
<td>@ 2-82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sirjan</td>
<td>Ali-e Qafur, FNU</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sirjan</td>
<td>Elimi, H.</td>
<td>4-85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soleiman: see Masjed-e Soleiman.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sorkheh</td>
<td>Mahdavi-Nejad, FNU</td>
<td>7-83 to 11-83, 12-85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Dates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Susangerd</td>
<td>Akhtari, M.H.</td>
<td>8-81 to 1984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tarafi, A.</td>
<td>5-83 to 11-83, 1-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Afshari, FNU</td>
<td>@ 9-83 and 10-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*Tarafi, I.</td>
<td>7-82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Torki, FNU</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tabas</td>
<td>Haeri-Tabasi, M.A.</td>
<td>1-83 to 10-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tabriz</td>
<td>Malakuti-Tabrizi, M.</td>
<td>11-81 to present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Afrahi, FNU</td>
<td>10-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Meshkini, M.A.</td>
<td>@ 9-81 to 11-81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*Madani, A.</td>
<td>11-79 to 9-81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Qazi-Tabatabai, M.A./H.</td>
<td>9-79 to 11-79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Musavi-Shali, FNU</td>
<td>8-80 to 10-83, 2-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kafihi/Kafian, M.H.</td>
<td>7-83, 12-85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Takestan</td>
<td>Hoseini-Khamenei, A.</td>
<td>2-80 to present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taleqan</td>
<td>Montazeri-Najafabadi, H.A.</td>
<td>10-79 to 1-80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tehran</td>
<td>*Taleqani, M.</td>
<td>2-79 to 9-79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Emami-Kashani, M.</td>
<td>@ 6-81 to present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hashemi-Kafsanjani, A.A.</td>
<td>@ 6-81 to present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mahdavi-Kani, M.K.</td>
<td>@ 6-81 to present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Musavi-Ardabili, A.K.</td>
<td>@ 6-81 to 7-85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*Rabani(-Rankuh-i-)Amlashi, M.M.</td>
<td>@ 6-81 to present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yazdi, M.</td>
<td>2-82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tasaloti, FNU</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kezvani, Q.R.</td>
<td>2-85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shariati, FNU</td>
<td>5-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mortazavi, K.</td>
<td>7-85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anvari-Hamadan, M.B./T.M.Z.</td>
<td>1980 to 2-82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tabatabai, FNU</td>
<td>? to 11-84?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Amjad mosque)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Azizollah mosque)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(kvin Prison)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Fatemeh mosque)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Narmak mosque)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Nurian mosque)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Kostamabad mosque)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(unknown mosque)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(unknown mosque)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(unknown mosque)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(unknown mosque)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tehran University</td>
<td>(Abasabad)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Torkat-e Heydariieh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Turkmandraei</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tuysarkan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Urumieh</td>
<td>1979 to present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hasani, Q.K./H.</td>
<td>@ 4-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Musavi, FNU</td>
<td>@ 10-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kahimi, FNU</td>
<td>9-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Harisi, FNU</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Varamin</td>
<td>Mahmudi, M.</td>
<td>8-82 to 2-84, 4-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yasuj</td>
<td>Moruj, FNU</td>
<td>3-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shahmiri/Shahidi, FNU</td>
<td>1-82 to 9-83, 3-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Suleimani, FNU</td>
<td>3-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bayat, FNU</td>
<td>2-82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yazd</td>
<td>Khatemi, K.</td>
<td>7-82 to present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ali, J.H. (Sunni?)</td>
<td>1-85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Modaresi, J.</td>
<td>1-82, @ 9-83 to 6-84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*Saduqi, M.</td>
<td>? to 12-81?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zabol</td>
<td>Bayani/bayzani, FNU</td>
<td>3-83 to 10-83, 6-85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Abadi, M.</td>
<td>7-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gol-Hasan, M. (Sunni)</td>
<td>12-82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zahedan</td>
<td>Abadi, M.</td>
<td>8-81 to present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mullahzadeh, A.A. (Sunni)</td>
<td>2-82 to present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Abdul Hamid, FNU (Sunni)</td>
<td>9-83, 4-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Qorbani, FNU</td>
<td>@ 4-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sadeqi, FNU</td>
<td>@7-83, 12-85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bayani/Biyani, FNU</td>
<td>3-83 to 10-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kafami-Khorasani, FNU</td>
<td>? to 7-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Qaderi, FNU</td>
<td>@ 9-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zanjan</td>
<td>Musavi-Zanjani, H.</td>
<td>12-82, 2-86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Musavi-Zanjani, E.</td>
<td>5-83 to 12-85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zarinshahr</td>
<td>Hoseini-Naseri, FNU</td>
<td>8-81, @ 7-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mirazi/Mir Zai, FNU</td>
<td>8-81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# Annex B: Clerics in the Second Consultative Assembly (Majles)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>District Represented</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abasi-Fard, Mohammad Keza</td>
<td>Khorramabad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abas-Pur, Ebrahim</td>
<td>Kalaybar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdi-e-Khodai, Mohammad Hadi</td>
<td>Mashhad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdollah-Pur, Ali</td>
<td>Hashtrud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afrazadeh/Afrazi, Farajollah</td>
<td>Nowshahr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmad, Morad Ali</td>
<td>Songor-e Kolyai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmad-Vand, Mohammad Saleh</td>
<td>Manayeh/Malayer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akrami, Keza</td>
<td>Semnan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alari/Alavi-Hoseini, Mohammad Hasan</td>
<td>Gorgan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alavi, Mahmud</td>
<td>Larestan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anvari-Hamadani, Mohammad Baqr/Taqi</td>
<td>Tehran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muhi ed-Din Zeyn ol-Abedin</td>
<td>Zabol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aqa-Hoseini-Tabatabai, Hasan</td>
<td>Hamadan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aqili-Hamidi, Hashem</td>
<td>Bakhtaran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashrafi-Esfahani, Mohammad</td>
<td>Qom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azari-Qomi, Ahmad Bigdeli</td>
<td><strong>Esfarayan</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Babai, Ali Baba</td>
<td><strong>Sari</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahari-Ardashiri, Abas Ali</td>
<td><strong>Mahneshan</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bayat, Qolam Keza</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chehregani-Anzabi, Mohammad Hosein</td>
<td><strong>Tabriz</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chitsaz-Mohammadi/Hoseini-Shahrudi, Hosein</td>
<td><strong>Shahrud</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damadi, Hamid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dashti, Ebrahim</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dastqalib, Mohammad Hashem</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doali/Dali, Mahmud</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dorl-Najafabadi, Qorban Ali</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ebrahimi, Hosein</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eslami, Ebrahim</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fakhr-Kermani, Morteza</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Falasiri, Fakr ed-Din</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fareaq, Mostafa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fazl-Harandi, Muhi ed-Din</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fazl-Hamedani, Ali Mosbat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferdowsi-Pur, Esmail</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kerman</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estaban and Neyruz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dezful</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esfahan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahar and Kabutar Ahang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mashhad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Givi-Khalkhal, Mohammad Sadeq

Hamidzadeh-Givi, Ali Akbar
Hashemian, Hosein
Hashemi-Kafsanjani, Ali Akbar
Hejazi-Yard, Hashem
Hejazi-Garmseri/Komsari, Abu Taleb
Hemati, Ahmad
Hesari, FNU
Hojati, Aziz
Hoseini, Abol Hasan
Hoseini, Ali/Amin
Hoseini, Hosein
Hoseini-Baramani/Baramai/Bormai, Fazlollah

(Mostofi)-Beheshti, Ahmad
Hoseini-Khamenei, Hadi
Hoseini-Khamenei, Mohammad
Hoseini-Nadi-Najafabadi, Qomal Hosein
Hoseini-Nejad, Mohammad

Jalali, Khoda Karam

Knazai-Hezari-Torshizi, Mohammad
Kheyrkhak-Gildeh, Kamel
Khorram-Tai, Ali
Kianarsi, Asadollah

Mandavi-Hadi/Haji, Mehdi
Mahdavi-Karubi, Mehdi
Mahmudi, Abu Taleb
Mahmudian, Nur-Mohammad
Malakuti, Ali
Malavi-Rahimi, Nur ed-Din
Marvi-Samavarchi, Mahmud

Matim/Matin, Abas
Mir Jafari, Mostafa/Mojtaha
Mir Zai-Atabadi, Hadi Mohammad
Mohammadi, Mohammad
Monaqeq-Banki, Hosein
Mojtaha, FNU
Mojtahed-Shabestari, Mohsen
Montaja-Nia/Montakhabnia, Kasul
Mortazavi-Fard, Ali Asgar
Mostafavi-Siahmazegi, Daud
Motahari, Ali
Movahedi-Kermani, Mohammad Mehdi/Ali
Movahedi-Pur-Saveji, Ali

Qom

Boin Zahra
Kafsanjan
Tehran
Khoi
Kasht
Meshkin Shahr
Kangavar and Sahneh
Maku
Minudasht/Windasht
Sanandaj and Kamyaran
Qaenat

Darreh Gaz
Fasa
Fariman
Masjed-Sheikh
Najafabad
Ardakan

Jalali, Khoda Karam

Knazai-Hezari-Torshizi, Mohammad
Kheyrkhak-Gildeh, Kamel
Khorram-Tai, Ali
Kianarsi, Asadollah

Mandavi-Hadi/Haji, Mehdi
Mahdavi-Karubi, Mehdi
Mahmudi, Abu Taleb
Mahmudian, Nur-Mohammad
Malakuti, Ali
Malavi-Rahimi, Nur ed-Din
Marvi-Samavarchi, Mahmud

Matim/Matin, Abas
Mir Jafari, Mostafa/Mojtaha
Mir Zai-Atabadi, Hadi Mohammad
Mohammadi, Mohammad
Monaqeq-Banki, Hosein
Mojtaha, FNU
Mojtahed-Shabestari, Mohsen
Montaja-Nia/Montakhabnia, Kasul
Mortazavi-Fard, Ali Asgar
Mostafavi-Siahmazegi, Daud
Motahari, Ali
Movahedi-Kermani, Mohammad Mehdi/Ali
Movahedi-Pur-Saveji, Ali

Firuzabad

Knazai-Hezari-Torshizi, Mohammad
Kheyrkhak-Gildeh, Kamel
Khorram-Tai, Ali
Kianarsi, Asadollah

Mandavi-Hadi/Haji, Mehdi
Mahdavi-Karubi, Mehdi
Mahmudi, Abu Taleb
Mahmudian, Nur-Mohammad
Malakuti, Ali
Malavi-Rahimi, Nur ed-Din
Marvi-Samavarchi, Mahmud

Matim/Matin, Abas
Mir Jafari, Mostafa/Mojtaha
Mir Zai-Atabadi, Hadi Mohammad
Mohammadi, Mohammad
Monaqeq-Banki, Hosein
Mojtaha, FNU
Mojtahed-Shabestari, Mohsen
Montaja-Nia/Montakhabnia, Kasul
Mortazavi-Fard, Ali Asgar
Mostafavi-Siahmazegi, Daud
Motahari, Ali
Movahedi-Kermani, Mohammad Mehdi/Ali
Movahedi-Pur-Saveji, Ali

Firuzabad

Knazai-Hezari-Torshizi, Mohammad
Kheyrkhak-Gildeh, Kamel
Khorram-Tai, Ali
Kianarsi, Asadollah

Mandavi-Hadi/Haji, Mehdi
Mahdavi-Karubi, Mehdi
Mahmudi, Abu Taleb
Mahmudian, Nur-Mohammad
Malakuti, Ali
Malavi-Rahimi, Nur ed-Din
Marvi-Samavarchi, Mahmud

Matim/Matin, Abas
Mir Jafari, Mostafa/Mojtaha
Mir Zai-Atabadi, Hadi Mohammad
Mohammadi, Mohammad
Monaqeq-Banki, Hosein
Mojtaha, FNU
Mojtahed-Shabestari, Mohsen
Montaja-Nia/Montakhabnia, Kasul
Mortazavi-Fard, Ali Asgar
Mostafavi-Siahmazegi, Daud
Motahari, Ali
Movahedi-Kermani, Mohammad Mehdi/Ali
Movahedi-Pur-Saveji, Ali

Firuzabad

Knazai-Hezari-Torshizi, Mohammad
Kheyrkhak-Gildeh, Kamel
Khorram-Tai, Ali
Kianarsi, Asadollah

Mandavi-Hadi/Haji, Mehdi
Mahdavi-Karubi, Mehdi
Mahmudi, Abu Taleb
Mahmudian, Nur-Mohammad
Malakuti, Ali
Malavi-Rahimi, Nur ed-Din
Marvi-Samavarchi, Mahmud

Matim/Matin, Abas
Mir Jafari, Mostafa/Mojtaha
Mir Zai-Atabadi, Hadi Mohammad
Mohammadi, Mohammad
Monaqeq-Banki, Hosein
Mojtaha, FNU
Mojtahed-Shabestari, Mohsen
Montaja-Nia/Montakhabnia, Kasul
Mortazavi-Fard, Ali Asgar
Mostafavi-Siahmazegi, Daud
Motahari, Ali
Movahedi-Kermani, Mohammad Mehdi/Ali
Movahedi-Pur-Saveji, Ali

Firuzabad

Knazai-Hezari-Torshizi, Mohammad
Kheyrkhak-Gildeh, Kamel
Khorram-Tai, Ali
Kianarsi, Asadollah

Mandavi-Hadi/Haji, Mehdi
Mahdavi-Karubi, Mehdi
Mahmudi, Abu Taleb
Mahmudian, Nur-Mohammad
Malakuti, Ali
Malavi-Rahimi, Nur ed-Din
Marvi-Samavarchi, Mahmud

Matim/Matin, Abas
Mir Jafari, Mostafa/Mojtaha
Mir Zai-Atabadi, Hadi Mohammad
Mohammadi, Mohammad
Monaqeq-Banki, Hosein
Mojtaha, FNU
Mojtahed-Shabestari, Mohsen
Montaja-Nia/Montakhabnia, Kasul
Mortazavi-Fard, Ali Asgar
Mostafavi-Siahmazegi, Daud
Motahari, Ali
Movahedi-Kermani, Mohammad Mehdi/Ali
Movahedi-Pur-Saveji, Ali

Firuzabad

Knazai-Hezari-Torshizi, Mohammad
Kheyrkhak-Gildeh, Kamel
Khorram-Tai, Ali
Kianarsi, Asadollah

Mandavi-Hadi/Haji, Mehdi
Mahdavi-Karubi, Mehdi
Mahmudi, Abu Taleb
Mahmudian, Nur-Mohammad
Malakuti, Ali
Malavi-Rahimi, Nur ed-Din
Marvi-Samavarchi, Mahmud

Matim/Matin, Abas
Mir Jafari, Mostafa/Mojtaha
Mir Zai-Atabadi, Hadi Mohammad
Mohammadi, Mohammad
Monaqeq-Banki, Hosein
Mojtaha, FNU
Mojtahed-Shabestari, Mohsen
Montaja-Nia/Montakhabnia, Kasul
Mortazavi-Fard, Ali Asgar
Mostafavi-Siahmazegi, Daud
Motahari, Ali
Movahedi-Kermani, Mohammad Mehdi/Ali
Movahedi-Pur-Saveji, Ali
Musavi-Abrakuveh, Morteza
Musavi-Damqani, Abol Qasem Davud
Musavi-Madani, Mohammad Eshaq
Musavi-Pur, Hasan

Nabavi, Mohammad Hosein
Najafi, Qodratollah
Najafi-Kahmani, Hasan Ali
Naqi-Lotfi, Mohammad Ali
Naqi-Seyed-Khavari-Langarudi, Mir Ali
Naseri/Nasr, Mostafa
Nazari, Ali
Nazari-Monfared, Ali
Nuri-Hosein-Abadi, Abdollah

Panahandeh, Ali
Pur-Salar, Hosein

Qaemi-Fard, Mehdi
Qafar, Hadi Hosein
Qanbari-Qazikolah, Abdul Ali
Qorbani, Zeyn ol-Abedin

Kabani(-Kankuhi)-Amlashi, Mohammad Mehdi
Kahami, Mohsen
Kahbar-Pur, Qolam Hosein
Kahimi, Hosein Ali
Kahimi-Naji-Abadi, Qolam Keza
Rahman, Hosein Ali
Kashidian, Mohammad
Kazaqi, Abol Qasem
Kazavi, Morteza
Kuhani, Hasan
Kuhani-Yard, Ali Akbar

Sadr-Tabatabai, Jalil
Safavi-Kuhsareh, Mir Abas
Sajadi-Nejad, Mir Qafar
Salimi-Kamini/Qomeyni/Khomeini, Musa
Sayed Keyhani/Ruhani aka Musavi-
Tabrizi, Mir Abol Fazl
Sayedi-Far/Saidian, Mir Qafar
Shojai-Keisari/Kiasari, Hasan/Hosein
Shushtari, Ali
Shushtari, Mohammad Esmail
Sobhani-Nia, Hosein
Soltani, Hosein
Soltani, Qolam Keza

Andimeshk and Shush
Kamhormuz
Saravan
Abhar

Bushehr
Shahreza
Gachsaran and Kohiluyeh
Ilam
Langrud
Zanjan
Mahalat
Abadeh
Esfahan

Borkhar
Kahnuj

Qaemshahr
Astaneh Ashrafieh

Tehran
Khodabandeh
Tuysarkhan
Bijar
Mahshahr
?
Abadan
Tonkabon and Ramsar
Tabriz
Dehloran and Mehran

Yazd
Fumen
Bostanabad
Mianeh

Tabriz
Khomein Shahr
Sari
Neyshabur
Quchan
Neyshabur
Ardestan
Karaj
Suri, Abdullah
Baneh

Taheri-Khorramabadi, Mohammad Saleh/Sadeq
Khorramabad

Urumian, Ali
Maraqeh

Vafi, Abol Qasem
Taft
Valai, Isa
Amol

Yaqubi, Mehdi
Torbat-e Heydarieh
Yazdi, Mohammad
Qom
Yusefi-Dashti, Ebrahim Jamal
Kud Baran

Zamani, Hojatollah
Borujerd
Zamanian, Ahmad
Nahavand
Zavari/Zavarehi/Zarvareshi, Reza
Tehran
Zolqadr, Mostafa
Minab
## ANNEX C: SECOND CONSULTATIVE ASSEMBLY DISTRICTS REPRESENTED BY CLERICS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISTRICT</th>
<th>REPRESENTATIVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abadan</td>
<td>Kashidian, Mohammad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abadeh</td>
<td>Nazari-Monfared, Ali</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbas: see Bandar Abbas.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abhar</td>
<td>Musavi-Pur, Hasan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahang: see Bahar and Kabutar Ahang.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmad: see Boir Ahmad.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amol</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andimeshk and Shush</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arak</td>
<td>Valai, Isa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ardakan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ardestan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Astaneh Asnrafieh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Babolsar and Bandepey</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahar and Kabutar Ahang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakhtaran</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakhtaran</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandar Abbas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandepey: see Babolsar and Bandepey.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baneh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bijar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boin Zahra</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boir Ahmad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borkhar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borujerd</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bostanabad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bushehr</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheneran: see Tarqota/Torqabeh and Cheneran.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darreh Gaz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dehloran and Mehran</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delfan: see Selseleh and Delfan.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahdavi-Hadi/Haji, Mehdí</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fazl-Hamedani, Ali Mosbat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashrafi-Esfahani, Mohammad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mojtaba, FNU</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matim/Matin, Abas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suri, Abdollah</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rahimi, Hosein Ali</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamidzadeh-Givi, Ali Akbar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahmoudian, Nur-Mohammad</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panahandeheh, Ali</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zamani, Hojatollah</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sajadi-Nejad, Mir Qafar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nabavi, Mohammad Hosein</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Deziul

Eqlid
Eshtahan
Eshtahan
Esfariyan
Estaban and Neyruz

Falavarjan
Faridan
Fariman
Fars Province
Fasa
Firuzabad
Fumen

Gacansaran and Kohiluyeh

Gaz: see Darreh Gaz.

Golpayegan
Gorgon

Hamadan
Hashtrud

Heydarieh: see Torbat-e Heydarieh.

Ilam

Naqvi-Lotfi, Mohammad Ali

Kabutar: see Bahar and Kabutar Ahang.

Kahnuj
Kalaybar

Kamyaran: see Sanandaj and Kamyaran.

Kangavar and Sahneh
Karaj
Karaj
Kerman
Khash
Khodabande
Knoi
Khomein Shahr
Khorramabad

Kesami, Ebrahim
Fazl-Narandi, Muhi ed-Din
Nuri-Hosein-Abadi, Abdollah
Babai, Ali Baba
Falasiri, Fakr ed-Din

Mir Zai-Atabadi, Hadi Mohammad
Kianarsi, Asadollah
Hoseini-Khamenei, Hadi
Dastqai, Mohammad Hashem
(Hoseini-)beheshti, Ahmad
Jalali, Khoda Karam
Safavi-Khonsareh, Mir Abas

Najafi-Kahmani, Hasan Ali

Mahmudi, Abu Taleb
Alari/Alavi-Hoseini, Mohammad
Hasan

Aqili-Hamidi, Hashem
Abdollah-Pur, Ali

Naqvi-Lotfi, Mohammad Ali

Pur-Salari, Hosein
Abas-Pur, Ebrahim

Hesari, FNU
Mohaqeq-Banki, Hosein
Soltani, Qomal Reza
Fahim-Kermani, Morteza
Damadi, Hamid
Kahami, Mohsen
Hejazi-Fard, Hashem
Sayedi-Far/Saidian, Mir Qafar
Abasi-Fard, Mohammad Keza
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Name(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Khorramabad</td>
<td>Taheri-Khorramabadi, Mohammad Saleh/Sadeq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koniluyeh: see Gachsaran and Koniluyeh.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kolyai: see Songor-e Kolyai.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lanejan</td>
<td>Kheyrkhak-Gildeh, Kamel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Langrud</td>
<td>Naqi-Seyed-Khavari-Langarudi, Mir Ali</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larestan</td>
<td>Alavi, Mahmud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lengen</td>
<td>Mortazavi-Fard, Ali Asgar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahalat</td>
<td>Nazari, Ali</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahneshan</td>
<td>Bayat, Qolam Keza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahshahr</td>
<td>Kahimi-Haji-Abadi, Qolam Keza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maku</td>
<td>Hojati, Aziz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malavi</td>
<td>Malavi-Rahimi, Nur ed-Din</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manayeh/Malayer</td>
<td>Ahmad-Vand, Mohammad Saleh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maraqeh</td>
<td>Urmian, Ali</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mashhad</td>
<td>Abd-e-Khodai, Mohammad Hadi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mashhad</td>
<td>Ferdowsi-Pur, Esmail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mashhad</td>
<td>Hoseini-Khamenei, Mohammad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mehran: see Dehloran and Mehran.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meshkin Shahr</td>
<td>Hemati, Ahmad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miandasht: see Minudasht/Miandasht.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mianeh</td>
<td>Salimi-Kamini/Qomeyni/Khomeini, Musa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minab</td>
<td>Zolqadr, Mostafa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minudasht/Miandasht</td>
<td>Hoseini, Abol Hasan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nahavand</td>
<td>Zamanian, Ahmad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Najafabad</td>
<td>Hoseini-Nadi-Najafabadi, Qomal, Hosein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neyruz: see Estaban and Neyruz.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neyshabur</td>
<td>Shushtari, Ali</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neyshabur</td>
<td>Sobhani-Nia, Hosein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nowshahr</td>
<td>Afrazadeh/Afraz, Farajollah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qaemshahr</td>
<td>Qanbari-Qazikolahi, Abdul Ali, Hoseini, Hosein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qaenat</td>
<td>Azari-Qomi, Ahmad Bigdeli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qom</td>
<td>Givi-Khalkhari, Mohammad Sadeq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qom</td>
<td>Yazdi, Mohammad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quchan</td>
<td>Shushtari, Mohammad Esmail</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Kafsanjan
Kamhormuz

Hashemian, Hosein
Musavi-Damqani, Abol Qasem Davud

Kamsar: see Tonkabon and Ramsar.

Rasht

Hejazi-Garmsari/Komsari, Abu Taleb

Kasht
Khazai-Herai-Torshizi, Mohammad
Mostafavi-Siahmazegi, Daud
Yusefi-Dashti, Ebrahim Jamal

Sahneh: see Kangavar and Sahneh.

Sanandaj and Kamyaran
Saqqez and Baneh
Sarab
Saravan
Sari

Hoseini, Ali/Amin
Khorram-Tai, Ali
Malakuti, Ali
Musavi-Madani, Mohammad Eshag
Bahari-Ardashiri, Abas Ali
Shojai-Keisari/Kiasari, Hasan/

Sarvestan
Saveh
Selseleh and Delfan
Semnan
Shahreza
Shahrud

Vaemi-Fard, Mehdi
Movahedi-Pur-Saveji, Ali
Mohammadi, Mohammad
Akrami, Reza
Najafi, Qodratollah
Chitsaz-Mohammadi/Hoseini-
Shahrudi, Hosein

Shiraz

Montaja-Nia/Montakhabnia, Rasul

Shush: see Andimeshk and Shush

Sonqor-e Kolyai

Ahmadi, Morad Ali

Tabriz

Chehregani-Anzabi, Mohammad
Hosein

Tabriz

Razavi, Morteza
Sayed Keyhani/Ruhani aka Musavi-
Tabrizi, Mir Abol Fazl

Tabriz

Vafi, Abol Qasem

Tarqota/Torqabeh and Chenaran
Tehran

Marvi-Samavarchi, Mahmud
Anvari-Hamadani, Mohammad Baqr/
Taaki Muhi ed-Din Zeyn ol-Abedin
Dolai/Dali, Mahmud
Dori-Najafabadi, Qorban Ali
Hashemi-Kafsanjani, Ali Akbar
Mahdavi-Karubi, Mehdi
Mojtabahed-Shabestari, Mohsen
Movahedi-Kermani, Mohammad
Mehdi/Ali

Tehran

Qafarz, Hadi Hosein
Kabani(-Kankuhi)-Amlashi,
Mohammad Mehdi
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tehran</td>
<td>Tehran, Hasan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zavari/Zavarehi/Zarvareshi, Reza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kazaqi, Abol Qasem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yaqubi, Mehdi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tonkabon and Kamsar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torbat-e Heydariyah</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torqabeh: see Tarqota/Torqabeh and Chenaran.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuysarkan</td>
<td>Rahbar-Pur, Qolam Hosein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Dashti, Ebrahim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Rahman, Hosein Ali</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Varamin</td>
<td>Ebrahim, Hosein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yazd</td>
<td>Sadr-Tabatabai, Jalil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zabol</td>
<td>Aqa-Hoseini-Tabatabai, Hasan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zahra: see Boin Zahra.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zanjan</td>
<td>Naseri/Nasr, Mostafa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zarand</td>
<td>Motahari, Ali</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>